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PREFACE

This handbook is designed to serve as a reference and a guide to
the basic grammar of Modern Standard Arabic

.

Its contents include all basic features as well as some additional
items which go beyond the scope of the Basic Course. They are grouped
in five parts

:

CHAPTER ONE PRONUNCIATION AND ORTHOGRAPHY.

CHAPTER TWO MORPHOLOGY OF NOUNS AND RELATED ITEMS

.

CHAPTER THREE MORPHOLOGY OF VERBS AND DERIVED FORMS

.

CHAPTER FOUR PARTICLES.

CHAPTER FIVE SYNTAX.

A comprehensive index has been added to enable the student to locate
information on any particular problem he may have.

This is not a teaching text. Accordingly it does not follow the
dictates of the tenets of a particular teaching approach in its arrange-
ment. Rather, the logic inherent in the language system itself determines
the outline.

In format, descriptions and rules are followed by illustrative
examples of speech. A special effort was made to avoid a terminology
that is antiquated or unfamiliar to the student. At the same time, new
terms are explained and exhibited in speech samples.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Adj. Adjective

Ace. Accusative

F. Feminine

F. PI. Feminine Plural

F.S. Feminine Singular

Gen. Genitive

Imp. Imperfect

M. Masculine

M. PI. Masculine Plural

M.S. Masculine Singular

Norn. Nominative

N. Noun

Per. Perfect

PI. Plural
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CHAPTER ONE

PRONUNCIATION AND ORTHOGRAPHT

I. SOUND SYSTEM

The sound system of a language consists of consonants and vowels:

A. Consonants ; The Arabic consonants (28) are grouped here for

convenience into two groups, i.e., those similar to English and those for

which there are no English equivalents. Most Arabic sounds are similar to

English sounds.

1. Similar to 1English

/b/ i_- /m/
f

/d/ j /n/ o

/f / <_» /S / y-

A/ Jk /t/

/J/ £ /»/ J

A/ d /W/ J

A/ J /y/ tf

th /&/ J as in then or these

th /e/ c. as in thin or thick

sh/^7 A as in ship or shell

2. No English equivalent:

a. Trill /r/ j : Although the pronunciation of /r/ j is

sometimes, mistakingly, considered as similar to the English pronunciation,

there is a marked distinction between the two. The English /r/ is pro-

duced with one flap of the tongue (or none at all), whereas the Arabic /r/

is a distinct trill of the tongue. To practice the production of this



sound, listen carefully to your instructor's pronunciation or to recorded

exercises and try to imitate them as closely as possible.

b. /9/£ : This sound is produced by constriction (narrowing)

of the throat and expulsion of the breath with the vocal cords vibrating.

Example: The pronunciation of '|Arab" by a native. The recorded exercises

in Lesson One of the Basic Course provide intensive practice for discrimi-

nation and production of this sound.

c. /?/* : This sound is a glottal stop produced by completely

closing the vocal cords and then by suddenly separating them. It is a

sound frequently heard in English at the beginning of a word with an initial

vowel, as in "oh! oh!, essential, absolutely." It is called /hamza/ in

Arabic

.

d. /q/j : This sound is a gutteral /k/d pronounced from

the back of the mouth. To produce this sound, the very back part of the

tongue must be raised to touch the uvular region with the middle and front

part of the tongue held tightly on the bottom of the mouth. To practice

the production of this sound, imitate the sound of the crow.

e. /d/(> : This sound represents an emphatic, velarized cor-

relative of "d". To make this sound, place the tip of the tongue against

the upper teeth stiffen the tongue and tighten the muscles of the throat.

In trying to produce this sound, listen to your instructor's pronunciation,

and imitate him closely.

f

.

/t/ i> : The production of this sound is like the production

of the "t" with the back of the tongue raised toward the soft palate and



the whole tongue slightly retracted. The recorded exercises in Lesson Four

of the Basic Course should help to achieve the correct pronunciation of this

sound.

g. /h/ ^ : This sound is produced in the pharynx by constricting

the nharyngeal walls while the vocal cords are not vibrating. It is like

an emphatic "h" produced with a strong and sustained explosion of the breath

with no rasping. A good imitation of this sound is the heavy breathing of

a person after a running out of breath. The recorded exercises in Lesson

Five of the Basic Course should help to achieve the correct pronunciation

of this sound.

h. /s/u» : This sound is produced with the teeth slightly

apart, pressing the tip of the tongue against the lower teeth and raising

the back of the tongue to press against the velum, and allowing the stream

of air to pass between the tongue and the alveolar ridge. The recorded

exercises in Lesson Seven of the Basic Course will help achieve an accept-

able pronunciation of this sound.

i. /gV £ : To produce this sound, raise the back of the tongue

towards the roof of the mouth, but not close enough to touch it. The front

of the tongue is kept tight and low while the stream of air is blown out,

with the vocal cords vibrating. The recorded exercises in Lesson Eight

of the Basic Course should help achieve an acceptable pronunciation of

this sound.

j. /cf/J=>: This sound is the emphatic counterpart of /o/ J .

In trying to produce this sound, listen to your instructor's pronunciation,

and imitate him closely.



k./x/ v- : This sound is produced by raising the back of the

tongue towards the roof of the mouth and very close to the velum but not

touching it. The front of the tongue is kept low and the vocal cords are

not vibrated, while the stream of air is blown out. The recorded exercises

in Lesson Nine of the Basic Course should help to achieve an acceptable

pronunciation of this sound.

B. Vowels : There are two sets of vowels in Arabic: short vowels and

long vowels . It requires about twice as much time to produce a long vowel

as to produce a short one. Unlike English which tends to obscure vowels in

unstressed syllables, Arabic attaches equal significance to all similar

vowels. The Arabic vowels, in general, are pronounced more crisply and

clearly than the English vowels.

1. Short Vowels: Short Vowels are roughly similar to English.

This similarity is intended only as a general guide to pronunciation. They

may differ in quality and they may behave differently under certain condi-

tions .

The Short Vowels for Modern Standard Arabic are:

a. /a/ as in /kataba/ "he wrote".

b. /!/ as in /binti/ "my daughter".

c. /u/ as in /kuntu/ "I was".

2. Long Vowels: The Modern Standard Arabic long vowels are:

a. /aa/ as the English a in "bat".

b. /ii/ as the English ea in "beat" or "meat".

c. /uu/ as the English oo in "boot".



Lengthening a vowel can change the meaning of a word. For

example:

/kataba/ "he wrote" and /kaataba/ "he corresponded"

The difference between these two words is only in the first

syllable - /ka/ and /kaa/.

In Arabic there is a practical useful connection between ?alif ( I
)

and fatha(t), between yaa? (i* ) and kasra(t), and between waaw ( j ) and

damma(t). It is only when the vocalizing is followed by the other member

of the pair that a long vowel is indicated: aa, or uu. Taa? (is ), and

waaw ( j ) are also regular consonants which can either precede or follow a

vowel sound: vi, wu are possible syllables in Arabic. A final written (iy)

is pronounced and romanized ii and a final written (uw) is uu. Such com-

binations as - iyya , - uwwa are frequent, (ay) and (aw) are encountered in

the literary and the spoken language, although in the latter the pronuncia-

tion is apt to range from an English "long i" (as in bite ) or an ou (as in

house ) to the "long a" (in bait) or the "long o" (in boat).

C. Diphthongs : There are two diphthongs in Arabic:

1« /s-j/ts y ' When /a/ y occurs before /y/ <j (in the same

syllable) it is to be pronounced as ay_ in "layman" or "late" or the Arabic

word Aayt/ ^--s-i "house".

2. /aw/j ^_i When /a/ ^_ precedes /w/ j (in the same syllable),

it is to be pronounced as ou in "house" or the Arabic word /yawm/
fj->.

"day".



II. SUPRASEGMENTALS

A. Stress ; Certain syllables are pronounced with greater force.

Giving prominence to a syllable is called stress . In the following examples

we shall indicate stress by an accent mark (
y

) over the prominent

syllable. Stress in Arabic follows definite patterns. A syllable is

stressed if it contains a long vowel or a short vowel which is followed by

two consonants . Examples

:

/haa<)a/
| j^ (this M.S.)

/kitaab/ i_, LiS (book)

/daftar/ ^^ljj (notebook)

/finjaan/ .-, U»_^i (cup)

B. Intonation ; Intonation is the raising or lowering of the level of

voice (pitch) in speech. The following description represents two types of

intonation.

1. Statement: The voice begins on a mid pitch, rises slightly on

the last stressed syllable, and drops to a low pitch at the end. Example:

High:
Mid: haafo
Low:

daf tar. (This is a notebook).

If the stress falls on the last syllable, the voice will remain high.

Example

:

High:
Mid: haa£a ki f taab \ (This is a book}
Low:



2. Question containing a special interrogative word: The voice

is high on the stressed syllable of the interrogative word and falls quickly

to mid pitch for the rest of the sentence. Example:

High:
Mid: maa

|
haa^a? (What is this?)

Low:

An accurate control of stress , and intonation is just as

important in speech as is an accurate control of the vowels and consonants

.

Most speakers of a second language fail to master these features and this

failure is one of the principle reasons for what is called a "foreign

accent". It is very important, therefore, to listen carefully and imitate,

as closely as possible, your native instructor's speech.

C. Assimilation : To an Arab, the sound / 1 / of the article /?al/Jl

is difficult to pronounce with certain consonants and still maintain the

normal speed, while with other consonant it is distinctly pronounced. Due

to this fact, Arabic consonants are traditionally divided into two groups:

1. Lunar Consonants: Those sounds with which the /I / of the

article /?al/ is distinctly pronounced.

2. Solar Consonants: Those sounds with which the / 1 / of the

article /?al/ is difficult to pronounce and still maintain the normal speed.

Assimilation occurs when the article /?al/ is affixed to a noun

(or an adjective) which begins with one of the solar sounds, i.e., the solar

sound is doubled in pronunciation. Example:



J>-JI /?al + suuq/ ^ /?assuuq/ the market

JljjJt /?al + daftar/ ,> /?addaftar/ the notebook

,i . 1
• II /?al + tilmiio/ > /?attilmiid/ the student

Generally, sounds produced with the front part of the tongue (except /j/)

are solar. All other sounds are lunar.

Besides intensive discrimination and production exercises, the best

suggestion to recognize which consonant is considered by an Arab to be hard

or easy to pronounce with /l/, is to listen to a native speaker.

III. ORTHOGRAPHY

A. Vowels ;

1. Short Vowels: In writing, they are represented by "signs"

instead of letters as in English, e.g., /a/ _•_, /u/ 9_ placed over the script

and /i/ placed under the script. Examples:

/a/ called /fatha/ : /kataba/ > f '•.<; "he wrote"

/u/ called /damma/ : /kuntu/ > •-, • < "I was"

o
/i/ called Aasra/ : /bintihi/ > * - • . "his daughter"

2. Long Vowels: In script, they are represented by letters as

follows

:

/aa/ is represented by the letter " I " /?alif/ " <-aJ I

"

/ii/ is represented by the letter "
^ " /yaa?/ " • L,"

/uu/ is represented by the letter " j " /waaw/ "
_? '

j"



3. Sukuun /— /: Whenever a consonant is without a vowel, it

receives the sign "_£." above it, called sukuun (meaning silence). The con-

sonant which has a sukuun will join the preceding consonant with its short

vowel to form one syllable. Examples:

/kuntu/ "^|is"| >"L_LS" "I was"

/bintihi/ * l "]'*
1 > "

°
"his daughter"

B. Definite Article /?al/jT ; The Arabic noun, in its natural form,

is always indefinite. There is no indefinite article in Arabic equivalent

to the English "a" or "an". When the article /?al/ JT is affixed at the

beginning of the noun, the noun becomes definite. Examples:

/?al/ + /kitaab/ > /?alkitaab/ ,_ 1 -.< \ | the book
* **

/?al/ + /finjaan/^ /?alfinjaan/ 0 U^jdUl the cup

C. Nunnation or /tanwiin/ : The case endings of the indefinite nouns

are called /tanwiin/ in Arabic. These endings are the same as those of the

definite nouns except that a final /n/ is added after the short vowel

.../un/, /in/, and /an/. These endings, however, are not written with a

/n/ " o " but ar© indicated by doubling the vowel of the definite case

ending. Tanwiin does not apply to definite nouns. Examples:

definite noun: /?alkitaabu/ v 1-^ 1 "the book"

indefinite noun: /kitaabun/ u* UlS" "a book"

D. Helping Vowel : It is a weak vowel glide that serves to interrupt

a sequence of consonants across word bounderies. This vowel is indicated

by one of the short vowels /i/ , /W j£_, or /a/ ^_. it is also known as

a "transition vowel."



The presence or absence of the transition vowel is almost com-

pletely predictable in terms of the consonant clusters involved. Examples:

/hal + ?alwalad huna ?/ .> /hali lwalad huna ?/ Is the boy here?

/min + ?almadrasa/ ^> /mina^lmadrasa/ From the school.

/Stelaykum + ?assalaam/ ^ /9alaykumu ssalaam/ Upon you peace
(for greetings)

The transition vowel differs from other vowels in four significant

ways:

1. It is never stressed.

2. It is never tense, even before a double consonant.

3. Its occurance and position are almost entirely automatic, and

k* It does not count as a vowel in determining the position of

the main word stress.

E. Types of "aa" /?alif/ t In writing, the long vowel /aa/ coming

at the end of the word may be written with the regular /?alif/ ( ' ) or

with /?alif maqsuura/ "shortened ?alif", the letter ( ^ ) without the two

dots.

Since the /aa/ sound is a developed one and is not listed as a

letter in the Arabic alphabet, this choice of writing the /aa/ sound will

serve as an indication to the origin from which this /aa/ has been developed.

The long vowel /aa/ is written with /?alif/ ( I
) when the origin

of that aa is waaw ( J ) . It is written with /?alif maqsuura/ ( lS ) when

the origin of that aa is yaa? ( cs ) . This differentiation is important

10



especially- when that aa will cease to be at the end of the word and going

back to its origin is required. Examples:

to invite Uj on, upon Kyls-

I invited him *jiys, J upon you
f

.x>.., l.&

F» Types of Hamza
"

*
"

1. /Hamzatuwlqat9/ (the hamza of cutting or separating): This

hamza can occur anywhere in a word and is always pronounced according to

its vowel. It is a pure glottal stop with full consonantal value.

2. /Hamzatu^lwasl/ (the hamza of connecting or joining): This

hamza occurs only at the beginning of certain words. Its purpose is to

prevent a word from beginning with a consonant cluster, i.e. with two con-

sonants together having no intervening vowel. /Hamzatu^lwasl/ loses the

sign for hamza and its vowel when the word preceding it has a final vowel.

If the word preceding /hamzatu^lwasl/ ends with a vowelless consonant a

vowel is inserted to facilitate the liaison. In most cases this inserted

vowel is /kasra/ ( ), e.g. Ja (interrogative particle), U& aJ^Ji ^>

is the boy here? Long vowels followed by /hamzatu^lwasl/ must be pronounced

short, although they may remain written long, e.g. j-J /?abuu/ father,

oJjJI^T /?abuwlwalad/ the father of the boy, ^ /fii/ in i^juJI ^
/fi lmadrasa(t)/ in the school.

11



CHAPTER TWO

MORPHOLOGY - NOUN

I . NOUN

A. Gender : Every noun in Arabic must be either masculine or feminine.

There is no neuter. There are, however, a few nouns which may be considered

either masculine or feminine.

1. Masculine Form: All nouns are considered masculine unless they

have a feminine ending. There are very few nouns which are feminine, but

do not have a feminine ending.

2. Feminine Form: The most common feminine form is the" Lb_j_,^_<> * U"

(tied or attached "t") form, which is the usual feminine ending. The

Lbj-.^-0 • L; is added to masculine nouns and adjectives to make them

feminine

.

The less common feminine forms are "
<_s i^y**.* .,* oUI " and

•'••'* *„
• I i j-±& oLi I

"
. However in determining the gender of a word of such

forms, it is advisable to consult the dictionary because of the frequency

of exceptions

.

There are certain words which are considered feminine by

convention. Such words, generally, fall in the following categories:

a. Geographical names, that is towns, villages, countries, etc.

b. Parts of the human body that occur in pairs such as " x^_

hand" and " ,>^-s- eye".

« "

c. Certain nouns for no apparent reason such as " „--*-i sun",

" c*-*^ soul, self", " uj [ earth", " j ^ fire", and " j
j - house".

12



In this category, there are a few words which may be either

feminine or masculine such as " \h->.J° road", " o-i^-~ knife", or " 3j—

market".

B. Number ;

1. Singular: The singular noun is the form listed in the

dictionaries . It has no special morphological characteristics

.

2. Dual: In Arabic, the dual is indicated by two endings:

a. " o '
" ^or nominative case, or

a
b. " o-i " for both the accusative and genitive cases.

These endings are used to indicate the dual only among nouns (including

adjectives).

When attaching either of these two endings to a noun, the last

consonant of that noun will always take the " L».: i " vowel. The " <s " of

the ending " o-t " is always unvoweled - indicated in script by " oj^~" ° "•

Thus a dipthong is developed in pronouncing this ending with the last con-

sonant . Examples

:

/0^^ < ^ +" ^
two books „ • s o j* ..

' •'
x

.

The " **_?-: j-« » ^ » of the feminine nouns is pronounced with

the " «*•'> * " vowel when joined with either of the two dual endings . Examples

:

^ o .» ?a ' 0 y

,0 <-^»> < ^O 1 + *-»>
two rooms *>" ** a *J "

»

J

^o-^-»> < ^O-t + «-*>

The use of the definite article with a noun in the dual number

does not affect the endings. Examples:

13



0 LLUl < 0 I + V UUI
the two books

<
"O 3 *S

<
the two rooms °1< ft -?j|*' <

3. Plural: The Arabic plural forms are usually treated under two

large headings with a number of irregularities under each, i.e., "sound"

(or external) plurals and "broken" (or internal) plurals. In the sound

plural, the basic word remains intact, but an ending is added. In the

broken plural the changes are primarily internal. The triliteral root

(as u- o J in v I~i5 ) remains unchanged, but the vocalizing in the plural

may follow any one of thirty or more patterns ( <——i_S" books), of which about

ten are very frequent. In English we might borrow the Arabic terminology

and call boy/boys, a sound or external plural, and man/men, mouse/mice,

goose/geese, a broken plural. Child/children would be quite irregular by

any standard since there is internal change from "long" to short "i" and

an absolutely unique "ren" as external ending.

a. Sound Masculine Plural: This plural is used only when

referring to rational male beings . Hence these nouns and adjectives may be

called "rational masculine JJ UJI ^JL»JI". It is not necessary, however,

that all nouns or adjectives referring to rational male beings take this

sound or external masculine plural.

The sound masculine plural is formed by prefixing " oJ "

to the singular in the nominative case, or " &->_ " when the singular noun

Hi



is in the accusative or genitive case. Examples:

teachers

the teachers
<

j""'* *

uj +

< O-; + r
* . >°t

b. Sound Feminine Plural: This is the basic form of the

plural for feminine nouns and adjectives whether referring to rational or

irrational, animate or inanimate beings or objects. It may be regarded as

the regular feminine plural. It is also considered an externally formed

plural because the singular form remains unchanged; the omission of

" it_j_,^_« » L; " is not considered as breaking the form.

The sound feminine plural is formed by adding " o I "

to the singular. The " A>y
^°
J^ » L; " sign of the feminine when present,

is dropped. Examples:

• jr

the girls 0 \ ; , ) 1 < c I + t -. • II

teachers ^ l.l.f < o I + "£jjj?

the teachers o L^LJLjI < u. I + i'l.f 11

arrangements "*o Uu^: IT ^

meetings, ^ LU=- ^ ol

+ 4--

>.> *-» *.? ^ •

sessxons

15



The Sound Feminine Plural will take a /damma/ J for the

nominative case, and a /kasra/ for the accusative and genitive cases.

c. Broken or Internal Plural: Basically, this type of plural

is used for irrational beings and inanimate objects "JJ> L*_li j-Js. ". However,

a considerable number of nouns and adjectives referring to rational beings,

male or female, form their plural in this way.

There are many different patterns for the formation of

the broken plurals. All of them fall into three types mainly:

(1) internal change

(2) elimination of letters

(3) addition of letters

The combination of any two of these types is also common. Examples:

Plural Singular

(1) internal change: lions xJ{ _uJ

(2) elimination:

(3) additional:

k) combination

houses

books

cities

streets

rivers

dictionaries

ambassadors

J3- j'

ty

> >

O i

j- j Li
•

16



The plural, whether external or internal, should be learned

with each new noun. Virtually all dictionaries give the plural or plurals

of all entries.

C. Collective : There are certain nouns which render the meaning

of plurality. Such nouns are known in the Arabic grammar as " £-*>• ^
noun of plural" or "collective noun." However with regards to the sentence

structure, these nouns are treated like any singular masculine noun.

Examples

:

These (this) apples are (is) '-.L>- 11 fj-1-" O-* r
1 "* " '

' ' **
of good quality ' ^ '

For how much do you sell (this) ? . ,__;.. I I I la -
- S->

the grapes? ' '

^

The singular form is, generally, derived from such nouns by adding

" '

i to ^ °S » L; " as a suffix. Thus:

an apple <L>- UlJ

an orange

a grape 4 i Vfc
***

a fish
?<*'

apples *- Li."

oranges J Lis^-,

grapes
f

*•

fish dJL.

II. ADJECTIVE

The adjective and the noun are alike in form and are not considered as

two distinct parts of speech in Arabic. For convenience, the noun is re-

garded as adjectival when it functions grammatically in a manner comparable

to the English adjective. Thus /qariib/i--_i-r» (near) if used strictly as a

noun, could be translated as a near one , a close person (a relative), etc.

17



When it is used with another noun, as for example in /bayt qariib/

i_«._.^-j» l^_w it is translated into English as an adjective: a near (by)

house . Since in Arabic both /bayt/^-_15 and /qariib/ V-o-5 are nouns, the

latter of which is as though it were in opposition to the first, the basic

meaning of the phrase would be a house , a near one .

The adjective always follows the noun it modifies. And it must agree

with the noun it modifies in case, state of being definite or indefinite,

number and gender . Examples

:

/taqs jamiil/ j... «>. ^-ji

/?attaqsu ljamiil/ J . ,*. II ^^iLlaJT

/bint jamiila(t)/

/?albintu ljamiila(t)

a fair (beautiful)
weather

.

the fair (beautiful)
weather

.

a beautiful girl.

the beautiful girl.

When the noun modified is plural and denotes human beings, the adjective

will likewise agree in case, state of being definite or indefinite, number

and gender. When the noun modified is plural, and does not denote human

beings, the adjective is always feminine singular. Examples:

/bint jamiila(t)/ ; 1 ,^ .-.
°

.

/banaat jamiilaat/ o iL_»*- «c LLT

/madiina(t) jamiila(t)/ I \..
L

«.>. i_L_.j_«

/mudun jamiila(t)/ * 1 . ,^ ^ j^

/matar ka©iir/

/?amtaar kaSiira(t)/

a beautiful girl,

beautiful girls

.

a beautiful city,

beautiful cities,

lot of (much) rain,

lot of (much) rains.

18



A. Comparative : To express the comparative degree, the adjective is
so'

formed on the pattern of /?af9al/ J*_i? followed by the word /min/ ,>* which

is the equivalent of the English "than." The form /?af9al/ J-«-iT is used

for both the masculine and the feminine. Examples:

/kabiir/

/£agiir/

/ba°iid/

/qariib/

J_*«.

big

small

far

near

/?akbar/

/?asgar/

/?ab9ad/

/?aqrab/

>"~^i
1

'"f

bigger

smaller

farther

nearer^ Iiear /ifaqrao/ v^jf
The comparative form for a double consonant root geminates the

like consonants, and the first consonant has the vowel /fatha(t)/ a «-'

instead of /sukuun/ e . Examples:

/qaliil/ j^Jj little /?aqall/ "jjf less

/jadiid/ j_,jj. new /?ajadd/ "j^f newer

The adjective /jadiid/ J-jO*. may take the regular /?af9al/ j!*-»f

--» "
form for its comparative. Thus /?ajdad/ jo»T .

so'
Although the comparative adjective /?af°al/ Jj^iT , like any other

noun may occur in any of the three cases, it takes only two case vowelings,

the /damma(t) _f_ for the nominative and the /fatha(t)/ J^_ for both the

accusative and the genitive.

B. Superlative : When the definite article ( J" ) is prefixed to

the comparative, the resulting combination is the superlative. Examples:

the biggest _/^Vyf

the smallest ^jL^VT

the most \ <y f

bigger

smaller

more
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Where the comparative has one form ( J->5\ ) for both the masculine and the

feminine, the superlative has a separate form for each, J-^ ' M. and

When the comparative form is used as the first member of a

construct (Discussion in Part Five Syntax) <-i Ui-«JI and therefore definite,

it will render the superlative meaning . Examples

:

the biggest boy ^-Uj j-S\ most of all ^3-^-" j-^*

If the superlative is formed by a construct relationship ( <-i U»-«JT

«__JI <_j La-UI j ) whereby the second member is singular indefinite, the

masculine of the superlative is used (regardless of the gender of the second

member ) . Example s

:

the biggest book v UlS j_»Ji the biggest city ij^_, j_« ^-*-S'

If the second member is plural definite, the superlative may also agree

in gender. Examples:

New York is the largest city. j » °f j- ' '<* „
,q . >-«.. J

I j-*-5 ' (j* J3—L3 - ''

When the superlative follows the noun modified, it agrees, like

any other adjective in gender. Example:

The oldest boy j-+$i\ jlJjJT the oldest girl Cj . < 1 1 .-. •
. i f

C. Relative " s.^. ....• if ": In order to make an adjective out of a noun,

m

the suffix " *S ", meaning "of, pertaining to, connected with," is affixed

to that noun. This process is similar to the English " ic" in economic,

etc. It is very frequently formed from names of occupations, proper names,

tribes, lands, and geographical locations. Examples:
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educational

related to Aamir

related to Saud,
Saudi

Egyptian

related to or" J-f

education
(teaching)

proper name

proper name

Egypt

(geographical
location)

r*
-

U

L.

The Arabic grammatical term for this kind of adjective is " * , • 1 1

relation, proportion .

"

When the noun ends with a long vowel, or feminine ending, these

endings are dropped before attaching the " <J " suffix. Examples:

Syrian ~>Sjj>~ < u: + jy~ < L-

American "J^-iJ** < 5 + -^oll < L5L *l

commercial

scholastic - "1

<

<

aj U»J

III. CASES

There are three cases in Arabic: Nominative, accusative and genitive.

A. Nominative " gr*^ 1 ": A noun is always in the nominative case if

there is no factor to place it in any other case. Most frequently, the

nominative is used:

for the subject " J* Li doer" of a verbal sentence,

for the subject " ' a, : .. . » beginning" of equational sentence,

for the Predicate " J-^- news" of the equational sentence,

for the Predicate of "
oi,

" and its sisters.
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The nominative is expressed by the " o-ij-^ " if the noun is

indefinite, and by the vowel " *-**> " if it is definite. It is also

expressed by the long vowels:

1. " J " for the noun in the regular masculine plural form and

for any of the five nouns " a—«^«J I » I—V I " when they are in construct

state " <-» to-« " or united to the annexed pronouns. (See discussion

page 102 ).

2. " I " for the nouns in the dual form.

B . Accusative " v-"3-*-' '
" : Is used to indicate adverbial functions

such as:

Adverbial accusative " J-t* I «
* '' » (See discussion

page lU6 ).
/

The object " *-; Jj-» -» » " of a verb.

Adverbial for time and place ( ^J° '• £-** Jj> '-* * [l
) e.g. " UU.

{'
. — ° '

in the morning", " <j U usually", and " L-^x daily".

The Predicate of " o ^ " an(i- its sisters.

The subject of " £,1 " and its sisters.

After " ^l except".

The accusative is expressed by the " o-i.*-^
^ " if the noun is

indefinite, and by the vowel " ^ i*-^-» " if it is definite. It is also

expressed by:

1. The long vowel " <£ " for the nouns in the masculine regular

plural form.
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2. The long vowel » ' » for any of the five nouns " «~~*^JI » LwV i «

(when they are in the construct state " eJ U_." or united to the annexed

pronouns), and

o
3- " ^O-i " for the nouns in the dual form.

C * Genitive " ^f*-1

"; Is used to express Possession ir Construct.

All prepositions govern their objects in the genitive case. It is also used

in the following common construction:

After »
J-5" each, all"

After " £--*>• all"

After " t>=^ some"

After " J-1^ like"

After " iSy~ except"

After " ^-^ another, non , un , in etc."

The genitive is expressed by the " o-lJ-^ " if the noun is

indefinxte and by the vowel " -— ij^S " if the noun is definite. It is

also expressed by:

1. The long vowel " cf " for the nouns in the regular masculine

plural form and for any of the five nouns " *.... « *J I * LJJ> I ti when they are

in the construct state " <J La^ » or united to the annexed pronouns and

2. " o-. " for the nouns in the dual form.

D - Feminine Plural and Cases : The feminine plural, discussed in Part

Two, will take a i_»j> ? to indicate the nominative case, and a *jLS

to indicate both, the accusative and the genitive cases. Examples:

The students (F) went to . L^lljl ^1 ^ll j «ll JL^JXjT
school. * "
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The teacher (F.) left the ^ o.l i_j

students (F.) in school. -/
t

' \'~\
\

p

Jfy sister lived with the . ^.l i .,1-1 1 ^ t-..;
<

\,.r
(Jr

ii-T

students (F.)

.

' :

m
•>>

E. The Five Nouns " *>~-»i»JI » L^JV I »; There are five nouns which

differ in their declensions by having the case vowel lengthened whenever

the noun occurs in the construct state " <-»^ " or united to the annexed

pronouns, except the first person singular.

The Five Nouns are:

1.

2.

3-

u.

5.

J father"

.

ju| brother"

^! father-in-law"

1 -5

j-»
( f-»)

mouth"

_jj possessor of...."

Two of these five nouns are most familiar, e.g. " v' " an<i " C
1 "

Examples

:

a. with annexed pronoun. Examples:

His father came. Norn. «j-^' » <e-

I saw his father. Ace. o L,l o_,lj

I passed by his father. Gen. *-*-; <-: ^jj-*

b

.

construct state " <_» Li* " . Examples

:

This is the student's father. Norn. v., .
1

' II %-\ I -i»

I saw the student's father. Ace. i ..: * 1

'
• 1

1
L.' ^*-J ^

I went with the student's father. i.. . 1
' II ,^1 /«-« >^* J

Gen. * ' "
'

u
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IV. PRONOUN

A. Independent : In Arabic, the independent pronouns are not used so

much as are the corresponding forms in English. They are used mainly as

subjects of sentences without verbs , (Discussed in Part Five - Syntax) to

prevent possible ambiguity, and to add emphasis. The complete set of the

Arabic independent pronouns is as follows:

3rd Person

F. M.

she V. he

they (two) lJ they (two)

they they >'

2nd Person

you you 'c^l

you (two) ui°f you (two) ui-f

you (PL)
i »•*'

1st

I

Person

UT

you (PL)

we

B. Suffix : There is only one set of pronoun suffixes which could be

attached to nouns, prepositions, or verbs. These suffixes or endings when

attached at the end of a noun, will be considered as possessive pronouns.

When attached at the end of a verb (Discussion Part III - Verb) or a pre-

position, they are considered as pronoun objects. The following is the
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complete set of pronoun suffixes:

3rd Person

F.

her

their, them
(two)

their, them ^a
(PI.)

your, you

your, you
(two)

your, you
(PI.)

IS

2nd Person

1st Person

my, me g _

our, us U _

M.

his, him *

their, them ui
(two)

their, them
(PI.)

your, you 3

your, you
(two)

>
U*

0
*

your, you
(PI.)

V

1. In attaching these suffixes to verbs, there are two positions

where an extra letter (in writing) is added to verbs before attaching the

pronoun suffixes, namely:

a. The letter " _> "is added to the Perfect verbs in the

second person plural masculine and then the required pronoun suffix is

attached. Examples

:

You (M. PL) left.
y C s '

You (M. PI.) left him fj ,
- <j - = * + yj^S^s
> 0.s'
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b. The letter " ^ " is added to verbs in any tense before

attaching the 1st person singular pronoun suffix. Examples:

He left me ^^ = <s + o + ^
He leaves me ^Sy^ = c5 + o + ^j^-i

2. The independent pronoun in the accusative (Discussion Part

Five - Syntax) is formed by adding the pronoun suffixes to " Cj ".

Plural Dual S^gular

3rd M. 5>Cl * .

J
*C\

3rd f. !>ci'
"e l UCl

2nd M. °JC\ . , , d Cl

2ndF. ^Cl' "* l dCl
*£ " "*.

1st UCl S Cl

These forms are mainly used:

a. When there are two pronouns as the direct object of the

verb . Example

:

He gave it to me t Cl ^ lk*f
(He gave me it) *

b. When the pronoun is used as the object after a verbal

noun. Example:

My giving him it ,Cl ,,jlk*|
-* **

i.

c. When the pronoun object is emphasized. Example:

•• ' -
'

You I mean ,«jl*T d Cl

Thee we worship 0 ,,.* ;,„.,•, d Cl^j ' - d Cl
and Thee we ask *

for help. (A verse from the Quran).
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of *>*, f- G^ O

How many days are there ? ty~X\ J> *-*J"i |

in the week?

C. Interrogative : The interrogative pronouns are referred to in

Arabic as " ( IhL:l~V I » L*^,l interrogative nouns " . These "nouns" are un-

declinable i.e., they retain one case ending regardless of their position

in the sentence (Discussion on Cases is in Part Five, Syntax).

The principal interrogatives are:

1. Vj how much, how many?: The noun following this interrogative

is accusative and singular. Examples:

S MJ — ^ » © -

How much is the price of V lj L^JI ^»^, ,j

the car?
'

2. <-«-*-> how?: It is used to inquire about the state or the

condition of a person or an object. Examples:

How are you? ? <•=»_; I i-i-P

How was the weather yesterday? ? i>-j L*J I ^r-ikJ I ^ L5" oL^-i

How is the condition of the ? (ja-ij-^J I iJ U- ci_p

patient?

3. (j-1-* when?: It is used to inquire about the time of the action.

Examples

:

--*

When did you come? ? c-_*_;l

JP ^ o -

When do you go? ? v**^

U« O-i' where?: It is used to inquire about the place. Examples:

'. * -•*
Where is your brother? ? il>>-l o-;'

Where were you? • *
'«- ^ o-t

'

., ^ -* - -'

Where do you learn the ? L^^^aJI Li_JJI ^ U •;
.

'

q->J

Arabic language?
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£. i^l feminine i-i' which?: Through this noun a specification

or determination is asked. It is a declinable noun and, therefore, its case

ending is determined according to its position in the sentence. The word

following this noun is always in the genitive case. Examples:

» y y 9 W >
"Which city is this? ? *±& 2 :,. .>.,» i^l

^ ^ •»• -

Which book do you read? ? f ^JlTi— Ul5"

From which country did you come? ? o_^jl j2L ^1 ,>-,

6. o-*who? whose? whom?: It refers to human being. Examples:

Who is this man? ? J»v" ' A* o-4

Whose book is this? V I Aa
t
>-. i_- LlS^

Whom did you see yesterday? ? i*-j *-i-" ^-J j o-*

Sometimes I i of the demonstrative is added to o-«for the

sake of emphasis . Examples

:

Who is it that went out now? ? ^V I £>".. ^iJi I J
t>«

Who is it that was with you? ? <ilX^ £ 15"
I j ^

7. I— or I JL what?: Basically it refers to objects. It may be

used, however, to inquire about the make, kind, or characteristic of a thing

whether it is an object or a human being. Examples:

What is this? ? I 1a L.

What did you buy? ? vuL^^nl I j L. or L.

What do you write? ? \. .S; I j L» or L»

What is the work? or what can J ,- U L«
you do? (expression)
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^o^
What is (the) lion? ? ju.V I L.

What is (the) human being? ? 0 L .,
--V I L.

The use of L. has the following limitations:

a. L-» is used to preceed a noun. Example:

What is your name? ? .dill L.

b. I J L- (compound of the interrogative 1— and the demon-

strative I J ) is used to preceed a verb, as a subject or object of that

verb . Examples

:

What was with him? ? **_• ^ IS I J L.

What did you buy? ? cu_i-ri«il I J L.

,>-« and L» function also as indefinite pronouns to imply

"whoever" and "whatever" respectively. o-* refers to one or more human

beings, and gives the equivalent of the English 'he who', 'those who',

•anyone who' or 'whoever'; where as L. is translated by 'that which',

'the thing that', 'what' or 'whatever'. They typically introduce subordi-

nate clauses. Examples:

He who came is their friend. 0 -
(

v.. a** • U-
t^_«

Those whom (the one) I qj «,TU -f J-Jjj &Z
visited are teachers.

"

D. Demonstrative : Demonstrative pronouns are called in Arabic

" tj LiV I » L*ll » the Pointing Nouns . " They are classified in three groups

according to the distance of pointing, i.e., near, intermediate, or far.

Thus:
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Near

> ->

or genitive

M.

dJLft this i ^-*>

/

0 U La dual nominative ^ | Ju»

Jlj La dual, accusative .j-'J-*

* > 1 '

j^Ia these ^>a

Intermediate

,») .
; La (, iLjj; that d I j

,.| -.

L_; dual nominative A_j, I J

,1 -.
. : dual, accusative .•!, •

. .i

" or genitive

'a '. \jt those d_LJjf

Far

A_±j that dJ J

d_j Lj dual nominative d_j I j

.'I •

;
•: dual, accusative

"
or genitive

•LvU" those .
'LiJjT

The demonstrative pronouns for the "intermediate distance" as

well as the dual forms of the "far distance" are seldom used.
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>

The plural forms " »Vy»j iLiJjf " are used in reference to people

only. The feminine singular forms " «jl* <, d_L; » are used in reference to

any inanimate plural noun. Examples:

-V •>' "-*
' .. ' **'. '

These boys are students ,~* rj \ , I I joa ^i i

:
>
*

' jVjVI »'j-»

in this school. '
"'

/- <•€> **

These girls are students i-j J-» ^ ^ '
' -: » 1

"
^=- I-

'

.,,. 1
1 ^"V j-*>

in the girls school. UJ^jT
^> ^ j -5

Those men are teachers.
, OJ , 1. . J Ujjl .iLUjI

fc

Those women are teachers. . .-. 1,1., * !,„ -. il A *. 1 .

1

These schools are new. . Sa^a^-^^^l .u«_ll «jla

Those cars are old. . ; , . \i eJ , 1 - I I AA-,

E. Relative "i$i-ll F. ^-^-H ": This relative pronoun is known in

Arabic as " Jj-e>j_«JI ^^ the connected noun." It is equivalent to all

English relative pronouns: who, which, that, whom, and whose. Unlike

English, it always stands for a definite noun. Examples:

I bought from the apples which .S?"^' r ^J
"

** i>* ^'-iv-*-'*!*

are in the basket.
sJLTJI

The apples which are in this . j UULJI *ls* ^ ^JJI r-L*-" ^
basket are expensive. '' •-'-••

The man who was with me o^^ u*-*' sy"-* O ^ &?-*-" tkv^ 1 V*-'
yesterday went to Egypt. ""

• ' *

The girl who was with me ^Jj ^Iz^s K •""*
.- ° -*f .-/.».i-

yesterday went to Egypt . - - „ ,
'" '"

"

The tomatoes which are in ^ • JT «» -*
. 1 ~f -r

w >

this basket are cheap • J-»*^ i-l-J
';/* J>^ SJ*UkJI

(inexpensive).

The dual and the plural forms of i$il)l and u^> and their in-

flections according to cases are:
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Dual: M. Nominative case. ^IJJJI

Accusative or genitive case. ^jlJJI

F. Nominative case. o LJUI

Accusative or genitive case. ^-i
'

1 1

1

Plural: M. All cases (indeclinable). ^_,jlJI

— *
F. All cases (indeclinable). ^1 >J~II

The relative pronoun in the plural form i.e.," ^jCll or ^IjJJI"

are used only for rational nouns. When an irrational plural noun needs a

relative pronoun, the feminine singular form " ^y^JI " is used. Examples:
" — —

We saw the students who „ Uj> a^-jju ^JJI Jl-s-.^LJI L^J j
study here.

We met the maids whom j^JL.^1 ^1 _j-LJI o L.J U.JI L^->.l j
my friend sent.

&*-i.±*>

m *•

The books which we took <,_ U Uii-T ^1 ,/S\\ £l
from the library were -" " *

new.

V. COLORS

Adjectives denoting color belong to a special class. The masculine

singular form " J*_»T » and the feminine singular " • iU_» " are indeclinable

( tij-aJI o-* t >*-•* ).. The plural form " J*-* » is declinable and of

common gender. Thus:
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Plural
(Common)

»> 0 -»

red

white

black

blue

green

yellow

brown

33 o ^

Singular
(Feminine

)

J>

^ ft ttt

3J o *

.1

J

.*7

33 • -»

Singular
(Masculine)

.. «. -'

f

•T

,?

IT

The dual endings are added to the singular forms regularly, except

that the (". ';>**
) of the feminine singular form changes into (W j )

before the dual ending is added. Thus:

Masculine dual

Feminine dual

J J

Occasionally, the regular feminine plural is used for • xli" form

to indicate a few of the feminine humans i.e., from three to ten in number.

Examples

:

a few (brown) dark (F. persons) c,l,l ° '
»|

° "

a few (white) fair (F. persons) A

Here again, the"*"«>^ 0f the feminine singular form is changed

into j j I j as in the dual form.
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Other colors are derived from nouns by the relative adjective suffix

if Examples ;

(coffee like) dark
brown

coffee

orange (color) crJ1 LjLJj- orange J
— s

rosy; pink flowers
rose(s)

milky milk 0-^

sky-blue i?J

***

or {M-> > *.«! sky 1 "

sea-green j^iii"..!. * pistachio
^ 0 -»
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CHAPTER THREE

MORPHOLOGY - VERB

I. TRILITERAL

Most Arabic verbs are composed of three radicals (consonants with
i i

short vowels). Such roots are described as "triliteral jJ.^h-ll ". There

are but a few verbs with four-radical roots. Such verbs are called

"quadriliteral ^. UJJ I
"

. There are verbs on the other hand, with more

than three or four radicals, in which additions to the triliteral or the

quadriliteral roots give different shades of meaning. Such verbs are called

"derived j_.j_»JI ".

^ ' "

The pattern for any triliteral verb is " J*_* to do". For this reason

the first radical of the triliteral verb is called the <-» radical, the

second the £ radical, and the third the J radical.

A. Transitive and Intransitive ; The Arabic verb may be either

transitive or intransitive. In Arabic, the transitive verb is always tran-

sitive regardless where or how it is used, that is, it can not be used in

one sentence as transitive and in another sentence as intransitive, as is

common in some of the verbs in the English language.

B. Perfect ; The Arabic verb has two main tenses which, however, are

not related to the same tenses in their English sense. These two main

tenses are known as Perfect and Imperfect.

The Perfect denotes a completed action referring to the past. The

Imperfect denotes an incompleted action referring to the present or future.
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The Perfect verb is also known as the "suffix verb" in reference

to the subject marker found at the end of the verb form. This marker

indicates the subject or the "doer" of the action of the verb.

The first and the third radicals (when no suffix is attached) of

the triliteral verbs are vocalized with /fatha/ **•' * ', where as the second

radical may be. vocalized with /fatha/ I »..',.*
, /kasra/ iJLS , or /damma/

This (vocalizing of the second radical) can be ascertained by the dictionary

or by hearing.

The triliteral verb in the Perfect form, therefore, may appear in

any one of the following three patterns:

J*-i as in t ...
' S'

J-«-» as in
s

tr ""i he wrote

V^ he drank
s s

J*-» as in *0-f-^ ne grew or became big.

1 . Sound Verb : The triliteral is of two types : "sound" and

"weak". The verb is said to be "sound" or "strong" -J L. when the three

radicals are consonants. The following is a complete perfect conjugation

of the sound triliteral verb:

2nd Masculine

you (MS.) wrote or
you (MS.) have written

you (two M.) wrote or
you (two M.) have written

you (MB) wrote or
you (MP.) have written r

3rd Masculine

he wrote or
he has written

they (two M.) wrote or

they (two M.) have written

they (M) wrote or
they (M.) have written
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2nd Feminine 3rd Feminine

you (FS.) wrote or

you (FS.) have written

you (two F.) wrote or
you (two F.) have written

you (FP.) wrote or

you (FP.) have written

- 7 o sS

she wrote or
she has written

they (two F.) wrote or
they (two F.) have written

they (F.) wrote or

they (F.) have written

U

oS

1st Person

I wrote or

-I have written

we wrote or
we have written

U
's

a. The dual pronoun suffix for the second person serves both

genders

.

b. An ?alif is written but not pronounced after the waaw

ending of the third person plural masculine form, e.g. I j '

^

c. This conjugation may be taken as a pattern for any sound

three letters verb.

d. The vowel of the middle radical in the three-letter verbs

may be any of the three short vowels. However, the conjugation is the same.

e. Since the subject is always included in the conjugation,

it is not necessary, therefore, to use the independent pronoun with every

verb as it is in English. The use of the independent pronoun with the verb

is mainly for emphasis

.

2. The Weak Verb: Two "letters" of the alphabet, J and <g , which

are the root for the developed long vowel " ' " are considered weak. There-
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fore, whenever one or more of the radicals of a root is j or ^ the verb

is said to be "weak" J-i*-« , as opposed to all other roots, which are

"strong" or "sound".

a. Middle Weak Verb: The following is the conjugation of one

type of weak verb - the middle radical is weak. The conjugation of verbs

of this type in the perfect tense follows one set pattern. The following

conjugation of jl j "to visit" is given as a pattern. Any verb of this type

is conjugated according to this pattern as regards the elimination of the

weak "letter".

3rd F.

she visited

they (2) visited

they visited

2nd F.

you visited

you (2) visited

you (Pi) visited

3rd M.

he visited

Ujlj they (2) visited

Ojj they visited

2nd M.

0 ?
you visited

you (2) visited

1-* a >
O-'jj

1st

you (Pi) visited

I visited
* © 3

we visited

S'j

'j'j

Ijj'j

y o »

"
JJJ

Conjugation of the initial weak verb in the Perfect tense

is similar to that of the sound.
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b. Final Weak Verb: The Perfect conjugation of this type of

verb also, like the middle weak radical verb, follows one set pattern. The

following is the conjugation of ,yaJ "to spend time" given as a pattern.

Any verb of this type is conjugated according to this pattern:

3rd F. 3rd M.

U**she spent .-.^ « he spent

they (2) spent Luii they (2) spent

they spent o-t^ they spent \ yiL»

2nd F. 2nd M.

you spent o _>.«,» you spent *--
:
-^°

you (2) spent I « ;.**»,. you (2) spent 1 ,

-
°.jl;

you (PL,; spent Cr-^--*-* you (PL) spent ^'..^i

1st

I spent
J o '

o s-

we spent I,
y :

^»s

3. Final Double Verbs: When the last two consonants (radicals)

of the verb are similar, the verb is said to be "final double" «- ^ -. .

The conjugation of such verbs is according to the following set pattern.

3rd F. 3rd M.

she passed e*

they (2) passed U

they passed y e .—
OJJ-*

** •*"

he passed J-*

they (2) passed '>

they passed
1 3j->
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2nd F. 2nd M.

you passed
0 *- "

you passed

you (2) passed you (2) passed

you (PI,) passed
"w ? 0 <r -"

1st

you (PI.) passed
O 9 0 ^ -—

I passed

we passed

U. Perfect with Pronoun Suffix: The pronoun suffixes or endings

which are attached to verbs are the same pronoun endings attached to nouns

These pronoun suffixes are called "Pronoun Object" when attached to verbs

or prepositions. They are called "Possessive Pronouns" when attached to

nouns.

The following is a complete list of all the pronoun suffixes

as may appear attached to any transitive verb. The following list also

shows every person in the perfect forms with these pronoun suffixes:

she left <.

him

her U

them M. ^
them F.

you MS. J

you FS. A

he left 4^
him

-?

her U

them M.
>

them F.

you MS. 'd

you FS.
• 1
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she left

you M.P1. ? 1 1 yS

you F. PI.

me &*

us u

they F. left ^_S"_^-

him * n « * %—l

her u

them M.

them F.

you MS. "d

you FS. ^
you M.P1.

you F. PI. I*

me ^
us U

you M.S. left him, her etc.

you F. S.left him, her etc.

you M.PI. left him, her etc.

you F. PI. left him, her etc.

I left him, her etc.

we left him, her etc.

he left

you M.P1.

you F.P1.

me

us

V

u

s

they M left >*

him * A
her U

them M.

them F. 0-*

you MS. dJ

you FS. J

you M.P1.

you F.P1.

me O^

us u

^
J>-^

3 • ^
LA^.

^ C *"-'

UU5"! ^U5\
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There are only two positions in the written conjugation where

an extra letter is added at the end of the verb before attaching the pronoun

suffixes, namely:

a. The letter " j " is added at the end of the perfect verb

in the second person plural masculine ( ^j-^ - you M. PI. left) and then

the required pronoun suffix is attached. Example:

you left her Uj, *Sjj = U + 3 + ^Sy>

b. The letter " o " is added at the end of the verb in any

tense before attaching the 1st person singular pronoun suffix. Example:

he left me ^j* - <J + - + ^^

C. Imperfect :

1. Formation: The imperfect is formed from the perfect by adding

personal prefixes and, in some cases, suffixes to the stem. The vowel

distribution of the triliteral stem is as follows: The first radical has

sukuun (
°

), the second radical takes one of the three short vowels (can

be ascertained only from the dictionary), and the third radical either has

damma (
>

), or is followed by a suffix - see the following conjugation:

The personal prefixes are:

3rd person M.S. M.P1. & F.P1. J"

2nd person M.S. F.S. M.P1. F.P1. & ^
3rd F.S.

•"

1st person PI. .j

1st person S. t

J+3



2. Vocalization: The vocalizing of the middle radical, like the

perfect, is unpredictable. However, it should follow one of the following

possibilities:

,- ^ y
a. If the perfect of the verb is of the category J*-* the

middle radical ( £ ) will be vocalized in the imperfect with

*j~-> , or « **
'

« . Examples:
s

Imperfect Perfect

he writes u '>... <., :,S

he descends Jj^-i. <by>

he goes S-*-1-; uj>j

b. If the perfect of the verb is of the category Jj«-» , the

middle radical ( £ ) will be vocalized in the imperfect with either

*»» '

*

or *j~-> . Examples:

Imperfect Perfect

he rides V^r-i '-r^j

he assumes "L^^T (,-^S-

c. If the perfect of the verb is of the category J*J , the
.-'--

middle radical ( £ ) will be vocalized only with *"t ^ *
. Examples:

Imperfect Perfect

he grows (up) ^j-^-t "j-3

In most cases however, this variation of vocalizing the

middle radical is insignificant, i.e., it does not change the meaning. And

after being exposed to the right pronunciation through exercises and use,

this will not constitute a problem.
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3. Types:

a. Sound: The following table shows the conjugation of the

imperfect with the personal prefixes and suffixes. This conjugation may be

taken as a pattern for all triliteral sound verbs

:

3rd Masculine

Singular

Dual

Plural

3rd Feminine

Singular

Dual ,->'

Plural o

2nd Masculine

Singular

Dual .0'

Plural CO

2nd Feminine

Singular

Dual

Plural

1st

O-i

o

•
t << 1—

>

^

-
•*

•

<*•

i>.» f
' '

'

• • •

•

Singular

Plural

he writes

they write

they write

she writes

they write

they write

you write

you write

you write

you write

you write

you write

T i_-jl5"T I write

-} ' v \j, we write

kt



The triliteral verbs which have the sound " ? * hamza(t)"

as their initial radical will follow the same pattern explained above.

Examples

:

Imperfect Perfect

he eats J-**U S&
r •» • ^ , ' '

he takes •i^-'L, Ju>-t

b. Double: The conjugation of the imperfect of verbs like

" H-*- ", " j-* '" etc., does not differ in essence from the conjugation of

any three consonant verbs. However, the gemination (doubled consonant)

would be separated only with two persons, i.e., the 3rd and 2nd feminine

plural. While maintaining this demination with the other persons, the first

radical of the stem, unlike the regular triliteral verb, would be vocalized.

Examples

:

he writes ' .
«-
'>-: he likes «-*•»»-'

j> •

they write ^J :
; ' : they like

they F. write q"-<V they F. like " ° °

you F. write p ;
^' y°u F- like j ;

; - '
y o

c. Weak:

(l) Initial: In forming the imperfect of the initial

weak verb, the long vowel is dropped before attaching the imperfect prefix.

This, however, does not change the pattern of vowelling the middle radical

of such verbs in the imperfect.
^ ^ ^

The following conjugation of » £Jj " should be taken

as a pattern for all verbs of this type.
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Conjugation of "
£_$_,

" "to happen, to fall"

3rd Person

Feminine Masculine

•» r " „ . -, * - --

«J_j Singular
«~A_

O l^-a-j Dual u
/

Plural ^_^*_a_.

2nd Person

Singular
** **•

O L*tJL: Dual o UJL;

,->*JLj Plural

e1--

o.j

1st Person
.^

Singular -jl

Plural -V^T

(2) Middle: You should note that certain triliteral verbs

in the perfect tense have the long vowel " I <_ijf » as their middle radical

" £ ". In forming the imperfect of these verbs, the " <JUf " will either

remain " <-»J" " or change into a " j j' j" or a "
tf » <— ". There is no rule

to govern this aspect. Familiarity with the Arabic derivatives and the use

of the Arabic dictionary will solve this problem. However, these verbs are

not considered irregular, because their inflection can be predicted, and

determined by whether the origin of the " <-i_jT " is " jf j " or " » L. "

through the dictionary.
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After determining whether " <JUT " is going to

remain, change into " jl j
n

} or change into " » L, ", its conjugation in

the imperfect would be like any other imperfect you have studied in most

aspects . The following conjugation of " jjj->. " should be taken as a pattern

for all verbs of this type.

Conjugation of "
_>j_>-i " to visit

3rd Person

Feminine

Ojj-i.

Masculine

Singular J3J-:

Dual ^.O ' J3J-:

Plural

2nd Person

Singular

Dual O 1 _;_>>-

Plural 03J3J-'

1st Person

Singular

Plural

(3) Final: Generally, the long vowel " uLJ? " of this

type of verbs is written in the perfect tense as an " ; jn* < <JLIT . " How-

ever, there are verbs of the same type where this long vowel is written

with " i-Wj-k <-iJ f •"
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• -

The " ijj^ai-e (_AJT " found in the perfect tense of these

verbs should be changed into " c$ " in the imperfect as " ^^ — ^tf to

walk", and " ^a _ tyUui
to spend." The following conjugation of

should be taken as a pattern for any verb of this type:

Conjugation of " ^ « -.
:
" to walk

3rd Person

Feminine Masculine

• " as
^yu_; Singular . . .

O UilT Dual .
t ,„t I„r* J^ • "

O »•..»
: Plural ^j * » .

2nd Person

t
jA «

'
Singular ^ -

'

^O ^ :
-A * •" Dual ^ L

« •

O * » *
"

Plural

1st Person

Singular

Plural

There are some verbs of this type whose long vowel

is " <s " in the perfect . This long vowel " iS " is changed, in the im-

perfect into " ajj*ojL« uUT " as is the case with the verb " i^*-; to stay",

thus o*f-i — <j*-> .

o
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h' Pronoun Suffixes: The pronoun suffixes which were attached to

the Perfect may be attached to the Imperfect in the same way. Examples:

he writes it a.., ; >_. < * + t
t
.

l

„".\-
i

,i, - .» -i, ^
she loves them

(

,->,- < ** + 4**"

.»
" > '

we find her La a^_; < La + j^_;

they visit you ^Sfj_,jjS < fi + ojjjj^.

you invite us LlJj^jlj <; U + ^^oj:

5 • Future Tense - ^ and i_*_^-« : There is no future tense in

Arabic as such. The imperfect would render the meaning of the present,

present continuous, and future according to the context. Nevertheless, the

imperfect may be prefixed by " ^ " for near future or preceded by " t-s^*. "

for the far future to emphasize the future tense. No change whatsoever is

required in the imperfect for this purpose. Examples:

I go to the coffee shop. . KStA^\ ^\ t_*a jl Ul

a r • a
I will (prety soon or right away) , 0(,J,»., 11 ^1 t_j> j^l Ul
go to the coffee shop. '

o ' • a 3 s ° t •" o ^ S

I shall go to the coffee shop , ^.j..., 1 1 ^ I i—a j I <-i_^«. U

I

(later). *<

D. Complete Conjugation of Imperfect : As you have noticed the

Trilateral Verb, perfect or imperfect, is the basis for all other types of

verbs so far as conjugation is concerned.

If you observe the triliteral perfect tense in its various forms

in conjugation, you would find out that changes take place only at the end,

and so it is, in general, with any other form In the perfect tense. On the
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other hand, the changes which occur on the imperfect conjugation of the

triliteral are in the beginning as well as in the end of the verb (prefixes

and suffixes). Here again, all types of verbs should match the imperfect

of triliteral ones in conjugation.

The following sets of conjugations are listed as reinforcement to

what has been explained about the triliteral verb. Each set should be taken

as a pattern for conjugating any similar new verb:

1. Sound i^+sSL, _ -
-^ to write:

Imperfect Perfect

' -y.j. 3rd Masculine , . -<

' * < * 'Z

, .
-<- 3rd Feminine T<*

I - < -
<"

"kfa-;

-» *
'.<_ 2nd Masculine

o•

t**p< I

UJ,' ' ^' . *
» 7 '

. -< 2nd Feminine . .<
^NIlJ-ll *-* L - ' ' '
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Imperfect

*Ji/

1st

Perfect

? o ' "

2 . Double
2 -»

-

to pass

Imperfect Perfect

3rd Masculine -^

3rd Feminine

J^-*

U' U
• o ? O

Ojs"

> * y
2nd Masculine •" o ^ *~

^ a .
—

-

.r ^

U'

*°

2nd Feminine

> J>

1st

u ->J-»
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3 • Weak

:

^ s

s '

a. Initial . i . _ -j^ to fall

Imperfect Perfect

j» " x s -
j^ 3rd Masculine *"

:

I

9
- . 3rd Feminine <• '^

-* - . 2nd Masculine " * T"

X»" > O s *-

O *• »-*
"

I O "» Sj

5J

^ Tt' 2nd Feminine "tr"

(*) * I ft Ml '

"

«

fr*- Li*-»_,
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b . Medial
J3J--.

Imperfect

J3J-.

O 1 JJJ-i

o<

O 1 J3J-*

03J3J-J

O 1 JJ^-"

j3y

J3J-*

j\ j to visit

3rd Masculine

3rd Feminine

2nd Masculine

2nd Feminine

1st

Perfect

3J

u

J

Ojj

a >

> op
jj

So'

9 3

•Z.
3 t> 3

The imperfect conjugation is basically the same with verbs

which their middle radical " ' "is retained, or changed into " «^ " such

as " c^-i" he sleeps, and " £-i-*-i " he sales.
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c. Final ^A

«

>

_ — ^r-* to walk

Imperfect Perfect

. .1
°

"T 3rd Masculine

o>«

U-i-

L?"

N » <wi

3rd Feminine

2nd Masculine

2nd Feminine

. I » -

^ lst

L-.JU.t-*

-

A

•- •» *-'

O' **

y ti
•" <^

t^ (

*

"

J O X" s~

I .
•; A

"

3 o *»" *-*

- *

r^ "

O • *r

.".- *

s "

I.*
o ^ •"

-

-^ .? ft •^
- - *

nc *

J> 0 •' **

li«. k
*

-

0 -^* **

1 ;

II. DERIVED VERBS

The form of the verb which has thus far been studied may be called the

basic stem of triliteral. The three basic radicals can be fitted into
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fifteen different patterns or measures. Every verbal root is theoretically

capable of being put into all fifteen of the patterns, each of which modifies

the basic idea of the root} or produces some other shades of meaning, in

most cases, related to the root. However only nine of the patterns are in

common use.

The acquisition of an understanding of verb patterns is of prime

importance in learning Arabic. It is important therefore that you should

acquire a good familiarity with these nine derived forms. And when their

peculiarities are grasped, and it is realized that each derived form is

associated with certain meanings, they become a great help to the speedy

acquisition of vocabulary.

In order to accomplish this, it is necessary to have a thorough

knowledge of the rules for the formation of the patterns or measures, and

the meaning or purpose of each pattern.

A. J*-* Measure :

1. Formation: This pattern is formed by geminating (doubling) the

middle radical of the triliteral verb. If the middle radical of the root

> i
is an " I <JU I " that " I <JLJ I " is changed to its origin - either " j I j "

or " <s " and then the gemination is applied.

2. Meaning and Purpose: This pattern has various meanings, but

we are concerned only with those which are basic and common:

a. It makes the intransitive triliteral verbs, transitive,

and the transitive triliteral verbs causative or intensive. Examples:
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to bring (something)
down

to make (someone or
something) known,
to introduce

to teach

to return something

to break into pieces

to put someone to
sleep

to set in motion

^ - *

to descend

to know

to study

to return

to break

to sleep

to move

J>

<_»_j*

b. It is used to bring out the meaning of verbs not used in

their triliteral forms. Example:

to smoke '&>-J

c. It is used to make a verb out of a noun. Examples:

other

J

to change
to alter

to direct (toward
something)

B. J-*-»l Measure:

**J face

* I

1. Formation: This pattern is formed by prefixing " f

while the first radical loses its vowel.

2. Meaning and Purpose:

a. .It has the same meaning as the JjuJ measure, i.e., it

modifies the meaning of the root form by rendering it causative . Examples

:

s * *"

to make someone dwell,
"
0 <LJ to dwell '{£~

to lodge someone
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f .r- - - ,

to cause to enter J^-J? to enter J^j

to return something j Ltf to return, j U-

to come back

b. It is used to bring out the meaning of verbs not used in

their triliteral forms . Examples

:

to want j I jl *j
j

to send J^'f "j^.j'

c. It is used to make a verb out of a noun. Examples:

to be in the r-^' morning
r L**,

morning

* • '"Tto rain ^^^T rain ^k_,

d. The vowel of the first radical of the weak triliteral,

which has a long vowel as its middle radical will be retained. Examples:

to return something j UT to return, j U
to come back

to want j I j\ j I j

e. Basically, these two measures " J-*-s and J-*-»' " render

the same meaning and purpose, consequently there are quite a few verbs

which are capable of being put into both of these patterns to get the same

modified meaning of the root. However, due to social limitation in usage

and the developed shade of meaning, a difference in meaning is acquired.

Examples

:

cause to know, _U
to teach

to inform *J-&

,'"' to know •" ic

jut rr
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f . The J*-* measure is more frequently used in daily con-

versation than J*-»l pattern.
^ <- * *"" * "

3. Conjugation of J*-« and J*-** Measures: The conjugation of

these two measures in the perfect does not differ from any perfect that you

know. The conjugation of these two patterns, in the imperfect, however

differs from the conjugation of the triliteral verb conjugation as follows:

' Z "
a. The imperfect of JjL» measure: The imperfect prefix would

take a " _^_ i^> " as its vowel; the first radical of the stem would take

a " _^_ i*^-» " as its vowel (instead of being vowelless in the triliteral

verb; j and the radical before the last one would take a " iJLS " in

all forms of the imperfect thus:

2nd M. 3rd M.

,
U '" S>

" s

OJ-'

2nd F, 3rd F.

> -.
"

s

1st

7 ". f

1

? w
.

s
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/ • O r -^ <*" O --

b. The imperfect of J-»-jt measure: The " " *•*'
<
* *y*& " is

eliminated from the imperfect conjugation; the imperfect prefix would take

a n * i~U> « as its vowelj the first radical of the stem would be vowel-

less like the triliteral verb, unless it is followed by a long vowel " j' j

or ^ ", and the radical before the last one would take " «_/—-J "
. If

the radical before the last one is a long vowel, that long vowel is changed

into " ^ " regardless of its origin, and consequently, the first radical

would take a " -^— *j~i » as its vowel. Thus:

2nd M . 3rd M .

2nd F. 3rd F.

* s

1st

^ *

In the 3rd and 2nd feminine plural forms, the long vowel

" c$ " is eliminated as is the case in the conjugation of the triliteral

verb of the same root, i.e., 0 J^-i and o J_^ .
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C . The J-«-»-
"
Measure i

<» ^ a —
1. Formation: This measure is formed by prefixing " «j ^-

«

• U "

to J*_» measure

.

2. Meaning and Purpose: This measure may show the consequence of

J*-» pattern or it may give the intransitive or the reflexive meaning of
S ~> *?

thej-*-* measure. It may also be used to make a verb from a noun. Examples:

to teach one's self
to learn

to advance, to be
advanced

to be honored

to be introduced

M I Hi
"

r

to cause someone to know
to teach

to cause someone or
something to be ahead,
to advance something,
to offer

to honor someone

to cause to know,
to introduce,
to define

r1*

In order to clarify this complexity of "consequence or reflexive" meaning,

let us take one triliteral verb and illustrate each step that passes through

the process of derivation: The triliteral verb 7^* means to know, to have

the knowledge of. If you geminate the middle radical of this verb accord-
\" ^ *** **

ing to i>*-» pattern, thus _JU it will mean "to cause somebody to know or

comprehend", in other words "to teach." Now if you add the prefix " — " to

the form " pi* " according to j!Laj; pattern, thus ' "\ - - , it will render the

meaning of "teaching one's own self" i.e., "to learn" or to put it in other

words, if you teach somebody, what is the effect or the result? The effect

is that he will learn. Thus through the process of derivation, two new
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verbs have been developed, i.e., " *-L& to teach" and "
f
-l«

"
to learn."

3. Conjugation of " j!*-i_; Measure:

a. Perfect: The conjugation of this form in the perfect is

similar to that of the triliteral verb.

b. Imperfect: In this conjugation the J-*~i.
"

pattern unlike

the triliteral, -would retain the " '

Thus:

3rd F.

I /", ; - -

/

" vowel of its first radical.

3rd M

U» "•
to advance

2ndF.

O-tr

Iwo , !_>

2nd M.

JLX.

^j L.JJL

D. J*U Measure

:

1st

S ^s'

1. Formation: This measure is formed by adding an " I <-aJl »

after the first radical of the triliteral verb and affixing the middle

radical vowelling with " . " Thus

:

s y s ' s
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2. Meaning and Purpose: This measure, generally, is transitive.

The main purpose of this pattern is to show the relation of the action to

a person. It expresses the reciprocal action between the subject and the

object of the verb. Examples:

to visit each other 0_>' J ^o visit 0'

J

to correspond C^; 15 to write . - "T

The man visited his friend. aJLj-uo j\ j J*-_^JT

The man exchanged visits with his dJL_, j-^ _,_g
I j J^-J

'

friend, (visited each other)

The man wrote to his friend. d-i^j-o ^1 <—_l5 J*-_jJS

The man corresponded with his friend. ^7... ,ui. .",_; L5' 1^>-Jj?

It may also be used to bring out the meaning of an unused

triliteral form, such as:

to travel ^j |_
(
^Ju.)

to participate d . Li ( ^j-^)

3. Conjugation:

a. Perfect: The conjugation of this measure in the perfect

is similar to that of the triliteral verb.

b. Imperfect: The imperfect conjugation of this measure is

similar to that of J*-9 and J-*-*' measures, i.e., the vowelling of the

imperfect will be " * Cu> ". The vowel of its first radical is retained;

and a " —r- *j^3 " vowelling is affixed before the last radical. Examples:

he participates <i)j Li_. <iij Ll

he travels 'jj L~_, "^J L.

he exchanges visits 1;_?'_>-; jj'j
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0 .

E . J-fr Li.: Measure ;

1

.

Formation : This measure is formed by prefixing " _; *-^- * » U "

to J^ Li measure.

2. Meaning and Purpose: This measure is always intransitive in

function. The main purpose of this pattern is to express the consequences

of the J* L* measure, or give the reflexive meaning of the J* Li pattern.

Examples:

s
to correspond with i_*j; L£j to correspond i_^j L5"

one another

s
to enter into partner- dj Luj to participate d . Li

ship with someone

* ' ' y p
'

'
' « r

the man exchanged visits
( 4JL.J-0 j3 \ j J^Jl

with his friend. ?* ^' *>* ~,f ^*

,

The meaning of the above two sentences is the same. However, the

structure is different. In the first sentence, "the manJ»->JI » is still

the doer (subject) of the verb, and "his friend «JL_, J-o " is still the

receiver (object), of the verb. While in the second sentence both "the

man and his friend" tJL^J^oj J^JI " are doers (subjects) of the same verb

and there is no object.

This measure expresses sometimes the repetition of the action of

the triliteral: Examples:

to fall in succession JaJ L~J to fall JaJL.

to retreat *>-l^j; to return *_>..
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It may also express feigning. Examples:

to feign work Ji. Lu work

to feign sickness,

to pretend sick

sickness

3. Conjugation:

a. Perfect: The conjugation of this measure in the perfect

is similar to that of the triliteral verb.

b. Imperfect: The imperfect conjugation of this is also

similar to that of the triliteral with one exception j the vowelling of the

first radical of this measure is retained. Examples:

JJ

s s *-

d

er
* «- r 0

F-. J*^-» L Measure :

1. Formation: This measure is formed by adding "
£.

*j~S *j->J>> »

as a prefix and " -^ «"-
"
>
* » ^ " as an infix after the first radical of the

triliteral verb, while the first radical will be vowelless. Thus:

2. Meaning and Purpose: The main purpose of this measure is to

express the reflexiveness from the transitive triliteral verb. Examples:

to acknowledge, <_*_
->
_i*l to know •-*./*

to confess ^

to gather, to meet

to believe

to add, to
bring together

to tie, to intend
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3. Conjugation:

a. Perfect: The conjugation of this measure in the perfect

is similar to that of the triliteral verb.

b. Imperfect: This measure is conjugated in the imperfect as

the J*-»l pattern with vowelling of the imperfect prefix "

instead of " -* il«i", thus:

y o ? " t>'

o^j-l <y*"j*

y * o x- y * ^ e

-?

^- - >

^ '

" C £

<_j i 7«..,, i_i .-I* 1'-r
.s

• * s 0

G. J-*-*-; ^ Measure :

1. Formation: This measure is formed by prefixing " o' " to the

triliteral verb. Thus:

". • . I
".

2. Meaning and Purpose: This measure serves the same purpose of

J« '
" ^ . However they differ in other dimensions which are considered of

lesser importance.

3. Conjugation: This measure is conjugated as the J*-iil measure

in both the perfect and the imperfect tenses

.
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\±. Jj>_ijl and J-*-i-»T Measures: These two measures are usually

grouped together because they both basically:

a. Express the consequence of the transitive triliteral and,

b. Are usually used to reflect passive voice from the tri-

literal verb.

H. J-"-*-^ Measure :

1. Formation: This measure is formed by prefixing " -i-J " to

the triliteral verb, while the first radical will be vowelless. Thus:

•"" "1°

s s /

2. Meaning and Purpose: The main purpose of this measure is to

seek or request the action of the triliteral verb. However, it may be used

to give the meaning or Finding or Believing! Change; or Submission with

certain verbs depending on the meaning of the triliteral verb. Examples:

(to seek the doing
or making) to use

to get back

to seek (knowing)
information

to seek the service,
to employ

S ' O S*

"lis: i

to do, make J-**

to return

to know '&

to serve

3. Conjugation: This measure is conjugated as the J*. ' *l measure

in both the perfect and the imperfect tenses. Thus:
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l_9

Measure

:

1. Formation: This measure is formed by prefixing " I i^^Sij^a ",

unvowelling the first radical, and geminating (doubling) the last radical

of the triliteral root. Thus:

2. Meaning and Purpose: The main purpose of this measure is to

make verbs out of color or defect adjectives, and thus render the meaning

of "to be" or "become" that color or defect. Examples:

to be or become red j-*-*"^ re<* j-**- '

to be or become black jj-J black j_^T

to be or become white Ja :

*
I white '^a". -f

to limp "t^-*

'

lame rS*

'

to be or become deaf ltj^^ deaf iAA'

3. Conjugation:

a. Perfect: The perfect conjugation of this measure is as

follows

:

3rd F. 3rd M.

\-;ll\
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2nd F. 2nd M.

w * o * s

1st

b. Imperfect: This measure is conjugated in the imperfect

as follows:

3rd F. 3rd M.

» -o

ox- ° • o ,_

2nd F. 2nd M.

1st

OJ.
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III. VERBAL DERIVATIVES

There is no Arabic verbal form corresponding to the English infinitive.

The Arabic verb contains elements of time, action and person; therefore,

nouns derived from verbs cover one or two of these elements.

A. Noun of Sub.ject » Aj. Uuf ill":—— : ^-y '\ /*

1. Description: This noun indicates the doer of the action of the

verb. It is also known as "the Active Participle", "the Noun of Agent", or

"Present Participle."

The Noun of Subject correlates with an underlying verb, has

the same root as the verb, has a predictable pattern, and has a verb-like

meaning. It is used as a noun or an adjective. Occasionally it seems to

function as a verb, but it still retains its usual noun endings.

2

.

Construction

:

a. The "J* Li it pattern is used to form the Noun of Subject

from most of triliteral verbs:

(1) Sound

writer
l_^j [^ . . -.<

dweller ^L. ^
player (music; cij U- <-ij*

going (person) ^^i j

sitting (person) ^ L*. 'Jj*.
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(2) Middle Weak Verbs: The " I <JUf " of such verbs is

changed into " ^ ij^Siy^A " and then the verbs are fitted into the "J* Li"

pattern . Examples

:

sleeping (person) »-J U * U

spread, common »_5 L: £ Li

visitor jj I j ^ I j

seller -j L. f L.

(3) Final Weak Verbs: The long vowel " I <_s_!l " or

" t5 L-," is dropped after the verb is fit into the » J-s- Li » pattern.

A " q L^j^S" will be placed under the last consonant if it comes as an

indefinite noun nominative or genitive. Examples:

remainder or remaining J Lv "^jL,

inviting (one) pi J Lc-j

walking (one) ji L* ^u

When such a Noun of Subject comes in a definite form, a " ^ » U" is placed

as the last radical of that noun. This " <J " will be considered as a long

vowel for the preceding consonant when that noun is either in nominative or

genitive case. As for the accusative case, this " c$ " will take a "

So '
!l

. Examples

:

The remainder of the account #CJ
is ten liras (pounds). "

I took ten liras (pounds)

from the remainder.

/

• a 9 * s»i
I sent the remainder of (_, l llT^ II q_* ^j LJI <-—L...^ I

the account. ' " ~'
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(10 Geminated Verbs : The last two radicals of such

verbs will remain geminated when they are fitted into the " J* U " pattern.

Thus:

passing by (one) ",L, "

loving (one) C, l>. Z*>-

(5) Verbs with "» ij^j»" as their first radical: The pro-

nunciation of such verbs in the
'.;.»,

J* Li" pattern is the same as that of the

sound triliteral; only its writing will be different; A » T illn is placed

over the " I eijT n instead of the " * ijlS«. Thus:

eater JST Jif

taking (one) j^T jj-f

commander, ^T ""V^f

commanding (one) ^

The plural of the Noun of Subject is, generally, regular

masculine plural. It would take the broken plural, however, when it func-

tions as a noun with a specialized meaning. Examples:

clerks v Ci5 clerk to write
^-^

workers Jll* worker
**-

to do

students *J% student i_J u= to ask ,-TC
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There are some nominal forms which are commonly adjectival

in function or meaning. The most visual form is "J-**-* ." This form is

used to construct an adjectival noun, an adjective similar to the Noun of

Subject from " J*-* " type verbs . These verbs are reflexive in meaning and

function . Examples

:

big, large ^, .f j^S
"'

'*£
much, many j-i^ J-**

^ ^> -
small j :

-.^

far J-j^-T

near y.,w . « 4*^-*

The Noun of Subject has the feminine ending " i±>j->j-* • L; "

if it describes a feminine noun. Examples:

visitor 'S-^'J "^ ' + J-*'

J

student iJL) LL <£ 2 + t-J It

big jJlJ" < i + j_—
5"

b. More than three radicals: The forming of the Noun of

Subject from verbs of more than three radicals will be constructed from

the imperfect form of that verb. It would follow the following general

procedure:

(1) Substituting the imperfect prefix with a " _, l_<u> .-*-. ">

dropping the suffix, if there is any; and

(2) Changing the vowel of the consonant before the last

one to " ij^S ." Examples:
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'•'
waiting person .hy,, ' b> -. .

singer • :j>

teacher IL, '^
sorry, saddened dCL. "Iju/LLT
(person) ""

° S
user p

.

assistant, helper j_t L—o ''a* L«J

finished (one) 1? -'

A-m«—'» i » Uf

buyer

You should note in the above examples that the rule of dropping

the long vowel when it comes as a last radical of the verb form, applied

on the triliteral verbs, is also applied here.

The plural form used for these Nouns of Subject is also, generally,

the regular masculine plural as it is the case with that of the triliteral

verbs

.

These Nouns of Subject, like the nouns of triliteral root, would

accept the feminine ending » ; i^j-J-T » U" if they describe feminine

nouns. When the last radical is a long vowel, that long vowel is retained

when accepting the feminine ending. Example:

buyer F, 4_,j-ii_. buyer M. j - *
,

B . Noun of Object " J>»-i-»JI ?^J "
:

1. Description: This derived noun is also known as the passive

participle. It is derived from the verb to indicate the object of the verb,
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the one upon which the action falls , or the receiver of the action.

The Noun of Object, like the Noun of Subject, is used mostly

as noun or adjective and occasionally it seems to function as verb, but

still retains its usual noun endings. The Noun of Object, when used as an

adjective, may often be translated by an English Past Participle.

2. Construction:

a. The " J >«-«-«',! pattern is used to form the Noun of Object

from the triliteral verbs. Examples:

written, a letter

placed, subject

famous

shown, displayed

found

When the triliteral verb has a long vowel as its middle radical, the " _jl j"

of the " J>*-*« " pattern is dropped and the long vowel of the stem is

retained. Examples

:

said (thing) J>*-» J>*-i JV
sold (thing) £-*-?-• "Cr*""^" "t ^

If the third radical of the triliteral verb is a long vowel then the Noun

of Object is formed as follows:

(1) When the root of that long vowel is n ^ • L. ", then

the " J* J "of the " J_>"« «" pattern is changed into " <J " and geminated

with the n <J " of the verb. Thus:

UjJ.I « U-JL*

• •" ^' -

t>*>* CfJ

0 ~- * •"•

u°Jj*-* <j>j*
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built (thing) " ; , <^-*-i

spent (thing) "^ \ . ^i ^L»

(2) When the root of that long vowel is " jl j ", then

the " j I _,
" of the " Jjj^JL. " pattern is geminated with the " jl j " of the

verb . Thus

:

invited (person) ^*j_» .j-*-4-; ^-*,J

guest

(3) When the triliteral verb ends with a double consonant

(geminated), then this gemination is dropped and the verb is fit into the

ii Jj-»-4. » ii pattern. Thus:

'^'
loved (one) Vjki »' » (*.'?*•)

liked (one) JjJ^* ( jjj) j_j

The Noun of Object formed from the triliteral verb has,

usually, a broken plural form on the measure "J-** Li-*" when its meaning does

not denote people. Examples:

letters; written (thing)
. . ,

-

y
<
'

, V /
"

subjects; placed (thing) «_moI _j_. * y*y-*

When the meaning of the Noun of Object denotes people, then generally it has

a regular masculine plural. Examples:

famous (people) l>0>(»£_. <. ojjj-H5-* jj-t-*-*

found, present ^j^j-. <, ^jj^^, J>»->•
(people)
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The Noun of Object, like the Noun of Subject, when used as

a feminine noun or adjective, will take the feminine ending " * ifaj-.^-. » L; "

Examples

:

© ^
famous F iJJ(jl « < i +

invited F J^jl. < i + "^Sjl.

found F i jj>J_r < 2 + ±y*y+

b. More than three radicals: The Noun of Object from verbs

which are of more than three radicals is formed, like the Noun of Subject,

from the imperfect forms of these verbs.

The general procedure is similar to that of the Noun of

Subject with one major difference, i.e., the vowelling of the consonant
*-© *

before the last one is " '
i*»JLi ". Examples:

expected Jh:^\ . j^~ '

.

composed J~i/ >j£j

used lVLI
0 -* '\ •"-*'

^ ^
s

organized
fa

•

*
'faU

introduced di"j^L» "l/\JL.

"When the verb has a long vowel " tj " before the last radical in the

imperfect, that long vowel is changed into "
I <JJI " instead of the

regular " * •* - * ". Example:

wanted jl^ j_,^_f

There are some verbs which their forms for Noun of Object

are common between the Noun of Object and the Noun of Subject because of the

meaning they render. Examples:
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excellent j L;.«,» j

needed _ I "- , _

rested ^U^-. r.Uj_,

The plural of the Noun of Object (more than three radicals)

is generally a regular masculine plural. Examples:

or
o f © J

\ 1.1 » »

• *
or

"Z * .»
0^

z •* «»

Basically, the Noun of Object is formed from transitive verbs. However,

it is possible to form the Noun of Object from intransitive verbs provided

that it is followed by an adequate preposition. Examples:

sorry for (him) «* \t\j^AS JlXf
sadden upon '

embarrassed from 4_. « J_^>^»-. J***^
ashamed of (it or him) "

sat in (it) *
t
.s ^ «,.,!•>. »

(_>»_U^_.

belxeved in _ .uli»,.« .uul.^

needed (to; ^Jl ^ Li^ r^^-i

C. Noun of Action :

1. Description: The two derived nouns, Noun of Subject and Noun

of Object, explained in the previous sections, deal with the persons and

the action of the verb. The Noun of Action expresses mere action, state,

or being of the verb, and is unlimited by subject, object, or time. This

noun is also known as "Verbal Noun". It is called in Arabic "^ ^, I* the

source" or "origin".
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* *

'

o ^
s- ^

£-*-** ttr

UAJ
o -" ^ -"

J>y- J>J*

2. Construction:

a. Triliteral Verb: The Noun of Action is formed from both

transitive and intransitive verbs. From triliteral verbs, it is irregular

in its formation. It is determined, therefore, by the dictionary. Examples:

writing

sitting

hearing

going

showing

A verb may have more than one Noun of Action especially

if it has different shades of meaning. Examples:

study or course L-ljj, lesson ^°j JJj

passing ^_ passing] J3J^
"

traffic

occurrence c. ^j^ effect; impact -j , j."

b. More than Three Consonants: The Noun of Action formed

from the quadriliteral or the derived verb has the same function as that of

the triliteral, i.e., expressing the verbal meaning in the noun form. How-

ever, unlike the triliteral, the formation of the Noun of Action from a

quadriliteral or any derived verb is according to specific measures or forms.

The following are measures used to form the Noun of Action for all the derived

verbs which have been covered in this text:

-r " so' 0 '

(1) J--* Pattern: The Noun of Action "jO^^JT m for this

pattern will be according to:
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(a) J ...» ,i
:

: for all verbs except those which end with

a long vowel or a " Sj-*a ", examples:

teaching .

:
I. -

lit.

photography ^_,j-oJ jj*o

repair ^; l m » £-U>

exercxse *o-ti_;
»

•; q

arrangement
'J

introducing,
^-tj*-^ <-»S*

definition

(b) « U i ,
7

, generally for the verb which ends with

a long vowel or a " «_>-•-* ». Examples:

naming <_. » ..
" to name cr*-*"

" y

education, * ;;^r" ^° bring UP (jo
bringing up -

apportioning '^Jjy^z to apportion I _>*-

* ' ' s *" > o ^ °^

(2) jt i - Pattern: The Noun of Action "^ ^, it » for

this pattern is formed by changing the vowel of the geminated consonant into
-^ ,- ^ — -- ^ =» —

^

ii j^.9 it Thus : J-*-*-
" > J-«-*-^ . Examples

:

learning . 1 *
"

(. U "

-Z
" -" -r " "

speaking
f f
j> ,- --- _, — -- —

honoring <_ij_^ <-»^~:

(3) J* Li Pattern: The Noun of Action " ^.i*.. 11 " for

-this • pattern will be either on " i-L«- Li_. » form or " J L*-J » form. It is not

necessary that the verb in this pattern should have both forms of Noun of

Action "jJ-aJi". There are, however, a few verbs which accept both of these
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forms as their Noun of Action. In such a case, there is a shade of different

meaning developed, through usage, between the two forms. Examples:

participation iSj Li-» <i)^ Li

book

defense

U5

Uj

correspondence * • LS-.

defending i»_»l ju

transaction
treatment

help,
assistance

i JLfr

fr*
1 J

J-.U

-i* L.

(k) J* UL; Pattern: The Noun of Action "jJ-**_)T » for

this pattern is formed by changing the vowel of the consonant before the

last into " *-**> " " ^ ". Examples:

retreat -I

feigning work Ji.

s s ' o ^ * ' a * *• o * *

(5) J-*-iT & J.«„ .

'
Li l o J.m „«_ ; I tj »< •;.«.! <ijji-»l Patterns:

The Noun of Action "j. x«a « IT " for any one of these patterns is formed accord-

ing to the following general procedure:

s a «-

(a) The vowelling of the initial n * " is always

(b) Adding the long vowel " <-*-}! " before the last

consonant.

(c) The consonants between the initial " *_>-*» " and

the added long vowel, which have "oj-SL. » " ° » would retain that " oj-^ "j

while those which are vowelled would change their vowels into " *^~-> »

" " - Examples

:
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o

^ "" -5-

» L-JU 1

sending J L-^l J—j'

meeting ^ 1 - -^
f-

4-^'

division

use

redness ,1 ,_«j-l "i-*>-l

c. When the verb ends with a long vowel, that long vowel, in

applying the above procedure, is changed into " tj^& ." Examples:

• s c

end » L^jls I j^-uj,

o o -j

giving • Ik* I J3^!

buying » I j^«il ^ j-i-il

d. When the long- vowel occurs before the last consonant of

the verb, then the Noun of Action form would be according to one of the

following two steps

:

(1) A " t^oy^j-o » Lj » is added at the end of the form

instead of the long vowel " <-*J
'

. " Example

:

- r
want i j I j I j I J\

(2) The long vowel " <-*^.< " of the verb is changed into

" ±s " and then the " eijf » of the Noun of Action form is added. Examples:

*> so
need r 1 ~^l r Ul>-I

regularity j L... ~> c- 1 j Li* I

e

.

The plural of the Noun of Action from these derived verbs

is generally, the regular feminine plural.
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f . The Noun of Action " » I j-i-ij. buying" is not as commonly

used as " * \y n
, the Noun of Action from the triliteral verb.

3. Use: It is often used with its own verb to strengthen or to

reinforce the meaning of the verb. In English this use is relatively rare,

but in Arabic this case is quite frequent. Examples:

The days passed (by us) fast. ^-ij" ' j^ XVI L^ c/^-*

The student studied a lot. . 1 ^ ;
~< L.Jj i , l ?l T

J..J"
T

Unlike the Nouns of Subject and Object, it is only used as a noun

and not as ah adjective.

Generally, the plural of the Noun of Action " j. i. ** ,* i f » is the regular

feminine plural. Examples:

* -** * *--

D. Noun of Place and Time p U3JI 9 0 lv» II ^j, ;

1. Description: This form of a derived noun denotes the time

11 O •—J-J' " or place "o L£*-JI " of an action. It is formed from both tran-

sitive and intransitive verbs.

2. Formation:

a. Triliteral Verbs: The noun of place and time is formed

from the imperfect by substituting " -Z " for the imperfect prefix of the

third person masculine singular conjugation.
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(1) When the vowel of the middle radical of the verb is

(
iJ~£ ) , no change in the vocalization is required, thus " J^-*-» "

.

Examples

:

o ^ Jos *• " '

place of paying out, bank <_i_/*<x- ^-*j-*-i <-»^

place of sitting, assembly 0« \y » u-^-s cr-^r

place of exhibition, exposition ^j*-* ^^^ tj'j*

If the first radical of the verb is weak " j or <s "

in the stem, the noun of place and time will be of the measure " J*-i-> " as

explained above regardless of the vocalization of its middle radical in the

imperfect . Examples

:

time or place of appointment o*^-« Jl*—l •iJ,3

o " P C " ' '

'

place of falling, location £_»>* £-*-* fj

place of standing, position <_iij_« «-«-»_> <_a_»j

(2) When the vowel of the middle radical of the verb is

(
_s__ <b*ii ) or ( _£_ al* ) it will be ( _^_ ***ii ) thus " J*-*-» " for

forming the noun of place and time. Examples:

place of writing, office '
;

'' • *.-"' '
:

tr~-*-
>

place of sleeping, bed
f
U-»

f
Lw ^ U

place of eating, restaurant Jja_. r*^ V^3

There are some verbs with ( ^ ^i

«

) or (
> ilu> )

in their imperfect yet their commonly used noun of place and time is of

" J.« -« .« " measure and not " J*-«-» . " Examples

:
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place of dwelling, house t>^~

•

p ^-
: o-£«.

place of praying, mosque .v-*...,

«

**««-* *>«•

time or place of sunrise, east J^j-i-* Jj-»-i 3fj~"

time or place of sunset, west i_ J«_» <L^*_." vS*

b. Derived Verbs (Verbs of more than three radical): The

Passive Participle of these verbs is used for the noun of place and time.

Examples:

time or place of ending, end ^ (
. ; • , -- ^ - •

: ^(
- • I

hospital (jjuXi—. jt,.'. i..... ^iA ;...l

place of meeting ^s - ' f aiil., ^i-i-H

c. A ( i il»j_,j_« » U ) is sometimes added to the measure

h J*_i-. i! or it J*-i_ it t0 express abundance of the thing implied, and the
s s * *

measure will be " »,L« ..« .. .« " regardless of the middle radical vocalization.

Examples

:

library «,,„. S

,

\^;$.,

ss O ^ s © s
SChOOl ix.j-L* ^jX.

butcheryj massacre Ijj>^> jj3̂
c c ^

- " I
" ""

I
^

press «»...h,« »_Ja,.«

E. Noun of Instrument UV I ^l :

1. Description: Nouns of Instrument describe the instrument with

which actions of verbs are performed. They may be derived or original

nouns

.

, „
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2. Construction: The derived nouns are taken from triliteral

transitive verbs only and have three regular patterns, i.e„, Jjl-a- <> J U-a-»

-'V o

and <LL.,-4 . . There is no way, however, to indicate which verb will yield

a noun of instrument according to one of these three patterns and not the

other

.

The plural of J-*JL. and a-UJU patterns is J^ Li_« , while the

plural of J l»-i-. pattern is J_** Li_« . Examples

:

•~

Plural Singular

a. J^ UL» Jj«-JL»

gun ^_»l a_.
Cr*"

1-

^

file J , L*-. Jj-

b. J* U-
'S o

wallet Ja-» L>« <i h-i ^,,*

spoon li-^^-* iL«.«. 1 «

c. J^u*- UL» JLuu

key r-i-"'
'"*-* r ^""* *

measure
©

3. The original nouns of instrument exist independently in the

language and do not follow any of the derived patterns. Examples:

Plural Singular

pencil »}LiT -_U

fork d. LSjjt LS^i

knife O--^ ^-" O-t^*

ax <_>"j J-* u" ^-*
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F. Noun of Excess : This derived noun, called in Arabic "

>°j>

II form of Excess", has the meaning of the Noun of Subject

J* UJI '

r \^ to which is added the idea of intensity of profession. It

has various forms or measures which are mainly derived from the triliteral

root. The most important of these forms are J C^i and J>*-» . The plural

of these forms is the regular masculine. Examples:

1. J U_i Form:

Plural
JU^

2 . J>*-» Form:

Plural

i s

washer

barber

tailor

cook

patient

eater
(excess)

comparable f
j i<"
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CHAPTER FOUR

PARTICLES

The particle in Arabic is called ^ PI ^3^ (which also means

"letter"). Particles are of several types, and include such words known

in English as Prepositions, Conjunctions, Interjections, and sometimes

Adverbs. The following grouping is based upon the function of these parti-

cles:

I. PREPOSITIONS >»JI <-*3S~

A. Prefixed :

1. (— = in; by or with

a. - in the meaning of "by" or "in". Examples:

I went to Damascus by way of &->.Ja-' f
l-iJI o^i

Beirut. "
. «.

J» o

s o x> —-*> a -^

We visited the old ruins UJ_,>h i-*-i-iJJ{ -» ^J"
Uj^

in our way to Baghdad. ^ "
,.

# j| .J*^ ^l

In the name of God .... «-1-!
' f~

*-:

0 ^ j^

The check was in my name

.

or-~ ^O" '

b. _ as instrumental. Examples:

I wrote with the pencil. . fdJLi ^ '"
:

' ^

He came from Cairo by plane. . s^_s LkJ U 2^a UJI c^ * ^

c. w as construed with verbs. Examples:

The President met with the • • ' jJJ-* S-: f^ 1 ^-^-^

Ministers

.
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I began (with) my work yesterday. . i*.^ LJI ^ I ,- _. cix.

He declared that he does not ^ j_il jj V '£\* 'JLZ
approve this policy. "

. ^ ," « " '.'
'

^'^

.» v

d. ^_, as a means to change an intransitive verb of motion

into transitive or causative. Examples:

The Commandant inspected . e,l a*.jj| j>. .
- ; t . j_vf '

Li
the units. • ' -^ x ^

He held a dancing party. . ijlsl . <LlLL 'u
He brought the book.

t ^ [
-<;°\T , '* [^

2 * J = for; to; because of; or it may indicate possession,

a. J in the meaning of "to" (sometimes interchangeable with

(
" i^' •»). Example:

I went to the market in . UU jJllJ I ^Jl ) c^j
the morning. ' " i- '

b. ^J in the meaning of "for". Example:

This paper is for writing. , i '.
i -.< \ l ii ..Jl «jla

c. J in indicating possession. Example:

I have a new car. . il^ «J C- or1

d. ^J in introducing the direct object of a verb. Examples

I wrote to them a letter

.

, jj \MiJ Jj .-, , -<

e. /-'is used to denote purpose or cause. Examples:

He is always ready to help us. . U_; il 1-*
1 ^l> U_jl j *£l

y
I heard that he is sick, so u-lli" I J4J j^^ '2,\ Ll^T

I wrote him a letter •"
i* <•-»" ^

so, therefore "dJjJ or | i^J
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f . J it denotes the English "of" when it follows an indeter-
/

minate noun. Examples:

-v
a book of (belonging to) Shakir. . S LlJ t_ Lii"

a friend of mine

.

. ^J J^ j^

The Reading Book of
# ^xliL i.' I Jjf i U5"

(i.e., written by) Al-Kaylani - * - ^

The following are common expressions with - -J-:

•

->

his right and his duty; . ».t ls. L« j *J L.

his credit and his debit.
*"

do you want to....? ? . , . 0 1 dJ Jj»

«= >'*!''
I read a book by him. . i_ \^£ <j ^7 s

they set out in our support. . t • - • \ V- , 1 I «_, Li

for the first time. . ^jif i^lu

at first sight; right away. . jJaJ JjV

3. d = as, like: It is prefixed to a noun to render the

meaning of "as" or "like" that noun. It is synonymous with J-i-« . Examples:

He speaks like an Arab. . L5_,_J
S_5" . K • *_;l

Like that; likewise. . ,»l I .,) \

B. Separated :

1. ^I = to, unto, into or until (generally expresses motion

toward) . Example

:

I walked to the end of . ^j UJI LjL^; ^\ *--
;

.: -,

the street. ^ ^ ' '

<•- *
2.

{Ji».
= up to, as far as. Example:

I read in this book up to u-^3" V I ^ H ' «i* ^y* <^T^J
page 105. ^ V» ~-

• 1 • *
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3. t^-U = over, on. Example:

»» a
You will find the book on the . u LkJ| u ^ L^jT "!Li

table. • ^^ ' ^

cr1^ = It is also used to show that a duty or a burden lies

on one. Examples:

This is a duty incumbent on j^-l* (<>_^-» _j
f

) V-^ 1 j ( -i*
every man

.

'? ^ -^ >

It is the duty of ,

." •»

a preference over. ,"'?:'

The following are common expressions with ^yl* :

so far as possible ; as much . 0 l£.V I .IT _U
as possible. ^

according to ^ t Li-

on condition that, provided that . f 1/

very gladly, with pleasure o4^l°j lJ jtf &&
- *

u> »
at any rate, in any case, ji* u or J U J5" ,-lT

anyhow. * ^ ^^
*j>

especially ^jjjf ^
absolutely jiVf ^i/

he was right

to be informed about

don't worry about ... don't mind l>, U ° \Z L.

on his expense
*_, L^ ^1**

through him

^ r^ ^* ^^

y -'

as it is said i i r
*

JUL. L. ^
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according to his habit «jjU ._i*
y s ^*

at the time of s^s- ^1*

I implore you by God iLJU *_U U
~ S y

U. ,^e. = from, concerning. Examples:

y^^y"-** y y ay**
The house is far from the . i-,jj_»JI &* .>,->« ... <-.,.ii

;
II

school. ^

) o ^ ^ °' » .?•

He does not know anything I JJ» t>* Li-*-: iSj*^ V 4_;^

concerning this subject. ""
. o^"-"

The following are common expressions with <>* :

to his (or at) his or its right

... feet above sea level / ^ . I I -k*. ^ jj,

by way of, via

in good faith

justly

for fear

shortly

day after day

he died at the age of eighty . i-u. ^-^ L»J &s- o. L.

$. tr»
= i*1 ) into. The following are common expressions

with cr» :

three times five

five meters by ten

lie after lie

idle talk

y
*\ '• 1

o

y y "

*±
y

vj O ? o "

y
o*

w y o "
t>»- o*
o ' O '"

^J~ o*
y o "

4-ij-* o*
* y o y * a "

i.«-*• cy*
ij^b

«-o y

^ jLul
"° r

o e

i— JlS"

r^ ^ f
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in the past j, f

in the following, as follows y, l^_j

afterward aI_T

as I believe \ « -,*.
I

among themselves

in case that .... . I j I

o. £-*
= with, besides, despite. The following are common

expressions with f» .

although 0 I

in spite of it, nevertheless
I il

'"

in spite of all that
| j^ *j5 r^

.7. c^ = from, with respect to 3 it indicates motion from a

point, and when it is used with the comparative form, it means "than".

Example

:

My notebook is smaller than . *jSjj ^ jj^ol ^ .
- « <

his notebook

.

' <» ^

The following are common expressions with i>- :

among other things .... ....,-. I dL)

J

. . 0 I iUJ ^
some of them went to the movie, l , -. ."11 i| ^j r_f ^!,

others went to the coffee shop, " /" ' "

there are those who went to Cj» j ^ .f
^ n j

the movie and others who went ' [^ "

to the coffee shop.
# ;^*n n

someday ^_v "" "
""

he ate (a little, some) of the food \.C\ t -^ j^j

something or other v»vT ^ ^i*
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6 ' "f • I

nobody can j •*-*-* J*-' D-» *-*

a garment (made of) of silk

at the moment «JL* L.

I

> '"-'1

get out of here! u» o-* jy*" 1

ix.'-

by, on the part of J-li ^>*

for sometime I j_« t>-»

he entered through the gate <_, L*JI q-» Jj-j

he is amazed O-* S*»*

8. JL. or V : i = since. The following are the common expressions

S oj»

with

for a month; a month ago jf* •*-*-»

for the past few days; a few days ago . LJ Jljl*

from now on, henceforth o* I J-Ju

since he was a child ^-ij? o " •i-:-,

C. Nouns Acting as Prepositions ; Nouns put in the adverbial accusative

(discussion in CHAPTER FIVE - SYNTAX) may act as prepositions. Examples:

Cj U- = outside:

outside the home *-.
:

. I I -j U-

,U*I j = within, inside:

inside the school i^,j_^JI Jj-I j

r
L«l = before, opposite (place):

before (opposite) the station « lr>.» I I *L«I

s o *,

«u_. = after (time):

after the meal J^V

9k

*> s ,°J> _ >

/
o ioj, ^ o y



J-ti = before (time):

before evening p Ljjl J .a

l̂ _i_t = among ; between:

among the students, between . \ ;

'
,"j ^^ilT * JL*-.3LJI ^JLT

me and him - • - - •

x' **> -<r» ^- 0

t:.,-»^; = under

:

under the table ^jJ (j^j [

(ij-i = above, over, on:

on the building i_TU-Jf J^-i

J_^j-
= around, about:

around the city *jl-juJI J_^

^,jj = without ; below; before:

He drinks coffee without <_w_L>- ^j.i ^j (
« H v^-i *-*

'

milk. ' ' " £

a deed without precedent ,5_, L. ^jj J.^*

<_ ** " ^ »-«> >»• ^>

those below the age for l2jS~*Ji\ Cj1a\ jjj j» ^JUI
military service.

"
' ^

before five o'clock ijl. Ujf jU Ljf ^j j

J_i* = with; at; conveying the meaning of "to have":

? ' e 9 a"* -"

I sat with them. . _aj_lp .-." 1-^

r*
O w -" o *

I came at sunrise.
t
^ ->

,*r I* * *-it> y.c c*Jj-

I have a book. . «— LlS ^xi*
• — ^

_^j = towards; approximately:

towards the North J I
,~

1 1 ^j
There are approximately 2£ students. . I 1 . , I

-

T e ^JL; J La
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» I ,j = behind

behind the house •.-.
:

1 1 • I jj

II. CONJUNCTIONS <_«k....ll Cij^l

A. Prefixed ;

1. j = and

2. u» = and; and then!

Mr. Ahmad entered the room j-»j>-I !-
_
.... ) I ii^^JUl J*-j

and then Mr. Shakir.
. jS Li j_JLl L»

B. Separated;

1. ^L- = but rather; on the contrary:

I did not go to Beirut, J_, o,_j^_*_, ^^ ojj L.
but rather I went to . -» ,-f ' * • -

'

Damascus,
.LUl .Jl oj»j
r t*4

o-' ' ' °? a so' "
It is not separated, on (j* J-: * l«?*--- « o^-J If-; I

the contrary it is ~'
' '

.

s ~ ? *'

interlocked .... • • *-!*-' -^-*
s

2. j| = when; since:

I visited the old relics c-_i5 jl * -,
<' ll j UV I t^jj

when I was in Baghdad.
*

o s-

. jl -U-j r^i
s *" ' -

We do not go to our work -£| j| '|*^ uHT ^Jl jLa!u V
tomorrow since it is *

0 0&*i ^ .

( concide with) Independence . J )lLL.V I 'A-T <-» j La^
Day. "

.
' "

3 • ^ I = except

:

UJ <« ^ s J to
I did not find anybody at ^ j UJI ^ I a>-I j*.I _J

the club except my friend " ^„"> ^
^

Ahmad. • *-*' \y*-i^ VI
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1;. _» . L.T = as for:

As for my brother Salem, he J' j-t^ 4_; L» |J L. ^-1 L.I

^Jl *>
is still in college.

5. jf = or:

Is this a book or a notebook? ?^jl»j jl i_, Ul5" I Jla Ja
s • * 0 S

6. • I . » L. I = either ... or

)

L. I . . L. I = either ... or

)

4. £ '"...•'..»
either this or that

y y
or . . .

:

(• »••»• — •••

( dl J j I I ja L.1^

(i)IJ L.I IJla iXf

Did you visit him or did you ? *J .-. . -.s \ t>Sjjl
write to him?

o. t i :

:
• = while:

I saw him while I was talking -.1 .̂ 7 1 >-. •.
5"

I «„ ;

,

;
, ^xjl j

with the director. j>»* , ^

9. ""-J = then, thereupon:

We studied our lesson then ^yJI Ljl*aj w U-jJ Lj—^j
we left for the coffee shop. '

10. ,_i*. = until

o / o ^>

v» y y s * ' ° v ^> , s^
The student studied his ^-^ ^j '<

:
-, I - 1 1 ^j

lesson until nine
o'clock. « Sju-UJI I* LuJI

11. L*J = when, after

arrived in the city aft
my brother had left it.

I arrived in the city after l+Sjj; LwJ i.; ,,.>« II cu_lu>j

• <jr-
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III. SUBJUNCTIVE —• I I oljjl

Placing the imperfect in the subjunctive mood:

A. 0 T = to

a *> '
B. ^j = never

C. %£-J or ^j = so that, in order to

Discussion in CHAPTER FIVE

SYNTAX

IV. JUSSIVE a >»-ji oij

Placing the imperfect in the jussive mood

A.

V.

B.

C.

VOCATIVE

A.

V

0 ^

r1

_) = let

do not )

)

did not) Discussion in CHAPTER FIVE - SYNTAX

<_9

L, + Indefinite Noun

B. L^fM ) + Definite Noun

Tf )

0! man (say you)

0! Shakif

0 ! teacher

0! students

0! girl

±rj k

-J?

\ y * *

.1

VI. ANSWER

A.

B.

C.

^ = yes

^ = no

t
jl^ = yes (after a negative statement)

Haven't you bought the
tickets? Yes.

O mO /
. j^L, ? ii Ik-JI *iw_^:l L.I
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D. J>-T = yes, yes (after a positive statement):

Did you write the letter? . j^| ? «j L-^JI .---< Ja
Yes , yes

.

'

^
'

VII. NEGATIVE ^aJjf tJj^

A. V = no; generally negate the imperfect.

B. L. = no j may negate the perfect and the imperfect.

C. ^J = no; is followed by jussive.

He has not studied. . "^ j^ J

D « O-1
= will not (emphatically); is followed by subjunctive.

He will not work with us. . Lu_« J - '
,; ,-J

Discussion is found in CHAPTER FIVE - SYNTAX.

**- p *
VIII. INTERROGATIVE

f
t

(
.4 .S.M.V 1 e-ljjl

A. J^
> «> "

Is this a book? ? i_ Li5 I ia Ja

B. f

Did you write your lesson? ? d_ . j <- -< i

IX. PARTICLES AFFECTING THE MEANING OF AN EXPRESSION, by their position

in the sentence:

The student can read. . '^-*-i o' '-j » 1
' H j.

_

A. I j| then, in that case:

In that case, the student can ^,1 i . , I - 1 1 JojlT I J

I

read. * ^ *

.1
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B. L*-1 ' = only, however (used at the beginning of a sentence

to limit the clause at the end)

:

However, the student can read. •' j-i-j o' i-*-*-l-iJ I • JjL. L*jl

C. JaJLs = only merely:

The student can only read. .JaJLi I .JL. /jl ,'),,. . 1
' 11 . .li-.

D. JaJ = never (follows a negative imperfect):

The student can not read .JaJ T^-sL. o' ' : > ' " '
' j ' * : ' ">

at all (never). "

E. jJ = expresses certainty when preceding a perfect;

expresses probability when preceding an imperfect. Examples:

The student studied his lesson. . *-jJ
t_>*.j

J W « * J
1 *

The student had studied his lesson. . 4u.^j ^j-i oi .,L: t 1 i H

The student probably studies . cjj ^jX. ai )..> « 1 7)1

his lesson.
'

Use of » J" with » J-»» : When the particle » J-»

comes at the beginning of a sentence, the preposition " —' " is usually pre-

fixed to " xS ", thus " aJJ". This combination, however, has no effect

on the function of " J-» ". Examples:

The man had gone to his , *-'-*-; tr" v*** •*-* J?v" o'
house

.

O". ^ 7

The man had gone to his . 4. :,._>,, (^.H J*-^-" v**-* •i-*-'

house.
'"'

The doctor examined me . <La-j L*J I > ...,., ,,.k ) I ^^a*^ xiJ
yesterday. *"

F. ^1 = that is:

The party was private, that l^—Jl j^l * «.«9U-eu_;l5 SJLiaJI

is only for the members ^ «»^» o-J. «> ^^
of the family. i-Ls L*JI jI^V JuLi
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X. PARTICLES OF CONDITIONS Ja^^JI <_»_

A. Likely (possible) condition ;

1. £,1 with perfect or jussive. There are four possibilities:

9 " * * '

{

i ? " >

If Shakir travels I shall
travel with him.

? "

2. ui
:

iO^s S J ^ „„>
If you wish that, (then) it is .JJ ^!.V Li dUJ dJjI 0 I

your concern (the matter is yours).
" *

* * » ^ ^ *

If you write to him, (then) ^ U» "qs- *^^»-Li <J «-_ '^ ^1
inform him about my condi-

" ^ '

tion.

If you study, you will
oi°^ . ^ « > s °s ' * e

.oL^uVI^ %. J J uJ

succeed in the examination.

fs

3. I Jl :

If (when) the leader
stops, all his followers
stop.

B. Unlikely Condition ;

i. X
If I were President (but I am not,
and am not likely to be) I would
put an end to the troubles

.

< ' * CO «- -» .

Lwl J5"oL»j j_jUUI «JJj I J^

.» »

*"« .jirt * V in j
* < 7 i_< i _j—

J

>i»^'

e^LJ^VI ^
• -J • • • j—

i

If the Lord had wished, He would ^ LU I J**J •iLj » Li jJ
have made men one people.
(Our 'an 11, 120.). . i 1^1 ,

***
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3. V _>J

If it were not for the advance- •.-. ? . I- l l >\ , - y Lj
ment of science, communica- "

, ^o^
tions would have remained . «^-»L» c->L»l_j-*JI

inadequate

.

'

^- •

u » ^
If only you had studied, you .-. , , rj LJcw-^j d_;l JJ
would not have failed.

Note ;

For detailed explanation of conditional sentences and their particles

see CHAPTER FIVE "Conditional Sentences" in this handbook.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SYNTAX

In the Chapters on Morphology, descriptions were provided in terms of

structure, form and type. In this Chapter on Syntax, descriptions are

provided in terms of position and word order in the structure of sentences.

I. NOUN-IN-CONSTRUCTION «JLj I (J uljf , ,J uJj f

A. Structure : This structure is used to express the genitive relation

between two nouns in Arabic. The noun possessed loses its " o-tj-^ nun-

nation" and always immediately preceeds the noun possessing. The first is

known as the "noun-in-construct (J U_»JI the annexed one" and the second as

the "complement" of the construction " <-t-W cJ U . II the annexed to". The

complement may be definite or indefinite and is always in the genitive case

.

The "noun-in-construct" is always indefinite in form, and its case depends

upon its role in the sentence.

B. Purpose ; The purpose of this construction is:

1. Definity: When the complement " <--JI <-» Lx*JI » is definite,

the purpose of construction is for identification or introduction. Examples:

The boy's book (the book of the boy). jU,JI <_ t -<
"

The teacher's room (the room of the teacher). |. t H lii
,\7 -r
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2. Specialization (categorization): 'When the complement

*_jj^ ei I n . )l is indefinite, then the purpose of the construction is con-

sidered to be for specialization (categorization) as:

A history book (the book of history). ^ , L; i_ LsS

A man's room (the room of a man). Jj»-j Uji.

This construction also implies the following preposition:

a. " or* ": The construction has the force of an implied

preposition " <j* in", when the complement " J-z^^ '-' *"••" * *
* " is used as an

adverb of time or place for the first, "ti U>_*JI ". Example:

The evening meal. » I.. « ) I
( ^) J-SI

* c
b. "

l>« ": The construction implies the preposition " o-*

from" when the complement " «-*-)! »-» Ua-UI " denotes the material of the

first. Example:

7' * "
A cotton shirt. ^>iaJ

( <>* ) Lf i* *

c. " J ": If the first part ".»-» La-»JI » is a property of

the complement. " *JJI ei lv> « II ", the construction will be in the meaning

of the preposition " —I for". Example:

My brother's car ,j>-l *j ^^

The servant of the President u* r̂2JJ\ »J *-»

3. The noun-in-construct tJ U» . if is always translated into

English as though it were definite.
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k. To express sentences such as the English "a book of the boy",

Arabic does not use this construction, instead, it employs the adequate

prepositional phrase, thus:

A book for the boy. aJj-LJ <- LzS

Whenever a noun in construct " ti lA » 1 1
" is modified by an

adjective, that adjective must follow the complement. When the adjective

used in this construction may be considered to modify either the " <-» U-* "

or the " *-^J I <-» *-«-• " , it is better to break the construction by attaching

an adequate preposition to the complement " f--P' *-» '-*-*-Jl " and placing the
' *>

adjective after the noun desired. Examples:

Should be broken to read: . , All jJ »JI ^ Li5" ^i

In the big book jJJJJ j. 'i*\T y~ USjf ^
(related) to the boy ' *0 ' '

or

In the book j All jJ^JLJ u- U5JI ^
(related) to the big boy ^ ' "

$. If the noun in construct " «J Ul^JT » has more than one

complement, the complement usually follows one another, separated only by

a conjunction. Example:

The teams of Iraq, Egypt, ,jl^*JI j_^J 5_;.
:
juJI J-©_)

and Jordan arrived (in ' " %«",>°^ ,*
the city)

.

• o JS^ ' J ./<"•J

6. In Modern Arabic it is possible to have two nouns in construct

» <J l.A.« 1 1 " for one complement . Example

:

The pencil and the book of the boy. aJ^JI i_* Li5j ^li
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II. SENTENCE

A. Types ; According to the Arabic classification, a sentence is

either equational (nominal) or verbal, depending generally upon whether the

noun or the verb begins the sentence.

«*/ O
1. Equational ( £-*~j ): The main parts of the equational (nominal)

sentence are:

a. Noun - Subject ( T > ; , . I I the beginning one): Must be,

generally, definite or modified in order to precede the predicate. Examples:

o,°-g —
" ° •* .

The student is at home.
,
.-. . . I I ^ \ . ., 1

-
I T

•J

Ahmad is diligent. . »

(

'-,*'
SlZ-\

If the subject I ,
i,,.-

, ,,. . II is intended to be indefinite, then

the predicate will come first. Examples:

I have a book.
t ^^ ,

°

r.

There are students in the school. . \
:
,M-T ilJUjf ^

b. Predicate ( j-J- news): Can be another noun, a phrase

or a verbal sentence to give complete meaning or information. Examples:

The girl is beautiful. . i_L*-*X <-- • i f

™ c ' "
" ' "

'
e
*

The girl is at home. , i--~-.i l ,_i <-- ;
. l

"

The girl wrote her lesson. . L^Jj <-/"-< .- *
. i t

The subject and the predicate of an equational sentence are

always in the nominative case unless either one is affected by a particle

or other factors which will change its case.
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The tense of an equational sentence, for translation, purpose,

is present tense unless it is indicated otherwise by the influence of a

verb, etc.

In Arabic there are no equivalents to the English "am", "is",

"are . " Examples

:

What (is) this? ? i ik U
This (is) a cup. . ujj | j^• a s

The word order in Arabic does not change when a statement is

changed into a question, as is the case in an English sentence.

2. Verbal ( *->_ I—-» ): When a sentence begins with a verb it is

known to be a verbal sentence. The verbal sentence consists of:

a. Verb: Is in the third person singular and agrees with the

subject only in gender, unless the subject is a pronoun mentioned through

the conjugation. When the subject is a plural not denoting human beings,

the verb is in the third person feminine singular, except when the subject

does not follow the verb immediately, in which case the verb may be either

masculine or feminine.

b. Subject: Called in Arabic J* La-Jf (the doer). It is

always in the nominative case.

c. Object: The verbal sentence may have a direct object

called in Arabic *_, Jj* i » „) l (the done on, the receiver of the action)

depending upon the nature of the verb, transitive or intransitive. The

intransitive verb cannot take a direct object. The object is always in the

accusative case. It may be in the form of a pronoun suffix, a noun, or
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a phrase - the accusative case sign is assumed if the object is a phrase or

a clause . Examples

:

The student wrote the lesson. . ^^jUI ,i„,
:

» 1 ' 1 1 >..>jl5

The student (F.) visited the * ~*\ \* » II «. i-. . I
•: )l c-^'j

teacher (F.)

.

The students travelled today. . f>-i-"
J-*-»iLiJI ^-» Lu-

is ,, o.a j y ,**>,'*'
The girls lived in the house. »c. . II I Jla.-j o L'. . 11 c^il.

y • • ^ • s-

They read the local newspapers. . ilLL^^JI j_Jl j^Jil 0jl j_S-i

We visited them. . _» <-;__,j

The new stallions ran jL. ^i J4_,o^JI ^ia*JI ->\
>

in the horse race ' ^ " i .""^""^.•r \"<\f
three days ago. r *^ t^J> cM*-11

q .*x>*..\\ » L_>l i_jJaJ J—f-» (jaJj

B. Particles and Verbs Affecting the Equational Sentence ;

1. Particles Affecting the Subject: Whenever any one of the

following particles is used with the nominal sentence it will change the

case of the subject from nominative to accusative.

a. ol or oV verily, indeed, that, express assurance.

These two particles are actually one particle with two different vowelling

(• )•for the i

' o •"

(1) o' : The *>**> ( » ) will take the short vowel ( )

whenever this particle comes at the beginning of a sentence or after the

verb ( J Li ) "say". When it comes at the beginning of a sentence, it is

usually omitted in translation. Examples:
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beautiful ^U-JI ^ J_~,
in Damascus.

The weather is beautiful ,
r
QJI ^i J : -ir r 1 '* w o

He said that his wife bought 2* L** o_,jLil *-^>.jj ^1 J Li

an "aba". ' *

(2) o T
: The <>** (

• ) will take the short vowel (
^

)

whenever this particle comes at any other place in the sentence than the ones

listed above. Example:

My brother wrote that the e*j 15 i^JL-JI O' c?~' '.- ; '

trip was very pleasant ,*• . ^ o »

(enjoyable). * ' "*£ *~™

b. o-iJ "but" and oV "because". Examples:

The Summer is hot but the • Li^J I ^Juj j U- • •
:
% 1 1 ^ I

Winter is cold. " ' .»" .
*

There are many people on the Jj-L, ^Is. qj^ ;
-^ ". l- .**->-

seashore, because the . „«-»^, ^ ^ ,.">*,V:i' o^*-0
weather is beautiful. • f>4-^

""

Ji'r C ^~ II ^V _jjwJI

If the subject of the nominal sentence is a pronoun, it

will be attached as a suffix to any of these particles. Examples:

because they V$ but she l •< l verily he ^Sl

because she uIjV but you (S) '*\:<
%

\ verily you (Pi) %Hi

2. Verbs Affecting the Predicate: The verb o ^and related

verbs put the predicate in the accusative. These verbs, known as " o ^and

its sisters L^l jj-l j ^ LS" ", alter, change or negate the information

given in the basic sentence. Listed below are the most frequent verbs, of

this group, with their functions:

a. o ^ "was"

The weather (climate) is cold. , jjL r l- n "

The climate was cold. . \^J L, 1 Uajf o ^
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b. u—i-1 "is not"

The climate is cold. * Jj U r^U « II

.*•
. s . -".f ' • r

The climate is not cold. . > Jj*-j
^ L; . )i ^^-i

c. j l-c "became"

The climate is cold. • J
j> ^ r '̂ * "

9 o»
The climate became cold. , I j^L + L: « 1 1 ^ Le

d. 'jljL* "still, continue"

The climate is cold. • ->j *-; qI -*
' « >'

The climate is still cold. • ' Jj'—
: ^U- >, 1

1 J I j L.

e. r-r°' "~k° become"
33 9

The climate is cold. • Jj *«-: c^***""

The climate became cold. • ' Jj <»-!
c,

* C^"*
0

" J I j-i — J I J " "to cease" is commonly used with the nega-

tive particles " L. » or " V ." When the verb " ^Jlj " is in the Perfect

form, it takes the negative " L.»t. when it is in the Imperfect form, it

takes the negative " V ." The meaning rendered through this combination,

whether the verb is in the Perfect or in the Imperfect form, is "not cease"

or "still" in the present time. Examples:

This institute still exists . . I j_^>._j_« '

(
- 1 1 1 I 1a J I j L.

The teacher is still in the
s chool

.

•» <• s ••»

i^jJL^Jl ^i Ju^Jl Jl>. V

The students are still in . LijJUl ^yi ^j_JI_)_, V jVjVI
the room.

' '*> * * ° s
I am still working on my ,_,_, L«j>- ,j-U J - ~

,t
I e_lj L.

own. • * s
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" C~^°^ ~ C~^ " "^° become", when used to render this mean-

ing, may be used interchangeably with " jLo.ii However, it may render the

meaning of "to begin", "to start" or "to resume" when it is used as an

auxiliary followed by another verb in the Imperfect. Examples:

The weather is cold. /jj U
f-
L^*jT

The weather became cold. . I JjL rL:>,ll r-r°l

Some of them work on their . <«_, L«>.
IJr

Ls- J - ~
,;

:
.

(
l

.; ., ^Ji
own.

? o
Some of them began to work ^ylt- J^u^, -t--^-* (-"-* r^-^

on their own. ' "

Lo>-
SS

The less frequent verbs of this group are:

rj-> L, "to continue to be ... "

•ii-i-; I L6 "not to stop doing . .
.
, keep doing

i L« "not to cease doing"

r-yo\ "to be in the morning")

- )

o* L, "to be in the night" ) "to become'

-f }

>• "to be in the evening")

J j "to last, to continue"

"Jyi-? "to remain"
- y

(jXhcI "to Degin, get into a situation where

w
Jii "to be, to continue to do something"

I ji. "come to be"

J U "to return, to come back"

it
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C Particles and Verbs Affecting Verbal Sentences :

1. Use of " -i-» »: The meaning of this particle is given only-

through the construction of the sentence.

It is used to precede a verb. When it precedes a perfect

verb, it renders the certainty of the completion of the verb's action. On

the other hand, if the following verb is an imperfect, it renders the prob-

ability or the doubt of the completion of the verb's action. Example:

The student (certainly) has studied. .
"'

- - 1
— I

T

s °

The student (probably) might . i <, I - IT J^,"'] j

study. '

v~j

wj-j-> -1-9

2. Use of " o ^" with Imperfect: This verb, or any of its

perfect forms, may precede an imperfect to give one of the following two

meanings, depending on the expression of the idea.

a. Past Continuous (was or were ... ing) . Examples:

Which game was your friend
playing?

He was playing football.

b. Used to. Examples:

I used to watch football
games a lot.

She used to work with me
in the company.

3- Use of " o ^ " with Perfect: When this verb, or any of its

perfect forms with the particle " J-» " coming in between, precedes a Perfect,

it produces the meaning of "Past Perfect" or "Pluperfect." Examples:

s ° ' j»<:
i » 1 i_.T

•
f
jjUI . ., 1 , 0 15"

s

_**J OA Lit »-., : 'C
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The Arabs had become famous
in horsemanship.

My friends had (already) left
the house when I arrived.

III. MOODS

In Arabic the moods are differentiated by morphological forms which

indicate the function of the verb. The imperfect has three moods: Indica-

tive, Subjunctive, and Jussive. These moods are distinguished from one

another by the vowel of the last radical of the imperfect.

A. Indicative ; The Indicative mood expresses an incomplete state or

action in either the present or the future. It takes i-«-i * as the

vowel of the last radical when the verb is not suffixed. When the verb is

in the dual, masculine plural, or feminine singular (second person) forms,

the indicative mood is expressed by the presence of the " o "
( O _»—: ) in

the endings of these forms; the indication of this mood in the feminine

plural forms is assumed, i.e., there is no special vowel to indicate the

mood. Examples:

ss°s°-° * y ° s •> *•» £
The student goes to school. , * ... . < , 1 1 J I ___*>.__, « • , I • IT

•' ""^ * ' ~ ~ **

The two students go to . \ ,rJ .\ , 1 1 ,jJI^ L_ajl_. ^1 '«

: t I ' if

school. *> ' " s -

The students go to school. . i-.jj_._J I ^-J^ ^j_aajl_. -Lj-s^LlJT

You (F.S.) go to school. . * ,.. . < , l l
(
_J| r. . . .* \ - -. -.T

The students (F.) go to . i__^j__J| ^\ p-^J-. *=>' ' .« '
" '*

school. * ^
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B. Subjunctive ; The Subjunctive mood implies wish, purpose, or

command in indirect speech.

The subjunctive can only be used after certain particles (conjunc-

tions listed in CHAPTER IV - PARTICLES). The most common of these conjunc-

tions are:

1. " o' "to": Every imperfect preceded by " o' " would render

the meaning of infinitive or gerund in English, but its distribution is

different from that of English, i.e., it can not be used at the beginning

of the sentence . Examples

:

I like to go to the market. , jj" r H ^yJI i_~*>jf ^T <_~>-T

2. " t^-9
- " and " <^-l": The meaning rendered by these two

particles are generally, the same. They both give more or less, the meaning

of "in order to", "for the purpose of", or "so that." Examples:

I study the physical training jw^.7 iyx>- i^L-^JI ^jjl
in order to become a coach -i* % „ „ ,
in sports (games). • V <-*JjL^ '-jj*1-*

I go to school so that I ^I^T JlT i^lljf &1\ Lj*j1
may learn Arabic. _-«>_* ^*£'.»

He joined this club in °Jj ej j C_J " I ji ^ J "CUf^l
order to practice - ^ -

„•»;.-» ^ *

sports (games). . u* l*JV I ^_j
'

**

^ -> «*> - - -

- -' i j

She went to the market for
the purpose of buying
cloth (to buy cloth). • Li L»J

The Particle " cy£j_ " is actually a combination of " J " and

^ ." It may be used in the combined form, as shown in the above
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example, or it may be used separately to render the same meaning. Examples;

She went to the market to ^ J_>lJI ^i c^jij L^i
buy cloth.

" * ' *

She went to the market to ^j -
.: ) Jjl-Jl ,^1 e-lJ&J L^ji

buy cloth. " ' ^ *
'*. *

Being in the subjunctive mood, the imperfect would take the following

forms in its conjugation:

He likes to write the lesson. , ^^jJI < - -<.. £,f Jl*^ ja

They (two) like to write the .^jJI L^-il., ^,T 0 C^_ L*a
lesson. ' " *" '--

"

They (M.) like to write the lesson.* ^j-U! i j .

:
"v.. , ^t £jL»_, j»

She likes to write the lesson. . ^/jjl .
-<" ^t ?L>3 ^s»

They (two F.) like to write the .. ^jfjjf I .

'

.K °
0 t 0 ll*J L^

lesson.
'

' '

'

They (F.) like to write the lesson. .^/jJI ^.1
:
"L, ^T o^-T O-*

You (M.S.) like to write the . ^JlSt CJLlT^f il^'o^?
lesson. "

You (two M.) like to write the .^/jJI L..; 1.- ^f ^ C.^ I . -. ;t

lesson.

You (M.PlJ like to write the lesson. >^-lJ- u' uj-f^~ £~

You (F.S.) like to write the lesson. ^°\.f
;,-<-°?'- - •: °.f

You (two F) like to write the ""/ijf (J^lT •
f ,, C^f uljf

lesson.
•uv

You (F.P1.) like to write the .^^jJI ^ ;

-<- ^T 0
* .1- ^jljT

lesson. ' '-'

I like to write the lesson. .(j^jJI i .i'TT ^T £L>.1 Ut

We like to write the lesson. .J^jJI - ^ *j?
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-- ^
The final vowel of the imperfect " * i^U> " in the foriris without

** o '
suffixes is changed to " ^ ;^:; ."

Those parts which in the indicative mood end in a " q " following

a long vowel lose the " o "in the subjunctive mood.

The 3rd and 2nd Masculine Plural would take an " ' <—i—J
' " after the

loss of the " o "• This " ' i-i-J" " is merely a spelling convention as in

the perfect 3rd Masculine Plural.

Both feminine plural (3rd or 2nd) forms which end in the suffix

" q " do not change, and are therefore the same for the two moods.

The use of " a*_. % after" and " J-j-i , before" with verbs:

The use of these words is, basically, to precede nouns and govern those

nouns in the genitive case. However, when these two words are to precede

imperfect verbs, the subjunctive particle " o' " is placed between the

imperfect and either of these two words. Examples:

before I go to school. . j^,,>,.« II ^\ l-ajT ^T J_,J

after I return from school. . \' > , " £,_• £*-jf o? Ju^

C. Jussive : The Jussive mood is used to express command, to negate

a statement, and is also used in conditional sentences. The verb in this

mood will take a " ° ^_j-5L« " for its final radical of the second person

masculine singular form. The other forms of the second person are treated

like the subjunctive mood, i.e., the signs of these forms for the sub-

junctive and the jussive moods are the same.
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1. The Imperfect is in the jussive mood when it is preceded by a

jussive particle (See Part Four - Particles). The following are the most

common jussive particles " ^y^\ cl jjl "with a description of the function

of each particle:

a. V : This particle will place the imperfect of the 2nd

person in the jussive mood to express the negative of the imperative, thus

expressing a prohibition or wish that something may not be done. Examples:

o J © '
Do not enter! . Ji-ju V

Do not go (F.S.)! .^ jlj V

Do not watch this match! . j L^-JI I jla I ,jj* LiJ; V

This particle, when it precedes the imperfect of the 3rd

or 1st person, will render the denial of the action, and thus it will not

place that imperfect in the jussive mood. Examples:

He does not study today. .
r
_^lJI J.jj_. V ja

Mr. "Akram" does not . j 1 -Z\\ I jla^JI^V ^5T jITJI*
referee in this game.

'

We do not play football. . Hj'f 'ijS lljS V '
'

b. °J: This particle will place the imperfect of all

persons in the jussive mood to negate a statement, and is translated in

English in the present perfect. Examples:

~ ,
'"' '"Cl «'• ' v* *' .Our team has not lost a game. . * ... I i_,T j*j^ .J \\-.iJ i

We have not seen the final . iZj l
t

, _T w IIUjI 1a Llj
c
_J £Xj

era-mo S* S"
' ** 1

We have not participated . j lJLjI I 1*^ .•)__,

'•

I
'- J dJ;T

in this match. '-'
-- '
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c. J
(

JL.V I

f
V the J of Command): This particle will

place the imperfect in the jussive mood to express command of the 3rd or

the 1st person. Examples:

Let him write his lesson. . <ujJ I....7 iL I

•^ *" "° •''of o * '
Let us sit near the center -k-.jJI Ja>- >—_^i ur ! -n I

line. " '' ^

Let them wait for us at . <u->L_^JI ,jj U ^yi 1 '-j^k ' '

the sport club. " " ' ^

2. The Imperative is connected, both in morphology and in meaning,

with the jussive. The imperative is found only in the second person. All

imperative forms in Arabic, conform to a general rule; they are in the

jussive mood and are formed from the imperfect. But despite this general

conformity they differ in the details. The following explanation concerns

the details in forming the imperative from:

a. Sound Triliteral:

(1) General rule: The imperative is formed by dropping

the personal prefixes of the imperfect, and placing a "
°

oj-^-* " on the

final radical.

(2) Details: After dropping the personal prefixes, the

sound triliteral verb begins with a vowelless consonant, and therefore, it

can not be pronounced. For this reason a " I *j!S ij_*a " is prefixed

when the vowel of the middle radical is either " IjLS " or "
"

Examples

:

send <:_._

I

<*-. . .

return ^J| -^J_T
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o ^ o

go u-aJI

ii

sit ^ j^-r

The vowel of the prefixed " » ij-**" will be " $

instead of " — *_,-->" if the Towelling of the middle radical of that tri-

literal in the imperfect is " 9 C^i" . Examples:

write i-Ii5t ^..^Jl

, , o y" ? ? ? * s
study t*")-1 '

enter J^j| ji_j_,

The " _fL Oj^~ n °n the final radical is substituted with

the dropping of the " o " from the suffixes of the feminine singular, the

dual, and the masculine plural forms. After this elimination, an "
I <JU?

«

is added only to the masculine plural form. Examples:

send (F.S.) ^J,\ '
,
/ ° r

go (F.S.) ^j|

write (F.S.) J^\ 'p . 'J

'

>

sit (F.S.) _£l

sit (two) L»Jil

write (two) i /-Vf

send (M.PL) |
, -.^j'

t_r - •

^
... 1^. •:

Cf " ^

o 1

O '

**

o ( r-s-:
•

/•
/ o s

o.>"'
•

go (M.Pl.)

write (M.Pl.) | ^jSI ' .-'<;
Oj-t-

sit (M.PL)
| .... H i

• a o.>—L
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No change occurs to the suffix of the second person

feminine plural. Thus:

send (F.Pl) o-^' o-*«-;

'

go (F.P1.) 'oV'Jj, O-f*-*-5

write (F.P1.) 'cA-^ cA^^

Hence the conjugation of the imperative of all sound tri-

literal verbs will be according to the following patterns:

2nd Feminine 2nd Masculine

send
,
j. - I send c*«_l

send (two) ulll send (two) Ll«-ll

send (PI.) £-£•' send (PI) I J^L\

b. Weak Triliteral: The forming of the imperative from this

verb group will also follow the general' rule with the following details:

(1) After dropping the imperfect prefixes, there is no

need for affixing " * i_)_*A » to all weak verbs which have a long vowel as

their middle radical. This is because the first consonant, after dropping

the imperfect prefixes, is always vowelled. This is also true with verbs

^ "Z
* ^i^

of " «>*-* " and " J-» '*-" " patterns, See the first set of examples below:

(2) If the long vowel comes as a middle radical, or next

to the last radical in derived verbs, that long vowel is dropped in the

imperative whenever the last radical is vowelless " °
oj^~ "•

(3) Whenever the verb has a long vowel as its last radical,

that long vowel is always dropped in the imperative form and a similar short
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9
vowel is placed instead of the " °

oy$>~ " according to the general

rule. Examples: No affixing " » ij-*ft" required.

arrange
o «.

' 2 m "*

offer
s

learn

ng of long vowel and no " » " affixing:

> -i " r -

Droppi

say
c. >

sleep © .

r A Ui *..*

sell o

The vowelling of the first consonant after the dropping

of the imperfect suffix does not change in the imperative form.

Retaining the long vowel:

say (F.S.) ^^j

sleep (F.S.) iy» U

say (M.PL) I jj^

sleep (M.Pl.) lj_U

Dropping of long vowel as a last radical:

walk .ell
yu-+U

spend ^j |

stay 'jll

J> J* « •
invite * jI yt-jL^
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Hence the conjugation of the weak triliteral verb in

the imperative form will be according to the following patterns:

(a) Long vowel as a middle radical:

2nd Feminine 2nd Masculine

say (SO
sr'j-

5 say (SO

say (two) ^ say (two)

say (PI.) O-^s say (PI) 1

(b) Long vowel as a last radical:

2nd Feminine 2nd Masculine

walk (S.) ^iZl^ walk (S.) ^
walk (two) L~L.°.I walk (two) L^-i-il

walk (PlO '... ./.I walk (PI.) | ^II

c . Derived Verbs

:

(1) The conjugation of the derived verbs, which do not need

a " » i j_»a " as a prefix in the imperative form, will be according to the

following patterns:

2nd Feminine

arrange (S.) u^j

arrange (two) \ ~
-\~S

arrange (PI,) "ct-^j

(2) The remaining groups of verbs to be discussed are

according to the following derived forms

:

^^•o •''»<' ' ' ' * y «- s o >••«•

2nd Masculine

arrange (s.)
© (V

arrange (two) 1
." '

arrange (PI) 1

*_ *
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The imperative from any of the above mentioned forms

does not differ from the imperative of the sound triliteral verb except in

the vowelling of the affixed "» i^s» ".

The -vowelling of the affixed " » ij^J» " required in

the imperative for JjoL, J*Jl pattern is always " _^_ i**j_i". Examples

J-«-»l J-»-*-i J-x-J*

give J&\ JJJ ^T
On the other hand, the vowelling of the affixed

"» *>**" required in the imperative for A*_i\ ,.\. i-°.l /. J . -I t 6t U_i_;l
--o -' - -" -'

patterns is always " "77" • i^^—5" " . Examples

:

x©

J .» ,.*J I J-R,.jj—

i

— JjOLjl

withdraw «_»*«« I

S / ' Q

wait
i r> "m i

*

* I. ' in I ,,

*

i
,

» jh i. i I

, ^ o s *> ^ So
buy ^| tf>^ ^^

use
^ o^t> .»

o y t>
^- ' ' a ' 0

, 1 tt \ ,» i « 1 • « i*> in » . 1 i* » *
«, i i'l

•> _b»»'«ii..A.u. I J,-».m *,«_> )» m, "Lmi Ierr
^ ^ ^

NO (>-*-i — J*-*^

&

The imperative from this pattern is not used because

the verb in this pattern is reflexive.
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17. DEMONSTRATIVE PHRASE

The demonstrative phrase, like any other phrase, does not express a

complete thought as a sentence would do. The construction of the demonstra-

tive phrase consists of a demonstrative pronoun such as " I 1» this"

followed by a noun with the article " J' ". Such a phrase functions as

a unit in a sentence (as a subject, object, etc.). Examples:

«* * ,. j J ^ ,»

This car is beautiful. . *.J ,^»a- i • L-...J I *jj»

I rode in this car . . i'. CHLlI *±a> ,_i eJl5

I bought this car in |G °" j / CZiT *i* 2^,'JUl
Beirut

.

-*-«-J *?* ii_^ «-_ - ,

Note the importance of the article " J I
" with the noun of the demon-

strative phrase in the following examples:

This car. * 'j W~-" ',•**

s .*> s .1

This is a car. . * , L^-. «jla

This is my car. • ^j **--— «•>-»

The first one is a phrase "this car", while the second and third are

complete sentences - "this is a car, this is my car" - You may also note

that the nouns in the last two examples are indefinite and definite respec-

tively, yet they form sentences and not phrases.. Therefore, we can conclude

that the noun following the demonstrative pronoun must have the article " J' "

in order to form a demonstrative phrase.

The noun in the demonstrative phrase may be modified by an adjective.

Examples:
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this big house j :
. v 1 1 t -.

:
I I I i*

these small schools z . .: ^ l l .1 ^1 1 <ja

these new students jo*JI V : + N - n »V_ja

The demonstrative phrase as a whole may function as the complement

" *_JI iJ L»_. » of the noun-in-construetion " «-» L»l » as a unit in the same

way as a noun alone . Examples

:

j >
The subjects of this book . i-*-f-. <-.\s> \ i\ I oa £_«*l j-*

are important. x '

Most of these buildings . i_%_. jj o U U-< )l « aa -h.«..4

are old. ' s

The deeds of this man are * * J_*JL» J»-_/J I I i* J L** I

beneficial. •

If the noun-in-construct " <-* La-." in an " *-» Le^ " is modified by a

demonstrative pronoun, the demonstrative pronoun follows the whole " ii L»l »

just like an adjective (See Section II Noun-in-construction). Examples:

these deeds of the *la> J>-jJI J L^l

this book of the teacher F I Jla I \ U . II <— Li5

these articles of the writer » oa c-wj LU I oV Li-*

V. ACTIVE AND PASSIVE VOICE " Jx-*—11 J fj
!«"

« " »

In Arabic, the verb is in the active voice when the subject, the doer

of the action, is known or mentioned in the sentence. On the other hand,

the verb is placed in the passive voice when the subject, the doer of the

action, is unknown or not mentioned in the sentence.

Unlike the practice in English, it is not correct to use the passive

in Arabic when the doer of the action, agent or subject of the verb, is
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mentioned. Thus "the players were trained by the coach" must be turned

into "the coach trained the players." At times in modern Arabic, especially

in newspaper writing, this rule may appear to be waived if not broken, and

this is often due to the literal translation of English phraseology. The

student will notice these instances in the course of his reading.

The active voice of the verb is called in Arabic " ,j I- -, known", where-

as the passive is termed " Jj-f*?~* unknown." The passive " Jjq » H " is

formed only from transitive verbs

.

A. Formation of the Passive Voice :

1. Perfect: The general rule to place the perfect in the passive

is by changing the vowel of the next to last consonant into " —y *j-»j "

and changing the vowels of all the preceding vocalised consonants into " p

. " Examples

:

written

expelled; removed

trained

used

The passive is formed from the perfect which has a long vowel

before the last consonant by changing that long vowel into " vs " and the

vowel of the immediately preceding consonant into " -^— i j---in whereas the

r -
vowel of the remaining preceding vocalized consonant will be " *

according to the general rule. Examples:

- *f —
. f

y
, .'Uj J Vj J

" s
1 *> -

1

y '"•--«

j .. l.„l J-
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said J_;J J Li

wanted J-ij* jI^i

turned back '.i-../-°J "j Ulll

when the long vowel of the perfect is found after the first consonant and

still not before the last consonant, that long vowel is changed into " _jl

j

to coincide with the " y *-**> " of the preceding consonant. Examples:

corresponded
v^j-^" C^ ^

treated
X

J-»>t J-* *-*

2. Imperfect: The formation of the passive voice takes place by

changing the vowel of the imperfect prefix into " *_ «_4^> " and the vowel

y • '

of the next to last consonant into "
'

<>. ::» ." The vowels of the remaining

vocalized consonants remain the same as they were in the active voice form.

Examples: p^ # ^ p^ £ct.

\SJ Ls\SS >...*./ C-^if

^ « ^^

*^

f.^'

.» ^O - o^

a. When the imperfect has a long vowel " j " or " <£ "

before the last consonant that long vowel is changed into "
*~*J'

."

Examples

:

J Li-i J>«-i

J V*! % m - In*
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b. When the verb loses its initial long vowel " j "in the

active forms of the imperfect, this long vowel " j " appears in the passive

to make a long vowel of the preceding » f__ £~i> » of the prefix. Examples:

Passive Active

he (or) it is

weighed

he (or) it is

described

he (or) it is

found (or)

located

Oj.

j "

he weighs

he describes

he finds

Oj-i

c. When the verb has a final long vowel " j ", " ^ » or "
I

"

in the active imperfect form, the corresponding passive form always has the

long vowel " I » in ijy**l <_ijf shape. Examples:

Passive Active

he is invited

it is built

he is encountered

c >

he invites

he builds

he encounters

5* •*-*

^C
B - Passive of Verbs with Two Objects : There are certain verbs which

take two objects. When such a verb is made passive, the first of the two

objects becomes the subject and thus is put in the nominative case, while

the second object stays in the accusative case. Examples:

We shall appoint thxs gxrl . j^Jj..^,
-

, , 1 ) ,.u ^^j^
secretary. - " > '' ^

This girl will be appointed
secretary.

They elected the Minister .

of the Interior President.

—* »iX.*W

P o

o-

-'•^' >.j; '
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The Minister of the Interior, t ...

:
<t iJjU-l jJI j->jj - -^ " '

was elected President. "'

They consider this book . LU I jJ^a* »-. LlSuI I i-»oj •x^-t
an important source.

Jl I .

This book is considered • LU I jJuu i_, LlSJI I x» ju-j

an important source.

C. Passive of Verbs with Preposition : There are certain verbs which

take prepositions in their use. When such a verb is made passive, it will

be in the third-person masculine singular form always. The preposition and

its object remain unchanged. Examples:

Our department needs . &-*~j a-« ^ I U_;^J I J r I "•*•"•

(in need of) teachers. ^ * '

Teachers are needed. . (^^..^jl. ^^ p*-"**"-*

Some of the Arab
o-S""*-' 1-; <-*.; "* " *-*-»3*-JI jjLJI ua*->

countries recognize ^ - •" ~ .j" /> -»

Communist China. • «-**>; • J'

Communist China is recognized. . * .cj :
,*T J I j ;

,~ 1 t cJ^ :;«
:

We looked for this book. . <_. LiSJl I ±* j>* L; ,
.*^

;

This book was sought. u» LijUI I ja <>*• «:>>»-;

They sentenced them to prison. . o->- * ^-> Pt—*-U I j «
<
^>^

o +>, f o',' s c'They were sentenced to prison. . o-**?- 1 '-' r<
—

t
^

r*-*"

VI. NUMBERS

A. Cardinals : The Cardinal Numbers in Arabic have two forms, i.e.,

masculine and feminine. In order to explain fully the function of these

numbers, the following grouping is followed:

1. The numeral " o»-l j one": The singular noun in Arabic, when

indefinite, means "one" or "a", so that the word " **' j one" is used much
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less frequently than in English. For this reason the position and treatment

of " aj»l «" and its feminine form " * ±>-\ « " are the same as that of Arabic

adjective.

s
When the numeral " a>-I j (F. i-L»-l j )" is used in any of the

following situations, it usually has the special form " >a>-I (F. <sa>-\ )":

a. Meaning "no one" or "none":

.•

there is no one . o>-T

b. Noun in Construct <-* l>-a-» :

one of my relatives . ^j Lit o»-T

one of her friends t,. T
- l_i_ ju© ^ j>-l

c. United to a pronoun ending:

one of them »a-l>-T

one of them (F.P1.) ^1 jlJ

d. Combined with ten:

* ° ^ ^ --"i

eleven students M. I J-/,.*,,!,.' j~s- Oa-I

^ ^ * • o ^ o

eleven students F. <
'»

. » 1

' J>i* t^ J-s^l

2. The numeral " o ^-*-i i two, F o ^
-"
*-'

*

I
"

' It is seldom used

alone, since the noun is most commonly used in the dual number. Sometimes

for emphasis, the dual noun is followed by the numeral " o '**-'i or O **-

two", which, like " a>-l j one", agrees with the noun in gender and case

Examples

:

' o

s

two books (Norn.

(Ace/Gen.
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(Norn. O Li^l o ^j W~
two cars

(
'

,. c ^
'

(Ace/Gen. O : '
'

'

' O-t-'j ^-i—

Otherwise, the numeral " o ^l F.o l~^—^-^ '
" is to be found in construct

i, t_s Ua-, ,i v^Yi ten or in compound numbers . Examples

There are 12 students here. . Lia I .i
;

^ 1- ^u LiJl o*-^-.

There are 12 girls here. . LiA U_L. i'J^s- t - * i o^_;

There are 22 books on ^_U C Ul5" o-Jj&j 0 Ujf:£>-
the table. ' ^ ^ ^ -» .»'

"

. iJjlkJI

3. The numerals from 3-10 inclusive: They are in the masculine

form if the singular of the counted noun is feminine, and they are in the

feminine form if the singular of the counted noun is masculine. Examples:

Feminine Forms with
Masculine Nouns

J*

Masculine Forms with
Feminine Nouns

cib three

four

«T
five

{Z'^vt six

seven

**-

eight

6
nine

o —
ten 2

These numbers are in construct " <-» Lo-« " to the noun counted,

which is the complement and in the genitive plural indefinite " «-J£. iJ La-. ".

In other words , five books would be rendered as " v^ *—** a quintet of
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books." By defining the complement of the construct "/-i-J^ «JU—Jl", the

whole expression is made definite " j^lSJ\ ill*- the five books." An

alternate form would be " i—^J k .jn 1 1 where the numeral functions as an

attributive adjective.

The numerals from three to ten are declined and they will

assume the required position in the sentence. Examples:

Ten students came. j_j-«jL; *j£* » U-

I saw ten students. j-j-sJU «_<ri* <^-i'

j

I passed by ten students

.

j_j-» JL; j^^—. ^jj-*

k. Since the numerals 11 and up are seldom written in Modern

Standard Arabic, it is not necessary to study the details of their forms

.

Only the points concerning the counted noun need to be understood. However,

these details are discussed here in order to make the discussion complete.

a. From eleven to ninety-nine, the noun is accusative singular

indefinite. And, excluding eleven and twelve, the masculine nouns take the

units in their feminine forms but the " >u ten" in its masculine form.

With feminine nouns this is reversed. Examples:

With Feminine Nouns With Masculine Nouns

tfj^i 11 students I ,i... » 1
' "0-i* jl»-I

Nom. ":
i T I

- 'ij°,\* t - -. ! 12 students I . i ., . lj ^JU LiJl^

,s •* s °
Ac°/ 1 ; - l- :""^ /- • -.1 12 students I i . 1 ; ^-i* ^-il
Gen. ^ "

o
- ~^i

* < .' ^^ /x '

ijL_JL l^u cLib 13 students I i
, . 1 j ^-^ *-5*J

; ; . T °l
- T^u. f}^- ^ students I ' -, . 1

'
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With Feminine Nouns With Masculine Nouns

* - e
« J-, « I ,

-

ojj-1* 20 students | .i.,h
(

.

« ' » 1^ o^-^j i-I* 3£ students
| ,j ,, . |„ - ^>5^j

jl^Jb Zy^s ^ " students
,

*
. I p ~ul;

,

b. The unit in twelve compound is declinable whereas in

numeral compounds eleven and thirteen to nineteen are indeclinable with

it A*,
-

,
* it sign in all cases.

c. The ten of numeral compounds (eleven to nineteen) is

pronounced thus _/-** with masculine nouns, and *j£* with feminine nouns.

The case vowelling is always " ow-i .»

£. One hundred, two hundred, three hundred, etc. up govern the

noun in. the genitive singular indefinite and form a noun-in-construction

ti i_i l^jj #
it Examples :

one hundred students .-»-—

one thousand soldiers <«jjl£<JLJI

o - -- s

one million books (_ Li5" qj - I t

two hundred books ,i- Li5 ( : \ .

three hundred books u- Ll5" i_L*j)b or * *

»

ii.2dj

five hundred books t_ Ul5 ; t .-,. t ^. or ; * , . ,4.

four thousand books i_ Li^ciVT iSS*.l
* • <- ' —

'

six thousand books »_ Lii'^VT * \»
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6. In the multiples of hundred:

a. Noun-in-construction " U UJ " is developed between the

unit and the hundred.

b. The hundred remains singular.

c. The unit is in the masculine form since hundred is a

feminine noun.

d. The multiple is either written separately or as a single

word.

1, In the multiples of thousand:

a. Noun-in-construction " U U>£ » is also developed between

the unit and the thousand.

b. The thousand is pluralized after the unit.

c. The unit is in the feminine form since thousand is a

masculine noun.

d. The multiple is always written separately.

8. Numbers may be combined with » j and." In the combination

of numbers under hundred, the units precede the tens, while in the other

combinations, the largest number is listed first with the rest following

in descending order. Examples:

r? ' o ,'

twenty-seven books U Li5" ojj-^j **-<—

forty-five rooms

one hundred three books - '^ S_;2A-f, i.
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one thousand one hundred IjJ Ua 4JL.J iJUl

airplanes

.

one thousand two hundred
fifteen ships.

9. The last listed number determines the case and number of the

counted noun.

B. Ordinals ; Ordinary Numbers in Arabic are adjectives and therefore

abide by the same rules of agreement as other adjectives. The formation

of most ordinal numbers involves the use of the active participle " >1.\

Jj. LiJ I
" of the triliteral as a pattern . The ordinals are as follows

:

1. The numeral first is " Jjl F ^jl ."

2. From second to tenth, the ordinals are formed according to the

w J^ Li « pattern, more or less from the cardinals, and they are fully

declined:

Feminine

2nd *4j UJt

3rd <LJJ UJT

Uth -JLi^Jl

5th i^«i-» L»»JT

6th 2J1j L«Jt

7th ajC- Ot

8th a_L LLlt

9th

10th i_yi l*jf

Masculine

y
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3. The compound ordinals (11th to 19th) are formed by the ordinal

of the units and the cardinal of the tens, and are indeclinable, i.e., they

are always in the accusative regardless of the case of the noun they modify.

Feminine Masculine

Hth i^ i-ijUJ? >*^jUJT

12th rj^ ^ ujt ^ - ujt

i5th "i^ll L^uJT ^Jj^uJf

A special form ^ j L^Ji in "eleventh" is used instead of " -l»-I « "

or " jj-T ."

Ii. To express ordinal numerals like the 20th, the 30th, etc. The

cardinal numbers are used with the article " Jl » for both masculine and

feminine

:

30th o^^f
^Oth oy>Z$l

100th : »
T i f

1000th eiJVt

5- To express ordinal numerals like 21st through 99th, the

ordinals of the units are used plus " j and" plus "20th, 30th, etc."

Examples

:

Feminine Masculine

21st OJ>^J, J i-jUJI OJ>^-J' J ^ J 1^-11
- ' *- y - s s

, O * J> P y *• * o o **> *t S

22nd oj^*-J»J ^LJI OJ>5-J'j c^
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Feminine Masculine

23rd oj>^'j ^f 1-^ OJj^'j^^
2uth ojJ^j ^ i ^l ojJ^j y^l

0 m^> ?^ '* ' * *,f S i. "if
25th OJj-i-1 '.? i— UJI oj^'ju- 1^ 1

26th OJ>—J'j i-jMI OJ^'jir^ 1

27th ojj-^--11
-?

i*-:^ 1 oj^-^'j e-
1-—*•

28th OJ>^-"j i^- 1-^ 1 Oj^'jCr; 1^ 1

^ ^i

29th oj^-J'j «— UJI oj^^'j cr

'?

a. The forms 1$ J L»JI and iJ^j U*JI again are used instead

of jl»I j and l ju-I j . j

b. The forms ^jUJtand ^ LUT will be without " «j-^ "

.-"

"

. " • r
or " *-**" " in both nominative and genitive cases, and will take "**^-» "

in the accusative, thus: <s J Ij*-1* * u-J LlJT .

c. These ordinals are declinable.

VII. EXCEPTIONS

A. Particle " V ^ except ": The most common way to express exception

in Arabic, is by the Particle "VI ." The noun following this Particle,

the excepted one, is in the accusative case in most, but not all, circum-

stances . Thus

:

The teachers went except . I jS L: "iM ^j-* I* . 11 u^J
Shakir.
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For the purpose of explanation, "the teachers" in the above example

is called the "generality", and "Shakir" is called the "exception."

To avoid complications, it is best for the student to use the

accusative in all circumstances where the "generality" is mentioned.

When the "generality" is not mentioned, the noun after "Si " the

exception, goes into the case in which the generality would have been, had

it been mentioned. This situation, however, can only occur in a negative

sentence. Examples:

Only Shakir came

.

.

*9
jS L: S I ^1 L.

I saw only Shakir

.

. I "jS L: S I cuLI j L,

"Shakir", the noun after "Si ", changes its case as if " Si »

were not there, e.g.:

Shakir came

.

. "jS L: ^T

I saw Shakir. . l"jfLlo_l! T

B . The Nouns " <sy~ except" and " j-i* other than, except " : The

noun excepted by either of these two nouns is always in the genitive case.

o .

As for the case of " j-t* " and " <Sy~ ", it would be accusative when the

generality is mentioned. If the generality is not mentioned, their case

would be according to their position in the sentence.

Only Shakir came. . j£ U 'JLs. ^T U
I saw only Shakir. ^ Li "Jll <L!f J L.

I went to cash all checks d^CoJI "^S <1»JA £,T J-.jf
except this one (check).

'
*, s **' \

.eLoJI I jla ,jj*.
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C The Word " ' ** *-» " except ; This word is, generally, considered

to be a verb. Hense, the noun excepted through this word woiild be the

object of the verb and, therefore, is in the accusative case. Examples:
W ^> - ^> s

He filled the application . ^ LJI ^.t« II ! as. L» iJokJI 1*
except the second part. ~ ' "

W .^ y S* f S **

All the students went to ^\f .Lj-.iLJi ^^uaj
school except Shakir -> -

"
-- ,., «._, = -"

VIII. CONDITIONAL SENTENCES

A. The conditional sentence contained two clauses, i.e., "the condi-

tional clause Js^^aJI » and "the result (finite) clause i^Xjl <--'>»- •"

Generally speaking, the conditional sentence is of two types:

1. Likely (possible): The condition expressed in the sentence is

fulfillable or realizable - denoting action that might have happened or may
o *** **

yet take place. In this case, the conditional clause " -k^jUl " is intro-

duced by " ol " or " I J' if ."

a. qI : The verb in both clauses - conditional and result

may be either in the perfect or in the imperfect. The expression, however,

is always in the present or future time. Examples:

OIf you strike, you will . <z. _^ w
be struck. or

'* "* ^

*

O *~ o ' o e ^ 0

or y

If you go with them, w^jl ) uj»JI ,£»_ oIaj 0 \

I will go. r '

*
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y y
y y y > ) * * y y a t #

If I find him, I will . iUX- *• I

,

;
U «4»-l 0 ^

give him your regards .
fi

",
s ^

'
y y o * y

t 11L.X— «> L. Li *_;a>-* ^1
y ' ' •* *

When the verbs in both clauses are imperfect, they must be in

the jussive mood, unless the verb in the result clause is preceded by the
y

letter " <-» ." In this case, only the verb in the conditional clause is

in the jussive mood.

On the other hand, when the verb of the conditional clause is

perfect, then the verb in the result clause may or may not be in the jussive

mood, as illustrated in the last three examples listed above.

b. I jl
I

: After " I jl » the perfect is used in the conditional

clause and either the perfect or the indicative mood of the imperfect in the

result clause. The result clause of " I J£ » condition may also be an

equational (nominal) clause or begin with an imperative or prohibition; in

such cases, the result clause must be introduced by the letter " <-* ".

Examples:

If (when) you go, I wm g0 . ,iL«_ <-w,oj >-. .o j I jl

with you. ' , ' *
' "' -» y".y yC "

» d-«_»l_»AJi C^_*ftj I jl

If he pays me my due, . _, Lj^j JL ILLi JLT ^J li j I jl

I shall give you " "'
" " *

one dinar.

If you attend the party, <^l u^xj: Xi J.lJL-x.11 •- j*>-^ I jl

do not forget to y y ~ ,*
*

greet my friend. • ^*-i J-0 u-1* f
I— '

•

If you see him, convey
. i'AlS\ *A~\'.'i *^£A '

I jl
the invitation to him. " ' **

£.
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From the above discussion it is evident that the conditional

clause generally has a perfect verb, and is commonly preceded by " ' j[ "

while the verb of the result clause has a wide range of options. Examples:

Result Clause

Perfect

Jussive

Prohi-
bition

Imper-
ative

Equational
Sentence

Conditional
Clause

o *~ ° o

0±*

a*- Li
* »•*

Equational
Clause

If they come

I Jf

<T

/

Result Clause

I'll come with them.

I won't come.

I won't come (at all),

Tou come too.

It is possible for me
to come with them

Then they are welcome

!

2. Unlikely: The condition expressed in the sentence is unful-

fillable or doubtful of fulfillment - denoting a condition which is contrary

to fact. In this case the conditional clause is introduced by " *yJ " and

the result clause is introduced by " J". The perfect verb in the condi-

tional clause - unlike that preceded by o ' or I J I - may refer to present

or past time. Examples:

If he were to come (but he
will not) I would honor him.

If I were rich (but I am not)
I would help you.

-» -* c » S
si Tu _jj

na



If we had heard that dJ J I ; » . .. oJ Uu5" jJ
(but we did not) we ' '>.<•,<>'*'
should have informed • ^ ^j-^
you.

An unlikely negative condition is usually expressed by " V _jJ "

with an equational sentence, or " J jJ " with a verbal clause in the

jussive, giving the equivalent of the English "were it not for" or "if it

were not for." Examples:

If it were not for the Arabs, jyj, L_£kjV i^^^aJI V_jJ

the light of civilization
9 a _Ji ^ nr0

would have been extinguished jj**~ l[
cr*

~'j *«^9»-"

in the Middle Ages. '
o *

If it were not for my urgent i5,l iiL&f ^ Ljf V^J
work, I would have been 1, ^ '

„
travelling with you. .

5"-"^
'---j «

Had I not bought a car I jJ-j~> lj L*—
__ri-ll f-Jj-J

recently, I would have
bought this car. ..^uJI 4JLA

B. When the condition is to express strictly the meaning of the past

T.?-me, " oi ^ U>" is inserted before the verb in any conditional sentence.

Examples

:

If I had heard that, I djj <--- , - jJ <,-<_;, f ^1
should have informed " ^ ^.•> 0 „«>'>r

'

you.
^ o ^. o 3

If he had not said that, L*J dUJ J Li oi t>5L, J _jJ

I wouldn't have answered
him.

3 » «^ f

C. The conditional sentence may be introduced by the following pro-

nouns and adverbs when the sentence has a general sense or meaning:

1. Those which enter into the same construction as " o'
"

:
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a. <>« who:

He who works succeeds

.

° "1
""

'
" \-'-

1 " ° "

b. L* what:

What you do I do.

c L«^_4 whatever:

Whatever you order, I order. .A*-* I
"

1_f L»Ll

d. ^1 who, whoever; what, whatever:

Whoever (any man) works succeeds. ."U1T jJJLT >." £f

Whatever book you read you will . \ i'°'.
f "JJ ^^benefit.

" *~ .^ <-«-£*'

e. ty^-» when:

When you work hard you succeed.

*• L«_l^I 6 LiJL**. whenever:

Whenever you go I go. .

Whenever you enter I enter.
. j£.'j| jltj I A]i

g. L.-i^i' however:

However you sit I sit.
.^ Jj^ lJ^

jl !*& JU t.; . 1

2
.

Those which enter into the same construction as » I j I » . The

most common one is " 1 , K whenever":

Whenever he travelled to CJ2S\ j}L .J I 'jL I "k
a foreign country, he ^ - f 0 , ^
wrote a report. , l

!

^_._/i_j >SjlS

The particle " U » is COmmonly attached to the above words for

emphasis

.
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IX. COMMENCEMENT OF ACTION

Beside the verbs " I -l^ <. I j_o_,I " and " ^^ " which properly

mean "to begin", there are several verbs - verbs of commencement " J L*_»T

^jj^Jl ", which can be used as auxiliaries preceeding imperfect verbs to

express the beginning of action. Such verbs, in this capacity, are trans-

lated "to begin to", and they must be in the perfect tense. The most com-

mon of these verbs are:

A. jLi-l to take:

He began to examine his blood . 4_«j -k**» ua'>>j_, jlj-I

pressure

.

" "

B. jU to become:

*t>S /
He began to train in marks- . i_, L.^-11 ^ylt • j < ' j U»
manship

.

s

< s.

C. T j_, or fj^L.,1 "to begin":
«/ & "

The merchants began to . :
.

(
,,« \ La_. jjj*©^*—, j L^jJI T

display their goods

.

^

D. J^*-*- to make:

o

The people began to weep L.a_Lt q j V; -
: <_>~

t-^-ll J-*->-

when they heard the news.
'

to JO

Jl I

E. i--a to get in motion:

J-*

He began to compete with the , ^ :
.^ M II ,_, ^ L

players. v

F. 'Li to rise:

^ «>^o

The workers began to disclose qj^j*^ J I »- II .Li
their demands

.

^ ^ ^ . . , -

lilli



These verbs also could be used to precede verbal noun with " ^ " or

" -; . " Examples

:

He began to examine (in examining) . «-.j u«»«-*-j •**-!

his blood. " "y

The merchants began to display . f^^-i Li-. J>^s- ^ j ly -
1 1 T j_

(in displaying) their goods. " "

He began to make (in making) . i_Tj)Dl o I
,

.

-

J .-. n jl»_ ' U
the necessary arrangements . ' ' ' J-

*

X. VERB OF SURPRISE OR ADMIRATION " >..X.«Ti, if J U-if "

A. Surprise at or admiration of a quality can be expressed.by " J*Jl L."

Pattern . Examples

:

What a severe pain! .
']si I J-:? L.

What a beautiful girl! . ^ *
. if J^Lf L.

How good (preferable) it is! . «_liif L.

It should be noted from the above examples that " *juT b J^T * j/^T "

S * "
are considered here as verbs, not adjectives. They must always have " i^J-i "

at the end, and the noun at which surprise or admiration is expressed is its

object, and is therefore in the accusative case. The verb itself is always

in the masculine singular form. " L. « may be considered as the subject

of the "Surprise Verb."

B. Surprise at, admiration of a quality or exclamation is also commonly

expressed by the ... o-* ••• -JL pattern which is composed of:

1. The vocative particle " L. ".

Ui$



2. The preposition " J" with a pronoun suffix agreeing with the

referent subject, and

3. The preposition " C^. " with a noun object.

Examples

:

o o
What a beautiful girl! . i_L;-*>- ii*Ju_, l>« L^J L,

What students they are! . ' ;^ '~

o-° J*J L.

What modest demands! . *-«-«il j ' . c l_, .Ik £,_, L^J L,

The noun in the " J*_#T L* " pattern is always definite,

whereas the noun in the " o-* • • • —
' *-i " pattern is always indefinite.

XI. THE ADVERBIAL ACCUSATIVE " J_** UUJI «

The adverbial accusative is a word or a phrase put in the accusative

case to modify the action of a verb or the predicate of a sentence. Such

words or phrases generally modify an action or a state by specifying time,

in what manner, in what capacity, for what purpose, for what cause or intent,

etc. These modifications are usually expressed in English by adverbial

phrases introduced by "concerning", "with regard to", "in respect to", "as"

or "for the sake of" etc. Examples:

s
Fatima is more beautiful than

(

Karima. (more in respect to
beauty)

.

She arranged the house . }L_»>. Lu*J ,_; <--
, l l u

beautifully, (in a
beautiful manner),

<—*
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* «* ^/O^n^i pes''
I came to school for the L*». ^,x*JI J I cu_^l

sake of studying, (because
of my love of studying). . ;Jj ,llL

•" <*/

I saw him walking in the Qjf , tl: L. lilf
street

.

Types of Adverbial Accusative:

A. Adverbial Accusative of State or Condition J LOi
: This adverbial

shows the state of the agent or the object at the time of the action of the

verb. It must be an indefinite derived adjective expressing a transitory

condition and coming after a complete sentence. Examples:

The man came riding

.

, L*5"l j J>-Jll I • U
I came running. , \jaS\ . cu_L>-

The subject or object of the action to which the J U- refers

J LkJI i_*j-U> should be definite and precede the J <-»• . if J UJ| i_o- L=>

is indefinite, the J U- must come first as:

* ^ ' ~ •* -
The man came riding

.

, Lol j J^J I » U-

A man came riding. "*0Aj L^'j * ^>-

When J L* follows two definite nouns each of which may be

J LOI i_»>-Lo it is best to ascribe it to the noun which directly precedes.

Examples

:

I found Shakir riding

.

. L*5"l . I S Li -.? 1

But if we wish to ascribe it to the pronoun we must say:

I found Shakir while I was riding. , I pL L*i"l j <--. . s 1

The J l*. may be an indicative sentence

:

Ahmad came running (he runs). . ^ai^-. jujJ • L-
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Jalal died (and) while his * j-t*~*> o-^-;' j J^U e- L«

son was (is) young.

o ^ *>» J
I entered the house (and) . j^ L« *-i-»j <'- - • > J I oJU-j
while there was (is) a " x

burglar in it.

1. The J U- may be a primitive noun when it expresses:

a

.

Order

:

I spoke to him face to face. , ^j-* ^rj *jl*AS

Enter one by one. * I Jj-I j I Jj-I j I _j_Uol

b. Division:

I taught him (the knowledge) . L, L» L. L. ,1< II o ~ » U
section by section. ^

c

.

Price

:

I bought the apples each . JL^. Sjj>-I_jJI g. l .i .,7 II cu^^-a-i^

with a Ryal (piaster). " "

2. The J L>- must be connected with its noun by a binder ( Ja-<l j )

and this may be:

a. An implied pronoun:

I came (I) running. • u*Jj' ( ^')
•"'* ^

' " w -° ^ •
I bought the grapes at one ( *_l-) J^^l «

.
<- * 1

1

Dirham a kilo (from it). • 6
^

©^ ^ «-

b. J UJI jlj - the J L>- conjunction:

I travelled and (while) the .
f
Ljj ^ UJI joyL

people were asleep. '

°*
c. J UJI j\ j with a pronoun:

Ahmad came and his hand was . t~J\ j ^ls- * jl_,j j_t»-l » U-

on his head. '"''
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d. -1-* with j introducing the completed past action in the

affirmative:

I came when the sun had . u r ,.j II .-.,. IU jj^ t -, «^

(already) appeared. ' 'y

B. Cognate Accusative or Absolute Object j-lk-^JI JjjiJL»JI : The

cognate accusative is a verbal noun (noun of action) used as an object for

a verb from the same root to reinforce the meaning of that verb. It is

always in the accusative case and indefinite.

The cognate accusative expresses intensity, emphasis, or manner.

It is usually modified by an adjective or other expression, which may be

translated as an adjective, adverb, or a phrase as the context determines.

Examples:

He surely beat

He surely killed

I greatly approved it

S?o " -^ '

* ,_/** V*J^

©

*= o y s y **

**V C»i
s

1 ^1* j_UHe commented at length
on the social

c „ ,. 0 „
problems. • ^-i_^ I «-; i «-'

It may be another noun of action (not of the same verb), or an

adjective expressing accidental qualities as:

I loved her with a great love. . C% ;:
fa, c ££ t

(
-

- -J

I wondered at your striking L,^J ol^-l iL"^ * *

Ahmad severely

Muhammad is very accomplished.
. Xaj ^U U '*"»-^

He emphasized the complete
, Cf '. i T? jS "JZi

implementation of the orders. • ' ~ ^

. Lb I J_.„<_:
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The cognate accusative is of two kinds:

1. jSj-aJI that which assures: Is the noun of action of the same
s "

verb and simply strengthens its meaning thereby removing the idea of metapher.

This noun of action is always in the singular as:

I assuredly pushed him. . U_o 4-;« i J

w s f • f

2. q . * i I that which makes manifest: This noun of action gives

more meaning than the verb itself, and is used to express number and form.

It may be made dual or plural as:

f. , '' o s ^ ' '
He ran swiftly. . L*_ij— LaSj <J>Sj

I squatted. . » Lai^JUl oJjlJ

I took two steps . . Q-^yxi- ^yxi-

I sat upright

.

• ^j' - • i-u.j-L>- «:•.«.., i>-

The cognate accusative is originally the noun of action of the

same verb; but the following may take its place - J-Ua-^l J>»-« « 1 1 v-S L; _

a. The noun of action of another verb having a similar

meaning as

:

I rejoiced greatly. . ^-^t^-^J <^>-_/-*
' s

b

.

The noun of action of the same- verb but on a different

measure as

:

< Ojo P o£ s- s

I washed well. .^ L«_i*l c-_L^_;

c

.

uo^-> 4 J-j when in construction with a noun of action as

:

s ^ - ^
uj • s "si _ ' ? * s a f

I loved her completely. . « ,.. »»« )l JJT l^
'

;»-l

d. A deBionstrative pronoun as:

^ o^s s » ? * s s

I read that reading. . i, I^JUI »! I ' ot j_»
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e. An adjective as:

» C -* w < * y ° '

I ran the strongest running.
ij£JJ\ JUtl <z*i£j

s so*

f. Number as:

O ' S

I hit (beat) him three hits. . c, L,^*» <^-X: rf^-;^

g. Instrument as:
& J? OS -'

I hit him one lash. . Us>_^ *-!-;_/*>

o s c"f

C. The Object Complement «-» Jj-*JL»JI : It receives the action of
/s

the verb. The verb must be transitive, therefore in this respect differs

s
from other J--* UL. whose verbs may be either transitive or intransitive.

If the verb is not originally transitive, it is made so by a preposition as:

oja

I rode the horse. . wj-i-M
? o

JJ
s s »

I sat on a chair. • "^.^S {J
ls- c^°. U-

* s -f- o ' *? c S 0
^

I dressed him in a beautiful . N ., , >. LjJ «-'»»
;

J'

suit (dress).
-' s <.

s "> J ?? "s • •*

I informed him that you are . j-«l> ^' *-;.^»-'

ready (present).

I brought a book • v *-
'

'/-
:

•^-^l

D. The' Adverbial Accusative of Time or Place «-j-» Jj-«-i» ,H
: . This

1— 7—<=

expresses the time or place of the. action of the verb, and is called

os °i
11 «_j_» J

_

»» ..« « II " because the nouns have the meaning of " yr* in" as:

f- e s ? o s
I travelled at night. . )LJ ( l_yi) ^j-* '—

sos°~° •? o~.\
'

I prayed today. .
r
>>JI

(
^yi) «" » .: **>

*.' ,
* ° T^

I sat aside. . <t_*>-LJ
( ^J c^M.,i>-

The noun of time whether definite or indefinite is put in the

accusative as:
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o

I came yesterday. . !»_, L.JI -- ^
I travelled a while. . 'lia^c^J L.

The noun of place when indefinite is put in the accusative as:

I looked east and west, .Ljj^j V L^, 0 £>*j t ij ,:
.-°. 1U -

north and south. •
^

When the noun of place is definite, the preposition " ^ " is

introduced as

:

I prayed in the mosque. . -b*, < . « H ^yi t%-
:

l*?

The adverbial accusative of time or place may be substituted by

one of the followings:

1. " J-^ 6 £-*-•* all" or " <J**->% some". Examples:

' ^> " •»

I walked all day. .^I^Jjl Jj" d!^

T

3 o -?

I visited all the capitals. . ^©1 «J»JI .
;
,^ .-. j

I visited some (a few) cities. . ^jlLjI Jill d^j
..•,.

2. Adjectival adverbs such as " J-i>t> long", " j-«ai short",
s

" j-fiJ Mich", etc. Examples:

I stood for a long time

.

. o«Jijj I ^ iL^b c-_ii «

I saw a lot of places. .^lif S- '!) L

?< '-*'*• U
3

.

Demonstrative pronoun explained by an adverb . Example

:

I stayed up that night. L_l_Lui ! 1
- c,^*,

U. Number specified by an adverb or constructed «_lJI o U«^ to

an adverb. Examples:

I travelled thirty days. . Uj_-
t
>_w^J ^j^ ^*

I was absent six days. . .Cl "iJL. culi
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5>. Verbal nouns (noun of action) which convey the meaning of

adverb. Example:

I travelled (at) sunrise. . u -«..
•
., 1 1 £^_lis o^j L.

E. The Adverbial Accusative of Cause or Reason «-l Jj-»-«—Jl ; This

expresses the cause of the action. It must be a noun of action but not of

the same verb, and agree with the verb in respect to agent and time, and

also be indefinite as:

I fled (because of) fear. * L»y- u*_»j*

I visited him (because of) love. . CL>. *-2jj

Here " ti>>- " expresses the cause of flight. It is a noun of

action although not of the same verb, and agrees with the verb "to flee"

and its agent because the one who fled is the one who feared; it is also in-

definite. If any of these conditions are not fulfilled, the noun of action

must be introduced by one of the particles of causation ^ 4 ,_» * i_. *_J

as:

• ' '• ^ © y y
I fled on account of fear. . • ij t~ l I iz_ ut

° * * © <"""

I went to him for water. . » L»JJ *_;juai

Sometimes " *J Jj. « .,< « I I " is itself the cause of the action and

must then be a noun of action of a verb denoting a mental process as:

The Messiah died from love . UJ L*»- r ;
... , n e, L«

for us

.

At other times the verb is the cause of the action and then

" *J J j>
« i 4 I I » may be the noun of action of any verb as:

I beat him to correct him. . LwJU * ' • **>
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If the " «J J>«.-i « " is made definite by the article or in con-

struction it may be put in the accusative as:

I fled (because of) the fear. , <_i_ji«JI c—.^

I fled fearing the killing. . J , ,« « J I dji-Cw^A

It is better to add a preposition. Thus:

I fled from fear. . <Jjj*JI £_. ^.j*

F. Accompanying Adverbial Accusative " «*-« Jj-»-i-«JI" (The object in

relation to which the action is done ) : It is an object which accompanies the

action while it is being completed. This object follows " j " having the

meaning of "with"; this " j " is called " *..> « » 1 1 _j' j " of association.

This " j " must not have the meaning of the conjunction as:

I traveled in the morning

.

. p..^,) I j o^ L.

Zaid went (walked) along the road. . j^^JaJlj juj ,_^«

Here " j " cannot be the conjunction because it does not join

the word " £-^ " to the pronoun " f~j* «— », as the noun cannot be joined

to an attached pronoun except when the pronoun is repeated as:

I came together with Zaid. . I j_, \j Ul -- *•>-

so ' " '"

It is also found after " <»-* > " and " I-* " of interrogation as:

How are you with Zaid? or . | jujj cu^l <-i_0
How do you get along with Zaid?

What ' s between you and your brother ? ? d U-l j <dJ L«
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> yy ° y
In order to use the noun as «jl_« Jj.«..,4 « , the following condrbxons

must prevail:

1. What precedes this noun is a complete sentence.

2. The particle " j " must convey the meaning of "with."

3. The usage of this adverbial is rather uncommon in the Modern

Standard language.

y y ^. '

i o a* -* „ u> *

G. The Adverbial Accusative of Specification "j .

j
.>-*^ .J l »

;
» j-.-

j
-j.jlJ I h

is the noun which explains what would otherwise have been vague. This vague-

ness is in respect either to " o,l j substance" or " < >.> relation."
' y

f ~* y o "
1. o,l JlJI j . .. :

—: (specification of substance): Explains what is

vague in respect to number, weight, measure, quantity, similarity or area.

Examples

:

He has 20 books.

I bought a kilo of butter
and a sack of wheat and
two miles of land.

I have a handful of flour
and equivalent of rice.

_ y o •» -" o '
2 . «:<-

,

1
1 j -: i «

"

: Limits or defines the predicate as

:

*• o y €> y y'
Zaid is honorable in respect to . ' -aJj-» j_>j *jS
birth. " '

y ^ y

How noble a man is Zaid. * %?j I juj ~j$\ L.

y * y '"y* ° "'

Zaid has more relatives . «_-^ Li I -> _.,-
t
^_« ^-2-j I j_,j

than Said. ^ "'

V 4M i J •

L ^. i
*

a «

*•
<. y ° >'

==0^ *; • -- . a ^y o

1 JJ
5^ ^ * ' o y 0

Lj—jbpJs 4.,'i <> (_5 J-', c
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This accusative of specification is usually used instead of the

subject of a sentence or the object of a verb in order not to complicate

the construction. Examples:
"> o f o us ^a s

The student has increased in . L»_U ..i... . 1

'
1 1 ->'

j

knowledge

.

/ a i ) / e j

Salim is diligent but Ahmad x*>-l o-£Jj •*•<
'

.> » f. l»

is more diligent than him. ^v*
( jUil diligence). . I j l^j 4-1-. j-l5

He is greater than Jubran "j-H1 O ' ^-t^ i>* f** ' >*
in fame and output. ^ c .

( r Ujl production). ^^j J

XII. SYNTACTIC CLASSIFICATION

The purpose of this section is to acquaint students with developing

terms and general rules which appear in many grammatical analyses of

Modern Standard Arabic . Very few writers in Modern Standard Arabic actual-

ly adhere to all of the rules

.

A. Variable y_<r
»->JI ys Invariable cr^-f-*-^ : This grouping is based

on whether the word shows the signs of its positions in the sentence or not.

1. Variable V^*-4-" : The word is said to be variable when its

ending changes according to its position in the sentence. The variable words

are either verbs or nouns.

a. Verb: The syntactic "variations" for the verb are the

three moods, i.e., indicative, subjunctive, and jussive. The imperfect is

the only form of the verb which is variable. The signs of the moods appear

at the end of all its conjugations except the conjugations of the feminine
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plural for the 2nd and 3rd persons, and also when any imperfect form has

c ^ -^ ° •-

the "emphasis o " as a suffix, which is rarely used. Examples " lj^L

he goes":

Indicative V*6 *^

Subjunctive V****-; i>^

Jussxve V****-* H
Feminine Plural

s e ' * -^

2nd <>_»a jlj Indicative, Subjunctive, Jussive

3rd 'o^*£ " " "

With emphasis Q suffix

I £_*aJI Indicative, Subjunctive, Jussive

You ^_*«>jlJ " " "

The signs of the "variation" are expressed by the short

vowels or by dropping the letter " O " from the ending of the verb. For

full details see CHAPTER FIVE, Section IV - Moods.

b. Noun: The syntactic "variations" for the noun are the

three cases, i.e., nominative, accusative, and genitive. All nouns are con-

sidered variable except the limited number found under the Invariable group.

The signs of the variation are expressed by vowels - short

and long, and letters as explained in CHAPTER FIVE, Section I - Cases.

Example

:

Short Vowel:

I found knowledge to be . U_j U . \- W e-_J .

useful. ^ r v
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Long Vowel:

I saw your brother with ^i d-^l ^_4 J U-l <^~A j
your father in the

"

w *>

market. . j_j-uJ!

Letter:

-J> °-o .» o ^
I saw the two teachers . cl ,i.„, « 1 •;.)! *_« p-..' . I. . II o_,l j
with the students F.

'

2. Invariable crJw-«JI : The word is said to be invariable when it

retains one form of ending regardless of its position in the sentence. The

invariable word may take one of the three short vowels or the " °
oj^-" "

as its permanent ending.

The invariable words are limited to the following types

:

a. All particles: See CHAPTER FOUR for explanation and examples.

b

.

Verb

:

(1) Perfect: The conjugation of each person in the perfect

tense is confined to one form regardless of its position in the sentence.

See CHAPTER THREE, MORPHOLOGY - Verb, for explanation and examples.

(2) Imperative: The imperative form is always invariable

in any sentence. See CHAPTER THREE, MORPHOLOGY - Verb, for explanation and

examples

,

are:

(3) Imperfect: The only invariable forms of the imperfect

(a) 2nd and 3rd persons feminine plural. Examples:

2nd ,j^jtx^ Indicative, Subjunctive, Jussive

3rd cA^lT " " "
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(b) Forms having the emphasis " o " as a suffix.

Examples

:

YOU p_*A JLJ

c . Nouns : The limited number of nouns grouped here have

already been discussed in their respective sections of this Handbook. They

are listed here according to their English equivalent, but in Arabic, they

are considered as nouns. They are: Pronouns; Demonstrative Pronouns;

Relative Pronouns; Nouns of Condition; Interrogative Pronouns; Compound

Numbers; and some ANumbers; and some Adverbs of time and place such as ĉ -^- <• lS-1-1

oj
B. Declinable <-ij*a^-*J I ys Indeclinable «-i^«a-ll p-* f

>-i-»-«-J I ; This

grouping is strictly for nouns. All the nouns in this classification are

of the variable category. The distinction is made on the manner they express

the "variation v'^-j, " of their positions in the sentence.

The nouns considered in this group are generally singular. The

only plural included in this grouping is the broken, irregular, plural in

certain forms

.

1. Declinable tJ^.aJ « „ ll : The noun 'is said to be declinable when

it:

a. Accepts "nunation o-U-i-^ " as the sign of indefiniteness

.

b. Expresses the genitive case by the short vowel " l_LS ."

Examples

:

This is a new book. . juo*. i_ t -s I jj*
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I saw a new book. . I j_,a>. L, !-<.-. *
J"

I read in a new book. . o^o^ i_^ LzS" ,_i c-f >.

All variable nouns are considered declinable unless they fall

into the patterns which are categorized as indeclinable.

2. Indeclinable iJ^^^J I^ f _>_; t . II : The noun is said to be

indeclinable when it:

a. Does not accept "nunation o-t^-" " as the sign of indefi-

niteness.

b. Does not express the genitive case by the short vowel

n rf^^j.tt j-t expresses this case jointly with the accusative case by the

short vowel " *•»
'
• * . " Examples

:

This is a red book. . j-**-' V '-^ ' •**

*s *> *~
.

I saw a red book. .^-.j-I L, LjS eJIT J'

I read in a red book. . 3-L»-l i-. Li5" ^ cTjli

The indeclinable noun thus expresses the variation of its

position in the sentence only when it is indefinite. When made definite,

by article -J I or noun-in-construction "U
f it would be declined like

any declinable noun. Examples:

This red book.
.%**-V I - l -< ll I j_e>

I saw the red book. . . ^V I i_ UlSJI o*_,T .

I read in the red book. _^_«->^ ' v L " ^ ' '
tj* <^' j-»
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p o *• y »

He brought a better one. . 4_i- J*aJ L- • U.
(more suited than it). ** "'

'

He brought the best one. * ( <L» U>l ) aaJ j J-a-»T-, • L>-

(noun-in-construct). * * ' ' --

3 • The indeclinable nouns may be grouped under two major headings

:

a. Singular Nouns:

(1) Every noun ends with an extra long vowel " *-*-J' " or

"hamza • » "as t*_p J 6 » I j>~*> .

(2) The following Adjectives:

(a; Comparative - masculine and feminine, as j^S\

fern. iSjLS ,

(b) Colors and defects as j^>\ fern. » ' ^j-**- * r-^

'

fern. * ^^ •

(c) Relative adjectives - masculine and feminine,

on o^U-J fern. ^ I « * pattern as o'_/^-~ <><SjS~~ *

(3) Proper names:

(a) Names end with feminine ending " • L; n for feminine

and masculine as i-i^j 6 <LJa L» « i ;_*> 6 2

(b) Nouns end with feminine long vowel " eijf « or " * I " as:

(c) Feminine names without feminine ending as 1
• j 6

J L« ..l«i <0 Oj ,_*_< 6 J I . V<»—1 6 (j.l* » J •

(d) Compound names as -»J

(e) Names end with extra " O l » as 0 1 T . I ^ <, 0 I -:*
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e
6(f) Foreign names more than three letters as -_*aI_

>
^_

;

I

•
-^^ ~^ £

Foreign names with three letters - middle letter

unvowelled " OJ-^-1* " are declinable as £j_; <> J_y>- 6 d L>- 6 J»jJ

b. Broken Plural:

(1) Patterns of: J* LiL. as a_. L*_. *^r*'l_j->- j J^* La_*

(2) Ends with an extra long vowel as ^j-. 6 ir"^ tuSj^A
•'*

,

*

(3) Ends with an extra "hamza * " as » LiJ-ol 6 » Lilt

» I « X > (, » I __jJ_<i .

XIII. DEFINITENESS

A. Definite and Indefinite Nouns : As you have noticed, from the

discussions on nouns, that the noun is indefinite unless it indicates or

points to a specific object. The noun may indicate a specific object through

form or through, meaning. The most common form, through which the noun is

made definite, are: Pronoun, Demonstrative Pronoun, Relative Pronoun, Noun

with definite article and Noun-in-Construct tJ Ut*J I

.

The nouns which are considered definite through meaning are proper

names and names of places such as the name of a country, a city, a river,

etc. Though proper names are definite in meaning, they are vocalized with

"Nunnation O-i.*-*-11 ", if they are declinable like any other indefinite noun.

Examples

:
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--, *?
,

Shakir went to school with ^\ r*Ju *_• ^5" Li l-»j
Salim. " * „ * „ • -o

I saw Ahmad and' Muhammad ^ ^ I .. \ f
i x»x*j jl*>-T cu_;f

_>

play in the football " ' ' ^s*-^> ** ,

field. • ^jJLJI IjS «j» L.

The Tigris River passes . jl oi_. i_a_.J-* ^ j~*_. il=-J J-f-'

through the city of
"

Baghdad.

Lebanon is located West . L^j— s-j-* (^ £*-: o l
'

1
;

*

of Syria.

B. The Use of the Article " -1 ' "; This article, beside its main

function as a "definite article", is used for generality. In other words,

the noun, to which the article is prefixed, is used for the purpose of

expressing a general idea and not for the purpose of being definite. Examples:

The Port of Beirut is • *j ^ " ^ iV ft-* °jj-t^ * Ll*_»-

important in (the) commerce. *" " ^ ^

*• ° ** ^ ' ?

There are special institutes . iL L*jJL1 Co U- o* U-. d U-*

for (the) sewing.
""

The Arabs were famous . 1l^.jjJJ\ ^ i_,jj»JI _^-^-4i!

in (the) horsemanship. -«-

XIV. VOCATIVE » I JJJI

The vocative is expressed by the vocative particles " L. " and " L^-J

9 w *

F, I..". .1 ." The construction of the vocative follows the following general

rules:
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A. The noun following the particle " L^Ll F. I
(

-
- .1 " is always with

of
the article " -J' " and in the nominative case. Examples:

0 student! . Lj Ikjf lil
• s *

"

0 girl! . cuJL-JI L^li-il

0 students! . <-.i!kJI 1^1

0 girls ! . . . o L;,. J

I

The particle " W " is often used to precede " Lf-J F V-^-i' •"

Examples

:

0 generous man! . ~<JSJ\\ J*-^JI L^l L.

w -*

0 people! ^.UJI L^l U

B. The noun following the particle " L, » is always without the
yo J.

article " —II ", and may be constructed according to one of the following

rules:

1. If the person addressed is present or the noun is not deter-

mined by any following words (adjective, noun-in-construction i-» U>J ) }

then the noun is put in the nominative case. Examples:

0 man! . J>^, U

0 men! » J U-^ L-.

0 Mohammed ,
~-<^' U

2. If the person addressed is not present or the noun is deter-

mined by some words after it, then the noun is put in the accusative case.

Examples:
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0 ignorant (not addressed to . }U U- U
any particular person)!

0 you, who climbs the mountain! . J_**JI UJ Lt> U

0 Abdu-lrahman

!

. q . •>-J 1 1 .i*t L,

0 my dear brother! . j_.jj.JI ^1 U

0 fair minded! . tijjj-«JI U-l U
(brother of fairness)

C. The vocative may be expressed without the vocative particles if

the person addressed is close (in relation or friendship), or he is close

to, or involved in the discussion of the caller. Examples:

SO* *
Joseph! Where are you going? ? t-j»l J j>_.l t, <-*—>->

Ahmad! What is your ?£_^o^_JI I i* (_»__,! J L. u x2>\
opinion in this subject?

*

s
o >

D. The adjective modifying the noun without the article " J I " is

definite.

E. Since the English "0" has practically been eliminated in calling

a person, in modern usage, the above listed examples could very well be

translated into English without "0".

XV. C0MM3N STRUCTURES

A. Preposition " -1 ": This preposition is called the " -1 » of
o £ -» *

similarity » *
.

...: - 1 I o 15 . " It is prefixed to the noun to render the

meaning of "as » or "like . " The demonstratives and the relative pronouns

are treated like the noun in this respect. Examples:
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I know Ahmad as a friend. ,
(3_i J-a5' j_**-T <-i_^*.f

y

He sat in the classroo m . .i
:

, 1
< <J-aJ I ^ J..

|^
like a student. ' "

I like furniture like . e. UV I I ip U LM <IL»-f

this (furniture). '
""

This preposition is also prefixed to the following:

1. Demonstrative " dJJ «: By prefixing " & " to this demon-

strative, the meaning of "also", or "likewise" is developed. This is not

true, however, with any other demonstrative. Example:

* S- ^os a -0 t J as' 0

I bought from this store a \ j_,mJM ^jj^JI I 1a q-» ^_,^,ia'
bed and a table and also ^ .. ^ ^ , ^ ^ " '

a new refrigerator . . i j- o>- i>."!!Aj dJ 15" , j oJ L* ,

2. Particle " U" : when the preposition " d " is not followed

by a noun, it would be prefixed to the particle " L. ", and it would render

the following meaning:

as he said J U> L*S

likewise q I L*5

as if jj U_5"

e

B. The word /Qin/ ±jj. : This word has the primary meaning "at" or

"with." It is equivalent to "have, has" in showing possession. It is not

a verb, and therefore should not be mistakenly conjugated. It can stand

alone or with a pronoun suffix. This word is negated by negative particle

/maa/ L. in showing denial of possession. Examples:
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JO ° «•> -*=> ^ o
The student has a book. . i_ LiS i . , I

- 1 1 ,i_„;c

I have a book. , 'L, LiS ^ -\ •*

He does not have a book. . ^ LsS «jjl* L.

1. Syntactic description of the above examples:

a. They are equational sentences.

b. The predicates precede the subjects because the subjects

are indefinite, " V '--^ a book."

o

2. The word " Xi* " may be united with the particle " U t; .

y Q

thus "L.J-U; 11, giving the meaning "when." Example:

I saw him when he was here. . U-& ^ IS L»j_u «-X-J j

C. The verb /yuujad/ •*?•>£ : This verb corresponds in meaning to

"there is" or "there are" in English. Because of this usage, the conjuga-

tion of this verb as well as the indication of tense are not needed. The

only requirement needed for this usage is the indication of gender, that is

/yuujad/ -i>-j-i is used in relation to masculine words, and /tuujad/ -i*-j-^

is used in relation to feminine words. Examples:

.0^
There is a restaurant near . * UJ t , 1 1 ^jJ ,«.la-« J*»>-;

the school.

There are many chairs . iJ^JLJI d_±j ^ *j t
: V tym\ ^-S J*-j~:

in that room.

D. The Word " vP all, every":

1. When this word is used with Pronoun endings, it renders the

meaning of "all" or "whole." Examples:
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all of them "i <

.
-» _»

all of it (him) ' ~\ <

all of it (her) t ^l

<

all of you (M.P1) XlS"

all of us L£j_S"

2. The word " lP " will render the meaning of "each" or "every"

whenever the following noun is indefinite. On the other hand, if the

following noun is definite, then the meaning of "all" or "whole" is rendered.

Examples:

each day V" "^

all day (the whole day) \"'u "^J

every month JV. ^S

the whole month
(

."_
1 1 ^

E « Usage of " o^ "and " J-f* "; These two words are equivalent in

meaning to the prepositions "after" and "before" respectively.

1. In Arabic, these two words should be used before a noun.

However, if they are used before a verb, the particle " o' " is inserted

between them and the verb. Examples:

We'll study after you get . ^jj| ^ j^^
°

0 \ "2*L *1;
up. ' "

'

I eat breakfast before I . ^.j jjuf
°

0 1 jli i^^^kj JiT
shave

,

In the speech of many Arabic localities, the particle " O '
"

is replaced with the particle " U, » to render the same meaning.
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't> *
2. Quite often the word " o*_. " is preceded by " I -,

:
« " (combi-

nation of preposition " &» " and particle " L. «) thus " -U-T L... i «

rendering the meaning "afterwards" or "later."

F. The Use of " o > s**^ it is necessary" : The verb " <
r**«-i must,

should, have to, or to be necessary" is not conjugated like the rest of the

verbs. The person it refers to is known from the main verb of the sentence.

Following this verb, the sentence is always in the subjunctive mood, and the

particle " O' " is invariably used. Examples:

We have to wear special * wU^JU u L; ^,1 t-*»w

cloths. -'
' *~

*

He has to study his lesson. . «u.jj yjXj ^1 i-^jk-,

I have to wait for my . La lyL-oi jh'C.1 $T Lj*S
friend here

.

" " ' ' ^
~

1. Sometimes the preposition " ,^1* » followed by a noun or

pronoun suffix referring to the person in the sentence is used between

" V^vi " and the particle " O' " for emphasis. Examples:

The Lt. has to go to ^1 c-aJL. ^T
.
j M , 1 1 ^^1* <_*»w

the camp. ' ^ «£.<>,-,?«>•*''

He has to go to the camp.
. illijKJI II£ °J ^.Ir.*.^

We have to wear special , UUyLl' J..f1,T °J\
1 :f Tr ^^

cloths

.

' ' ^
*

Tou (M.Pl^ have to study . "^oJI Ij-^jj; 0 t Sill L^S
the lesson. " -

2

.

Sometimes the verb " 4**"-* " is eliminated and only the preposi-

tion " or^- " plus the required pronoun suffix or noun is used to render the

same meaning. Examples:
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f-———
' (J>£ • - u • nil Jfr

s " ' ° »
1 y~>j XZ £}\

.3 o ^^.

He has to go to the
camp.

You have to study the
lesson.

3. The perfect form of this verb " C^J" » is also used to give

the same meaning in the past.

k- The verb » o 15" » is also used, preceding » <^»~", to give the

meaning of "must, should, etc." in the past. Example:

I had to go to the camp . J£j£f .J I ClY\ "J L*l & 15"

or i ' ' ^ • v

I should have gone to the camp.

J. " -»

G * Use of " ±i+ since, for "; This word functions as a "preposition."

Therefore, the noun following it is always in the genitive case. (Although

it is permissible to be in the nominative case) the meaning it renders in

such a function is illustrated in the following examples:

For a month, since one month ago. . J^l ITf

>.~?For the past few days, a few days ago. . CT

Of a long time ago.
# ,£,^ 9

% \\

Lately, recently.
# /^ cJ T II?
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ACCUSATIVE 22.

ACCUSATIVE INDEPENDENT PRONOUN 2\\.

ACTION, NOUN OF 75.

ACTIVE and PASSIVE VOICE 125: Perfect 126, Imperfect 127, Passive of

verbs with two objects 128, Passive of verbs with preposition 12?.

ADJECTIVE 17: Gender 18, Case 18, Number 18, Comparative 19, Super-

lative 19, Relative 20, 35.

ADJECTIVAL VERBS: See Verb of Surprise or Admiration.

ADVERBIAL ACCUSATIVE J_^ Uujf ll|6, of State or Condition J UJf lit7,

Cognate or absolute object j ,. lk,«J I Jj. ».,«,„ ...it 1^9, object complement

4_. J^» « «- IT 151, of time or place *__» J »i..i,..lT l5l, of cause or

reason «J Jj>
,»,J „4-iT 153, of accompanying «uu Jj,«, « .IT 15I4., of

specification J ; j *
'

it i££.

ANSWER PARTICLES 95.

ASSIMILATION: See Suprasegmentals

.

ATTACHED or TIED "t": See Noun, Collective Noun.

BROKEN PLURAL: See Noun.

CASES 21: See Noun 12, Adjective 17, Syntax 103, Feminine Plural 23,

Five Nouns 2\\.

CARDINAL NUMBERS: See Numbers.

COLLECTIVE NOUN 17-
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COLORS 33.

COMMENCEMENT OF ACTION Ikk-

COMMON STRUCTURES 165: " d " of similarity 165, usage of "

and " J-^-»" 168, use of "o' 'r^-t " 169, use of " i-i-. " 170, verbso*
» o^j-i" 167, word " a^* " 166, word " Ji" " 167.

COMPARATIVE 19.

CONDITION PARTICLES 98.

CONDITIONAL SENTENCE 139: Use of ^ 139, I J I lliO, li 0 15* llj.2, nouns

and adverbs 1U2, ll±3.

CONJUGATIONS 37, 38, 39, Uo, kl, 50, $1, $2, 53, 51i, 55-

CONSONANTS: See Sound System.

DECLINABLE vJ^-aJ-J? vs. INDECLINABLE ^iJ^Jl ,S-. f
>' . . it 159

.

DEFINITE ARTICLE: See Orthography.

DEFINITENESS 162.

DEFINITE and INDEFINITE NOUNS 162, use of article J* 163

.

DEMONSTRATIVE PHRASE 121*.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN 27.

DERIVATIVES, VERBAL 70: Noun of Action 78, Noun of Excess 87, Noun of

Instrument 85, Noun of Object 7k» Noun of Place and Time 83, Noun

of Subject 70.

DERIVED VERBS 55.

DIPHTHONG: See Sound System.

DUAL: See Noun, Adjective.

EQUATIONAL SENTENCE 106.
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EXCEPTION 137. Particle V^ 137, iSy^ and ^J. 138, I jl* L. 139.

EXCESS, NOUN OF 81;.

FEMININE PLURAL: See Noun, Cases 23.

FETE NOUNS i«-*i*JI » UJifT 21;.

FUTURE TENSE: See Imperfect Verb.

GENDER: See Noun, Adjective.

GENITIVE 23.

HELPING VOWEL: See Orthography.

IMPERATIVE 118.

IMPERFECT U3, FUTURE TENSE 50, WITH PRONOUN SUFFIX $0.

Types: Sound kS, 50 $ Double 1;6, 52$

Weak : Initial J46, 535 Middle 1;7, 5Ui Final 1;8, &.

INDEFINITE OR NUNNATION: See orthography.

INDEPENDENT PRONOUN: See Pronoun.

INDICATIVE MOOD 113.

INSTRUMENT, NOUN OF 82.

INTERROGATIVE PARTICLES 96.

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN 2$.

INTONATION: See Suprasegmentals

.

INTRANSITIVE: See Verb.

JUSSIVE MOOD 116.

JUSSIVE PARTICLES 95: See also Jussive Mood.

LONG VOWELS: See Sound System, Orthography.
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MASCULINE PLURAL: See Noun.

MEASURES 53: See Verbs.

MOODS 113: Indicative 113, Subjunctive llU, use of •*»- and J-^ 116,

Jussive 116.

MORPHOLOGY 12, 33, Noun 12, Verb 33.

NEGATIVE 100.

NOMINATIVE 21.

NOUN 12: Gender 12, Number 13, tied or attached "t" 12, dual 13.

Plural ll;: Sound Masculine lit, Sound Feminine 15, Broken 16,

Collective 17.

NOUN-IN-CONSTRUCTION i-» UV T 103.

NUMBER: See Noun, Adjective.

NUMBERS 129:

Cardinals 129: Numeral 130, 131$ Combined 132, 13Uj Dual Forms 130.

Ordinals 135*. First Form 135, Second to Tenth 135, Compound 136.

NUNNATION or INDEFINITE: See Orthography.

OBJECT: See Verbal Sentence.

OBJECT, NOUN OF 71.

ORDINAL NUMBERS: See Numbers.

ORTHOGRAPHY 8: Vowels: Short Vowels 8, Long Vowels 8, Sukuun 9,

Transition Vowel 9, Definite Article 9, Nunnation or Indefinite 9,

Helping Vowel 9, Types of "aa" 10, Types of Hamza 11.

PARTICLES 88: Affecting meaning of expression 99, Answer 98, Condi-

tion 101, Conjunctions 96, Interrogative 99, Jussive 98, Negative 99.
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Nouns Acting as Prepositions 9k, Prepositions 88, Subjunctive 98_,

Vocative 98.

PARTICLES AFFECTING MEANING OF EXPRESSION 96.

PARTICLES and VERBS AFFECTING EQUATIONAL SENTENCE 108,

PARTICLES and VERBS AFFECTING VERBAL SENTENCE 112.

PASSIVE VOICE: See Active and Passive Voice.

PERFECT 36: With Pronoun Suffix Ul.

PLACE and TIME, NOUN OF 80.

PLURAL: See Noun, Adjective, Sound Masculine, Sound Feminine, Broken.

PREDICATE: See Equational Sentence.

PREPOSITIONS: See Particles.

PRONOUN 25: Independent 25, Suffix 25, Independent in the Accusative 2?
;

Interrogative 28, Demonstrative 30, Relative 32.

PRONOUN SUFFIX: See Pronoun.

RELATIVE ADJECTIVE 12, 32.

RELATIVE PRONOUN 29-

SENTENCE 106: Particles and Verbs Affecting Equational Sentence 108,

Particles and Verbs Affecting Verbal Sentence 112.

Types: Equational 106, Subject 106, Predicate 106, Verbal 107,

Verb 107, Subject 107, Object 107.

SHORT VOWELS: See Sound System, Orthography.

SOUND SYSTEM 1:

Consonant: Similar to English 1, No English Equivalent 1,

Diphthong $.
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Vowels: Short Vowels k> Long Vowels 1±.

STRESS: See Suprasegmentals

.

SUBJECT: See Equational and Verbal Sentence.

SUBJECT, NOUN OF 67.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD 111;: Use of a*- and J-^» 116.

SUBJUNCTIVE PARTICLES 95: See also Subjunctive Mood.

SUKUUN: See Orthography.

SUPERLATIVE 20.

SUPRASEGMENTALS 6, Stress 6, Intonation 6, Assimilation 7.

SINTACTIC CLASSIFICATION 156: Declinable .li/*. -.,..,it. vs Indeclinable

i-t^aji &.* ^jj, ... i i 159 ^ Variable v./"-*-1 ' vs Invariable ^-- , n

156.

SYNTAX 103

TIED or ATTACHED "t": See Noun, Collective Noun, Noun of Subject.

TRANSITION VOWELS: See Orthography.

TRANSITIVE: See Verb.

TRILITERAL VERB 36: Sound 37, Weak 38, 39, Double UO.

TYPES OF "aa": See Orthography, Final Weak Verb.

TYPES OF HAMZA: See Orthography.

VARIABLE v./*--" vs Invariable ^- . i t 156.

VERB 36: Derived 55: jlj 56, jliT 57, jlli" 61, J* L» 62,

J*Uj6ii, jUjl 65, J^l 66, jIIHl 67, "S^l 68,
^ £ £ i-

Future Tense 50.
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Imperfect 1|3: Vocalization I4J4., Sound 1(5, Double k6 } Weak I4.6,

With Pronoun Suffix 50, Transitive 36.

Perfect 36: Sound 37, Weak 38, 39, 1+0, Double J4O, With Pronoun

Suffix 1|1, Triliteral 36, Transitive 36.

VERBS OF SURPRISE or ADMIRATION U4.5.

VERBAL DERIVATIVES 70, See Derivatives.

VERBAL SENTENCE 107.

VOCATIVE 16U.

VOCATIVE PARTICLES 9$.

VOWELS: See Sound System, Orthography.
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